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Abstract
The title of this thesis describes the ambitious scientific aim running through it: explaining the link between genotype

and phenotype through molecular biology data. In our cells, proteins are constantly being created and are degrading,

and are accumulating or interacting to produce the phenotypes that we see at a larger scale: height, levels of

enzymes in blood, diseases. There are hidden molecular explanations for our phenotypes, and our proteins functions.

The versions of the proteins that it is possible for an organism to produce are determined primarily by its protein‑

coding DNA, while the selection of possible proteins that are actively produced in each cell are determined by the

environment of the particular cell at each time. The data about these molecules and their activity is our trail of

breadcrumbs in the search for a molecular explanation for phenotype, and these data exist in computational biology’s

collection of large databases of community‑sourced experimental and computational results.

This thesis explores two main approaches for making and improving explanatory predictions of phenotype and protein

function from genotype. Both predictors seek to leverage the power of the researchers around the world which

contribute their results to community databases, and combines these where possible to get a fuller picture of the

complex system of interacting molecules.

The first part of this thesis contains all of the necessary background, and contains three chapters. Chapter 1 briefly

introduces the philosophy of this thesis. The biology background chapter (chapter 2) then presents a detailed

overview of the scientific model that links genotype and phenotype. It tells the story of how phenotype arises from

genotype, and introduces the different biological molecules that are involved. It begins at the very basics: what are

DNA, RNA, proteins, and phenotypes; how are they related; how do we categorise them? This background is intended

to make this thesis readable to someone without a background in biology, and to explain the overall aims and context

of the research in this thesis. It does not contain any of my own research. The computational biology background

chapter (chapter 3) follows on from the previous chapter by discussing popular resources in computational biology,

their provenance, and the impact of this on the field. In this chapter, I also present my contributions to collaborative

projects: the Proteome Quality Index paper[2], and the 2014 SUPERFAMILY update paper[3]

In the second part, I present the Snowflake phenotype predictor, which uses variants conservation scores, prevalence

in the population, and protein domain architectures as input to an unsupervised learning method. This predictor, the

development of which resulted in a patent[4], finds unusual combinations of variants associated with phenotypes,

and is designed to create explanatory predictions of complex traits. The algorithm itself, and the results of

experiments in validating Snowflake are presented in chapter 4 and chapter 5.

In investigating Snowflake’s predictions, it became clear that it was possible for it to include protein‑coding SNPs in

predictions about phenotypes that exist in tissues in which the protein is never expressed, which brings us to the

third and final part of this thesis. The Filip protein function prediction filter is discussed in chapter 6, which uses gene

expression data to filter out predictions of proteins which are not expressed in the tissue relating to a given

phenotype. I discuss attempts to validate Filip’s predictions, including it’s performance in the CAFA3 protein function

prediction competition[5]. In addition, this part presents tools and datasets that were developed through creating and

developing Filip: Ontolopy a Python package for querying OBO files in chapter 7, and a combined data set of gene

expression data in chapter 8.
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1. Thesis style and philosophy
The abstract and background chapters provide the scientific introduction to this thesis, describing the research aims

and context. This short chapter, on the other hand, explains the choices of style and research philosophy.

1.1. Unusual stylistic choices in this thesis

There are a few unusual things about the format of this thesis: some easter eggs that made it easier for me to push

through and finish it, and which also represent some of the things I like most about research: making it transparent,

inclusive, and accessible.

First, in the spirit of trying to make my work as reproducible and Open as possible, this thesis is available online as a

Jupyter Book[1] here. I would recommend reading it online unless you really like your PDF viewer, since it includes

some interactive features which don’t translate to PDF. This book was written entirely in markdown documents and

Jupyter Notebooks ‑ which means that most of the graphs within are created directly from these notebooks.

The second unusual thing about this thesis is that you will see asides mentioning researchers who have been involved

in eugenics and/or racism. This is the unfortunate reality of much of the history of the field, and I didn’t want to

highlight the scientific achievements of these individuals, without also acknowledging their legacy of scientific

racism, particularly in the light of the Black Lives Matter movement.

For the same reason, I also drew an alternative University of Bristol crest, which you can see on the title page and in

this margin comment. This is also an example of the third weird thing about this thesis, which is that I drew some

illustrations for it (using Krita[6]), particularly in the background chapters. My aim in including the majority of these

drawings was simply to illustrate concepts, and help the reader (and myself) imagine some of the incredible stuff that

is going on in all of our bodies.

1.2. Research philosophy

Here I explain a little about my approach to the work in this thesis. I’m including this to add clarity about the lenses

through which I did this work, as well as what I consider to be a scientific contribution.

1.2.1. Complexity science, systems biology and multi‑omics

This PhD was completed as part of the Bristol Centre for Complexity Science. Complexity science is the study of

systems of interacting parts, i.e. the study of parts of the world where reductionism breaks down. Typical applications

of complexity science are predator‑prey models, epidemiological modelling (e.g. of pandemics), protein‑protein

interaction networks, or models of neurons. When applied to biology, it often falls under the banner of Systems

Biology.

Everything in this thesis looks at biology at the level of whole genomes, whole organisms, whole species, or even

across the tree of life, and takes the view that this is necessary if we want to understand emergent properties of

these interactions. Where I do “zoom in” to a particular case study or the details of some data, I am usually doing so

either to understand how the complex systems approach is working, or in order to feed back and improve the

resources that make the systems approach possible.

The work in this thesis could also be considered multi‑omics. I integrate, combine and harmonise some of the large,

collaborative “omics” (e.g. genomics, proteomics) data projects that are available in this field, to create new

resources and make new predictions.

A complex systems approach does not mean taking into account all parts of a system. In modelling our infinitely

complicated reality, we have to simplify to some extent, whether this means not taking properties such as location or

speed of reactions into account, not taking certain entities or classes of processes into account. Discovering what

must be included and what can be left out is one outcome of this type of research.

1.2.2. Team science

Computational biology is a field which I see as characterised by excellent examples of team science, from the Human

Genome Project to Biomedical Ontologies. I think that the best progress can be made when we all work together to

create robust resources and build on each other’s work and are fairly credited for that. I recognise that not everyone

shares this view, computational biologists who use the results of other scientists experiments have been referred to

Bristol Crest

The official University of Bristol crest
(above) has symbols for the Wills, Fry,
and Colston families. These families
made their wealth in industries built on
slavery and used some of that wealth to
found the University of Bristol.

I drew an alternative crest which has
symbols for three of my favourite
Bristol festivals instead: Upfest, the
Balloon Fiesta, and St Paul’s Carnival.

Illustrations

The illustrations are CC‑BY licensed
(use freely, with attribution) in case
they are useful to anyone.

Emergent properties of
systems are properties that
are found only when the
consistuent entities of those
systems interact, for example
traffic jams emerge when
vehicles interact on a
network of roads[7], or
cheetah’s spots emerge
when chemicals diffuse
across cells[8].
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by some as “research parasites”, or seen as a branch of IT services to whom “real” scientists can export technical

work. In this thesis, however, I take the view that contributing to existing scientific resources (Open Source or curated

information), software engineering, writing, coming up with hypotheses all fall under the banner of scientific

contribution. This is in line with policies like the Contributor Roles Taxonomy, and the recent additions of data sets

and research software to the Research Excellent Framework (REF) research outputs.

1.2.3. Open and reproducible science

During my PhD, one aspect of research came as quite a surprise to me, which was that I couldn’t trust the results of

peer‑reviewed papers to the extent that I originally assumed. As the reproducibility crisis unfolded, it became clear

that the “untrustworthiness” of research was also an issue for many other researchers. Since then, it has been an

important part of the way that I do research, and I have made as much of my work as reproducible and Open as I

could, taking new items from the Buffet of Open Research[9] as I continued. I describe the ways in which I do this as

they come up. Some earlier parts of my work, particularly chapter 4 do remain closed‑source.

We might like to think that scientific research is the “view from nowhere”, that it is objective, and simply measuring

reality. The reality, however, is that there are many, often equally valid, decisions to make when doing research and

these decisions will impact the results of that research (as I will explain later). If these decisions are not documented,

the validity of the research can be obscured, and in addition, one aspect of scientific work that makes it difficult for

other people to build on is that materials or details of analyses are not freely shared. For these reasons, in this thesis,

I tried to include enough detail so that the work could be reproduced (repeated to get the same answer), and the

decisions made understood.

https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/nejme1516564
https://www.elsevier.com/authors/policies-and-guidelines/credit-author-statement
https://www.software.ac.uk/REF2021guidance


2. How phenotype arises from genotype
I have three aims in this background Chapter:

1. To anchor the work that I’ve done within the context of the big questions in, and history of, genetics and

computational biology.

2. To discuss the current model for how biological molecules impact phenotype, in order to aid in discussions

about the types of data we have (which I discuss in Chapter 3), and how to use it (which relates to the rest of

this thesis).

3. To provide a basic run‑down of key terms/concepts in molecular biology (in particular, how dna, proteins, and

phenotype are labelled and classified) in order to allow someone without a biology background to understand

the rest of this thesis.

The biological background presented in this section begins at the very basics of molecular biology. This first details

what biological molecules (e.g. DNA, RNA and proteins) are, then discusses the different levels that they can be

viewed at, and how current research suggests that they effect the body. These details reveal the complexity of the

entities and concepts that computational biologists are interested in. The additional complexities that arise from how

we store data about these entities and use it in downstream analyses, is discussed in the next Chapter.

At the end of this chapter, I provide a short summary of the scientific model for how genotype and phenotype are

linked.

2.1. Big questions: What is genetically determined, and how?
As humans, we are curious and want to understand ourselves. We want to know the answers to questions like: “Why

are people the way we are?”, “Which aspects of ourselves have we inherited?”, and “What is fixed and what can be

changed by the way we live our lives?” Looking at what we are made from ‑ more specifically the DNA that can be

found in each of our cells ‑ has promised answers to some of these questions.

We ask so many questions, not only out of curiosity, but also in order to improve and control our lives and

environment. This drive for control hasn’t always been a good thing: in recent history, genetics has been used to

justify extremely harmful and unethical racist eugenics policies. While eugenics is thankfully no longer in vogue, there

is no guarantee that scientific knowledge will be used ethically. Modern‑day genetics still raises concerns about

which of our traits should be medicalised or pathologised: should we be looking for cures for autism if autistic people

don’t want them?

However, knowing more about ourselves clearly also has the capacity to be used for the good of all. By understanding

how our bodies work, researchers seek to develop new, more effective, and kinder treatments for diseases. Alongside

curiosity, these were my aims in seeking to explore the molecular link between genotype and phenotype.

2.1.1. History of inheritable traits

Humanity has been trying to answer the big questions long before we discovered DNA. The ancient theory of soft

inheritance[11] said that people can pass on traits they gained during their lives, while 16th‑century alchemists

theorised that sperm contains tiny fully formed humans[12] (i.e. women didn’t pass down anything).

In 1859, Charles Darwin published his book On the Origin of Species[13], explaining his theory of natural selection:

organisms compete for resources and not all can survive to reproduce, some organisms will have traits that increase

their chances of this, and those that do pass on their traits to the next generation. The theory predicts and explains

the gradual change of heritable characteristics over time: evolution. Darwin presented homologous anatomical

structures, like the similarity between a bat’s wing and a human hand, as evidence for evolution and shared ancestry.

Charles Darwin and racism

Darwin used his theory of natural
selection to argue that women and non‑
white races were inferior to white
men[10]. The full title of On the Origin
of Species was On the Origin of
Species by Means of Natural Selection,
or the Preservation of Favoured Races
in the Struggle for Life.



Fig. 2.1 An example of Mendel’s experimental results, for white and purple pea flowers. He began with

“pure line” pea plants (which always produced self‑identical plants when self‑pollinated). Crossing the

“pure line” plants resulted in first generation offspring which always had purple flowers. When self‑

pollinated, these first generation plants created plants with purple and white flowers in a 3�1 ratio.

Inspired by Darwin[14], his contemporary Gregor Mendel’s famous pea experiments[15] provided the earliest

scientific basis for genetics through his experiments with independently inherited traits of peas (e.g. purple or white

flowers, tall or shot plants, wrinkled or round seeds…). Importantly, he discovered rules of inheritance that indicated

that offspring have combinations of discrete genetic material (rather than a blend), i.e. we don’t see pink flowers

when we cross purple and white flowered peas. He also showed that single traits (e.g. purple flowers) can actually be

caused by different underlying genetics (see Fig. 2.1).

This concept was expanded by Wilhelm Johannsen, who coined the term “gene” as the name for the hidden material

that caused the traits. Johnannsen’s work also distinguished between “genotype” and “phenotype”: genotype being

the hidden (genetic) material that organisms have, and phenotype being the measurable trait[16]. His research

showed that some phenotypes (e.g. seed size) could vary considerably even with genetically identical plants, due to

their environment.

Phenotypes are not only strictly Mendelian, with a fixed number of “types”, or continuous and without a genetic basis.

Ronald Fischer showed that variation in continuous traits (such as height in humans) can be consistent with

Mendelian inheritance if multiple genes contributed additively to the trait. Many traits are complex in this way,

meaning that they are influenced by many different genetic factors, as well as the environment.

When Watson and Crick discovered the now familiar structure of DNA in 1953[18], we took a huge step towards being

able to answer our big questions. We finally understood the molecular structure that underlies inherent traits. Then in

2003, with the completion of the Human Genome Project[19], it was possible to read the human version of this “code

of life”. Once researchers had access to the whole genetic code for a person, they could set about trying to decode it,

with the world hoping that this landmark would aid the search for treatments for diseases like cancers and

Alzheimer’s[20].

We now have thousands of human genomes to investigate, and the promises of gene therapies and personalised

medicine are now beginning to become reality. At the time of writing, there are eleven cell and gene therapies

approved by the European Medicines Agency[22], which treat a variety of cancers, as well as Crohn’s disease, and

eye and cartilage problems. In addition, the first personalised genomic medicine chemotherapy treatment is now

available on the NHS, for cancer patients with the allele of the DYPD gene that cause slower breakdown of

chemotherapy toxins[23].

2.1.2. The future computational biologists want

The eventual destination of this field is a full understanding of how our individual genomes and their interaction with

the environment affects us. With this understanding, we would anticipate a much wider application of both

personalised medicine and gene therapies. These therapies are not yet a common occurrence: the eleven approved

cell and gene therapies come from a pool of such 500 clinical trials[22].

Perhaps it makes sense that we are not finding drug targets quickly, as we still don’t know the functionality of

approximately 20% of human genes[24]. And genes are only a small part (1‑2%) of our DNA[25], and the part we

understand best. Beyond our DNA, there are many other aspects of our cellular and social environments that will have

an effect on which parts of our genes are being actively used, and how much. This section provides an overview of

our current scientific model for how DNA affects phenotype, so that we can identify the sources of information that

we do have and can make use of.

Despite what we don’t know, this is also the moment when we have a unique hope to unravel some of these

mysteries. We have openly available, expertly curated, databases containing the great collective knowledge of many

experiments about our DNA, how it is being used, and what traits it affects. These databases are being filled at an

Homologous, orthologous, and
analagous features.

Homology is similarity due to a shared
evolutionary ancestry. This similarity
can be between anatomy, or biological
molecules and sequences (like DNA
and proteins).

Homologous sequences are
orthologous if they exist in different
species, for example mice and humans
have some orthologous genes, which
are different versions of the same
genes that perform the same function
in the organism. This is in contrast to
homology within species (paralogy)
which occurs due to gene duplication,
for example, humans have different
versions of the histone gene.

Similar features and sequences which
do not have shared evolutionary
ancestry (i.e. which evolved
independently), are analagous.

Ronald Fischer, racism and eugenics

Fischer has a legacy of scientific
racism. For example, actively
campaigning for the forced sterilisation
of a tenth of the population in the name
of eugenics [17].

James Watson and racism

Watson’s has publicly asserted that he
believes differences in average
measured IQ between blacks and
whites are due to genetic
differences[21].
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alarming speed by researchers around the world with the advent of new technologies. Perhaps it is now possible to

begin to synthesise some of this collective knowledge into a fuller understanding of complex traits.

2.2. Biological molecules: DNA, RNA, Proteins and the central dogma of
molecular biology.

Here I introduce the classes of biological molecules that are vital in our understanding of genetics: the nucleic acids

(DNA and RNA), and their product: proteins.

2.2.1. DNA

Fig. 2.2 Left: A photo of the original six‑foot tall metal model of DNA made by Watson and Crick in

1953, alongside their discovery[18]. Image from the Cold Spring Harbor Archives[26]. Right: A cartoon

representation of DNA, showing the concept of the complementary strand.

Most people recognise the double helix of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) shown in Fig. 2.2, it’s a twisted ladder

consisting of four nucleotides; adenine, cytosine, thymine, and guanine (A, C, T, G). Its the “code of life” that contains

the instructions for making (almost) all of the things which make up our bodies and therefore, an obvious starting

point for understanding how they work. A given nucleotide on one strand is always linked to its partner on the other

strand ‑ A with T, and G with C ‑ which creates redundancy and a convenient copying mechanism. Lengths of DNA

are measured in these base pairs (bp).

Human DNA is organised into chromosomes, we have two copies of each of our 23 nuclear chromosomes within

(almost) every cell, as well as a varying number of copies of our mitochondrial chromosome in the cells which have

mitochondria.

2.2.1.1. How DNA affects us: the central dogma of molecular biology

The way in which DNA affects the body can be understood through the central dogma of molecular biology, and in

doing so we will also become acquainted with two more important biological molecules: RNA and proteins.

The central dogma of molecular biology can be paraphrased as “DNA makes RNA makes proteins”. The idea is that as

the “code of life”, DNA contains the instructions for making RNA, which contains the instructions for making proteins,

and proteins are the molecules which constitute and make up almost everything in our bodies.

The central dogma is a description of the process of gene expression. Gene expression has two parts: transcription

(“DNA makes RNA”) and translation (“RNA makes proteins”). By looking at these mechanisms we can gain an

appreciation for the role of DNA in gene expression, and in phenotype.

2.2.1.2. “DNA makes RNA”, a.k.a, transcription

RNA (or ribonucleic acid) was originally discovered alongside DNA as a nucleic acid, an acidic substance found in the

nucleus of cells, hence it’s similar name. It was later discovered that they are also found in bacterial and archeal cells

(which don’t have nuclei). In contrast to DNA, RNA is a single‑stranded molecule, with the bases A, C, G and U (i.e.

uracil instead of thymine), and with a different backbone (containing ribose, rather than dioxyribose). There are

different forms of RNA which perform different functions. It is messenger RNA (mRNA) that is the intermediate

product between DNA and Proteins.

Almost everything

Proteins make up a lot of molecular
machinery in the body as well as
structures, however there are other
actors, too, for example, functional RNA
molecules (some of which are
explained further down this page). Fats
(which may or may not be synthesised
using proteins) can also make up
structural parts of the body such as cell
membranes.

Gene expression = DNA + cellular
environment

The environment, of the cell, and of the
individual, and even of modifications to
the DNA molecules, can affect the rate
of gene expression. This is obvious
when we think about the fact that the
same DNA is present in their liver cells,
skin cells, and neurons and realise that
the difference in how these
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Fig. 2.3 An illustration of the transcription and splicing processes, showing the role of RNA polymerase

in building RNA.

The process by which “DNA makes RNA” is known as transcription. The process happens to certain lengths of DNA,

and these lengths of DNA are which are called genes. In humans, genes vary in length from hundreds to millions of

base pairs.

The action of transcription is largely carried out by an enzyme called RNA polymerase, which binds to a promoter

region of the DNA, close to but outside the gene. This region is only accessible in certain cellular conditions. A rough

model is that in conditions in which it is unfavourable for the gene to be transcribed, other molecules will block the

promoter.

Fig. 2.3 illustrates the next part of this process. The RNA polymerase splits the DNA and adds complementary RNA

nucleotides to the DNA, after which the RNA sugar backbone is formed. The RNA‑DNA helix is then split, at which

point we have what is known as precursor RNA or pre‑RNA.

After transcription, the pre‑RNA then undergoes post‑transcriptional modifications such as splicing, where parts of

the RNA (introns) are removed, leaving only exons. This can also bee seen in Fig. 2.3. Splicing is part of the final

processing step to create the finished product: a mature RNA transcript.

During this step a gene could be transcribed into one of multiple transcripts, via a process known as alternative

splicing. This can happen, for example, by skipping some of the exons during splicing. So, a more accurate statement

is “DNA makes RNAs”: there’s not a one‑to‑one relationship between genes and transcripts, and therefore the same

is true between genes and proteins.

What is transcribed and how quickly is affected by many different kinds of proteins, as well as other molecules,

through epigenetic modifications. Transcription factors are of particular note. These are proteins that bind to DNA

close to or in a nearby promoter region, and either activate the gene (increasing it’s rate of transcription), by for

example recruiting RNA polymerase, or repress it (decrease it’s rate of transcription). These transcription factors are

in turn regulated by other transcription factors, which creates a network of gene regulation; a gene regulatory

network (GRN).

2.2.1.3. “RNA makes Proteins”, a.k.a. Translation

The second part of the central dogma is “RNA makes proteins” a.k.a. translation.

Proteins were discovered independently from DNA and RNA. They were named by Dutch chemist Gerardus Mulder in

his 1839 paper[27], where he found that all proteins from animals and plants have more or less the same elemental

makeup ‑ approximately C H N O . This intriguing result bolstered research in this area, eventually resulting

in our current understanding of proteins as biological macromolecules composed of amino acids.

Translation describes the process in which a string of amino acids is created based on the RNA sequence. Proteins

are made of these amino acid strings (called polypeptides), and after translation, they will fold (potentially with the

assistence of chaperone proteins) into the proteins usual globular three dimensional conformation.

cells/tissues look and function is due to
differences in which proteins are
actually being made at any given time.

Superkingdoms: eukaryotes, archea,
and bacteria

Living things are classified into
taxonomies such that similar organisms
are in the same group. At the highest
level of these classifications there are
three groups: eukaryotes (containing
humans and all other multicellular
organisms), bacteria, and archaea.

All three superkingdoms contain DNA,
RNA and proteins, and are therefore a
source of data and information about
genetics.

Definining “genes”

Genes are not a straightforward unit, as
I describe in a bit more detail later. 
Some sources use “gene” only to
describe genes which encode for
proteins, but I include genes which
encode for RNA.

Epigenetic modifications

Epigenetic modifications are persistent
and heritable changes to DNA that do
not affect the nucleotide, but can cause
a difference in gene expression, such
as histone modifications, chromatin
remodelling, and DNA methylation.
Epigenetic modifications can be
responsible for phenotypes through
altering gene expression.
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Fig. 2.4 Left: An amino acid wheel chart showing the mapping between nucleotide codons of RNA and

amino acids. The chart is read from the inside out, for example UGA is a stop codon and UUG encodes

for leucine “Leu”). Right: An illustration of the translation process, showing tRNAs delivering amino

acids to the ribosome in order to build the polypeptide chain which makes up proteins.

Translation is mostly carried out by a large and complex piece of molecular machinery called the ribosome, which is

made up of proteins and ribosomal RNA (rRNA). The ribosome reads and processes RNA in sets of three nucleotides

at a time ‑ these are called codons. Each codon is either a flag to the ribosome (e.g “stop here”, “start here”) or

corresponds to an amino acid. Transfer RNA (tRNA) transports the amino acids to the ribosome where the

polypeptide chain of amino acids is created.

Although we would expect  permutations of nucleotides, there are only 21 different amino acids which can be

incorporated into proteins in humans, so there is redundancy: multiple codons can encode for the same amino acids.

We can see this clearly in the left part of Fig. 2.4, for example, UAA, UGA, and UAG are all read as stop codons.

Different codons are not necessarily entirely equivalent, however, they can cause different patterns of expression due

to being translated at different speeds.

Amino acid strings then fold reliably into 3‑dimensional protein structures, sometimes with the help of other

“chaperone” proteins. We still don’t understand how this happens very well.

After translation, and either before or after folding[28], proteins can also be subject to post translational

modifications. These changes consist of chemicals bonding to the protein, which can for example change its function

or structure, assist in folding, or target them for degradation.

The process of translating mRNAs can be repressed by very short RNAs called microRNAs (miRNAs) that can bind to

more than half of mammalian mRNAs[29].

2.2.1.4. “… and proteins do everything.”

The unwritten addendum implied by “DNA makes RNA makes proteins” is “…and proteins do (almost) everything”. If

DNA is the blueprint for life, then proteins are what make up life. They are the material building blocks of our bodies,

and they also have a vast number of other functions: they can be enzymes catalysing reactions, hormones controlling

metabolism, transporters for other proteins, signalling proteins, they might be transcription factors (controlling the

expression of genes), or have many other functions.

In turn, these processes influence our phenotypes. A phenotype can be something like the level of a certain hormone

in the bloodstream, so in a very simple case, a different amino acid in a hormone protein could cause the protein to be

expressed differently. A phenotype could alternatively be something like height, which could have a number of

genetic (and non‑genetic) influences.

2.3. A closer look at DNA: Genomes, Genes, and Genetic Variation
Now that we have a basic overview of how DNA can influence phenotype, we can discuss the way that DNA is

organised and categorised in a little more detail. We’ll look from big (genomes) to small (single nucleotides).

2.3.1. Genomes

The genome is the full amount of DNA belonging to an organism. We can talk about the genome of an individual, or

about the genome of an organism (e.g. the human genome). When we talk about an organism’s genome, we are

actually talking about an example genome for that organism: the organisms’ reference genome. The reference

genome does not belong to any individual organism, but instead is supposed to have the most common nucleotide at

each DNA location.

= 6443

The protein folding problem

Amino acid strings reliably fold into
globular protein structures, but we
don’t know exactly how or why and
can’t accurately predict what form a
string of amino acids will take as a
protein. Answering these related
problems is known as the protein
folding problem and has been one of
the grandest challenges in biology for
over half a century.
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Reference genomes allow us to make general statements about an organism (e.g. “the human genome is 3 billion

base pairs long”), and also to make comparisons between organisms (e.g. “humans share 1% of their DNA with a

banana”). We also discuss individuals’ genomes in relation to the difference between the individual and the reference

genome.

2.3.2. The exome and the proteome

Still thinking big, we have the exome and the proteome. Both of these refer to locations across the whole genome,

but missing stretches in between. The exome describes the set of all exons (protein‑coding nucleotides) across the

genome. The proteome is generally used to mean the set of all proteins in in an organism (which can be much larger

than the set of genes due to alternate splicing), but it can also be used to describe the part of the genome relating to

the set of protein sequences.

2.3.3. Genes

DNA is often considered at the level of the gene. Genes have been so central to the historical study of DNA (hence

the name genetics), and the gene‑centric view of molecular biology continues to this day. For example, many

researchers have favourite genes, which they primarily study, and understand the mechanisms of in detail. And for

this reason, diseases and phenotypes are often attributed at the level of the gene, rather than at a more fine‑grained

level of the specific mutation.

As previously mentioned, in this thesis, I use genes to mean a stretches of DNA which can be transcribed into RNA

(i.e. I include “RNA genes” in my definition). However, the seemingly simple definition hides a lot of complexities: due

to their long history, the word “gene” has had different uses and meanings.

2.3.3.1. “A gene for X”

The word gene is often used as shorthand for “DNA that causes phenotypic differences” (for example in Richard

Dawkin’s best‑seller “The Selfish Gene”, and in news articles with titles of the form “Scientists have discovered a

gene for…”). However, there are multiple reasons why this is an incomplete and in some ways outdated understanding.

Single gene diseases do exist, however most of the time the same gene can make multiple different proteins) which

may not all cause phenotypic differences, the same protein can be involved in multiple different pathways and have

multiple functions, and multiple proteins can contribute to one function. Genes are also not guaranteed to cause

phenotypic differences, and are not the only sections of DNA which can influence phenotype. Another complication is

that genes can overlap, meaning that a single nucleotide mutation could impact on multiple genes. And finally,

sometimes entirely different genes can create identical proteins after translation.

The interaction between DNA, RNA and proteins, and the environment is also important to consider. Although DNA

makes RNA makes proteins and proteins do pretty much everything in our bodies, which proteins are made and how

they behave is highly dependent on the environment. The function of a gene might not be evident in some

environments because the protein is never transcribed, or it may behave differently. Many traits may be mostly

environmental.

2.3.3.2. Units of heritability

Genes are also often touted as a “unit of heritability/heredity”, but this is similarly not always the case. DNA is more

likely to be inherited together if it is close together on the chromosome, so generally we inherit whole copies of genes

(and the regions around them) together ‑ in fact usually we often inherit stretches of multiple genes together. Despite

this, it is also possible that genes are not inherited “in one piece” with one whole copy from each parent.

2.3.4. Things that are not genes

There are many related concepts that contain the word gene simply because they are stretches of DNA, but that do

not fit our definition. For example “jumping genes” and pseudogenes are both important parts of the human genome,

which may effect phenotype, but not via proteins.

In addition, there are also stretches of DNA that are of interest in relation to genes: enhancers, silencers, insulators,

and promoters. These are stretches of DNA that control the regulation of specific gene’s transcription. Mutations in

these stretches of DNA are often understood in relation to the genes that they regulate.

Humans and bananas

Humans share 50% of their protein‑
coding dna with bananas, but only 1%
of their genome.

Omics

As well as genomics (the science of
genomes) and proteomics (proteins),
there is also transcriptomics
(transcripts), metabolomics
(metabolites, e.g. sugars, lipids, etc).
Together these research areas are
known as omics and research which
combines these fields is known as
multi‑omics.

Transposable Elements

Transposable elements a.k.a.
transposons or “jumping genes” are
sections of DNA that move from one
section of the genome to another. Their
similarity with genes only extends as far
as the fact that they are stretches of



2.3.5. Indels and Copy Number Variations

Smaller lengths of DNA are mostly of interest as variants where there are differences at those locations between

individuals. These differences include insertions and deletions (indels) where sections of DNA, ranging from 1 to

10,000 base pairs, are inserted or deleted from the genome, and copy number variations where (generally larger)

stretches of the genome are repeated. However, the most well‑studied and common type of genetic variation

between humans are single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs, pronounced “snips”).

2.3.6. Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms

A SNP is a location on an organism’s genome where there are differences of a single nucleotide (A, C, T, G) between

individuals. In some fields, these variations are only considered to be Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms if they are

relatively commonly occurring in the population (at least 1%), while Single Nucleotide Variants (SNVs) can include

both rare and common variants.

Variation at a location does not imply a disease‑causing effect, many SNPs appear to be neutral. Much of the time,

the aim of studying such variants is to determine which are which. This is often done through looking at their rarity,

either in a specific human population (e.g. people with diabetes), the entire human population, or across the tree of

life.

SNPs are defined by their location on a human reference genome, for example “chromosome 5, position 7870860”

(often written 5:7870860). An individual allele for a given SNP is defined as “wild” type if it matches the reference

genome and “mutant” if it does not. The reference genome does not always have the most common allele at each

location, although this is it’s aim, so “wild” and “mutant” do not necessarily imply anything about rarity.

If there are only two nucleotide possibilities for a SNP (e.g. it could be A or C at a given position), then it is called bi‑

allelic; the vast majority of SNPs are of this type. Multi‑allelic SNPs such as tri‑allelic SNPs (three choices, e.g. it could

be A, T or C) are much rarer.

Since humans mostly have two copies of each chromosome (except for X/Y chromosomes in genetically male people,

and people with chromosomal anomalies), an individual will usually have two alleles for each SNP. These may match

(which we call homozygous) or not (heterozygous). Sometimes a disease‑causing allele can cause problems even for

heterozygotes, while in other cases a person needs two copies of the disease‑causing allele in order for it to have an

effect.

SNPs can occur either in coding or non‑coding regions of the genome. In non‑coding regions, SNPs can still affect

gene expression, for example by altering a regulatory site. SNPs in coding regions have two types: synonymous or

non‑synonymous, based on whether they alter the amino acid sequence.

2.3.6.1. Non‑synonymous SNVs

If a SNP alters the amino acid makeup of a protein, it is known as non‑synonymous. Non‑synonymous SNVs can

cause either nonsense or missense mutations.

Nonsense mutations occur where the SNP substitution results in a stop codon (e.g. TAG) in an unusual position,

which signals for a ribosome to stop translating RNA into a protein. This results in an incomplete and usually

nonfunctional protein. The effect of a nonsense mutation would be more or less severe depending on the location of

the new stop codon. For example, if it was close to the end of the protein, the protein may still be functional.

Sufficiently incomplete proteins are usually destroyed by the cell.

On the other hand, missense mutations occur where the SNP substitution results in an amino acid substitution in the

protein. Some amino acids can be substituted without causing any difference to the function of the protein, while

others can severely impede the protein.

2.3.6.2. Synonymous SNVs

Synonymous SNVs occur where substituting the usual nucleotide with another results in the same amino acid. The

resulting protein will have the exact same functionality. However, synonymous SNVs could still have an effect on high‑

level traits, since different nucleotides are translated at different speeds.

2.4. Looking more closely at proteins: function, structure and
classification

DNA. Despite making up 50% of the
human genome, they only rarely
overlap with protein‑coding genes[30].
The vast majority of human
transposons are silent, i.e. are
incapable or prevented from moving.

Pseudogenes

Pseduogenes are segments of DNA
that look like genes (have high
homology to known genes), but are
missing some functionality such that
they do not encode proteins. Some
pseudogenes cannot be transcribed
(e.g. due to missing regulatory regions),
and some are transcribed, but not
translated (e.g. due to a premature stop
codon). Although they were originally
characterised as non‑functional, they
have been found to have biological
roles, for example through being
transcribed into functional RNAs[31].

Alleles

The different forms that a variant can
take in the population are called alleles.
Alleles can be as big as different forms
of a whole gene, or as small in length as
an individual nucleotide.



Just as DNA has been classified at different levels (SNP, gene, genome), so too have proteins. In contrast to DNA,

what’s interesting (and useful!) to know about proteins is their structure.

As mentioned earlier, translated strings of amino acids fold automatically (or sometimes with the help of other

proteins) into the 3D structure of proteins. This structure defines what molecules (large and small) they can bind to,

and this has huge consequences for their functionality in the body. Moreover, proteins have recognisable features of

their structure which appear again and again. These features occur at different levels and sizes, and they allow us to

learn about the evolution and functional similarity of proteins.

2.4.1. Protein structure: Primary, Secondary, Tertiary, and Quaternary

Proteins are described and classified in terms of the their primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structure.

The primary structure is simply the amino acid makeup of the protein, which describes the protein’s chemical

makeup, but not it’s three‑dimensional structure. These amino acid strings tend to form into a small number of

familiar (secondary) three‑dimensional structures, for example beta strands, beta sheets, and alpha helices. At the

next level, the tertiary structure describes combinations of secondary structures, for example a TIM barrels (a

torroidal structure made up of alpha helices and beta strands). At this level, similar structures do not imply an

evolutionary or functional similarity.

2.4.1.1. Quaternary structures: protein domains

Fig. 2.5 An illustration of the lego analogy for protein domains. Coloured bricks represent protein

domains ‑ colour represents a specific protein domain type, while thin grey bricks represent

polypeptide linkers which link domains. Image created using mecabricks[32]

The quaternary structures of proteins ‑ protein domains ‑ have proved particularly interesting for research. A simple

and oft‑used metaphor is to think of protein domains as lego building blocks (Fig. 2.5) which can be linked by

polypeptide chains to make up a protein. These polypeptide chains (known as linkers) are often inflexible, in order to

allow only one conformation of the protein. Small and simple proteins often consist of just one domain, while bigger

proteins can contain many domains. An individual domain can be found in many different proteins, and multiple times

in the same protein.

Protein domains are interesting because they are highly conserved in evolution, and are thought of as units of

function, evolution, and/or structure. The functions of proteins, at both low‑level (e.g. “calcium signalling protein”)

and high‑level (e.g. involved in “liver disease”), are costly and difficult to discern, so there are many proteins about

which little is known. For this reason, often proteins are classified according to their similarity to proteins about which

functions are known, for example those containing the same protein domains.

2.4.1.2. Disorder

While protein domains always exist in one conformation, this is not the case for proteins as a whole. One reason for

this is that not all linkers are rigid. Flexible regions of proteins which allow for various conformations are referred to as

disordered.

And disordered regions are not only relegated to linkers between domains. Proteins can be constituted entirely of

disordered regions, or may have large disordered regions.

Such intrinsically disordered proteins can exist in a number of conformations, rather than one fixed structure. On

some occasions, the disordered regions are known to be functional, while on others, proteins may be non‑functional

until they bind with another macromolecule which forces them into a fixed conformation.

2.4.1.3. Classifying proteins by domain: families and superfamilies

Proteins with known domain structure can be grouped together based on their structural similarities, based on the

consideration of the protein’s constituent domains into families, superfamilies and folds. Proteins are classified into

families representing the most similar proteins, which share a clear evolutionary relationship, while superfamilies

Conserved sequences

Sequences are highly conserved if
identical or homologous sequences are
frequently found in other species. The
underlying assumption is that the
sequence must be important for
organisms survival if they are present in
all species.
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represent less close evolutionary relationships, and folds represent the same secondary structure. This protein

classification task, while aided by automation, was carried out largely by manual visual inspection[33].

2.5. Phenotype

2.5.1. What is phenotype?

Phenotypes are observable traits, which can range from neutral (like height, skin colour, or eye colour) to disabling

(e.g. chronic fatigue syndrome) or life‑threatening (e.g. cancers), to very specific measurements (e.g. level of calcium

in blood). Since phenotypes can have various levels of specificity, they can also be hierarchical, an individual could

display “abnormal muscle morphology”, or more specifically “facial muscle atrophy”, which means we have to decide

at what level to record phenotypes. Human phenotype information is private information, and some phenotypes are

not easy to measure, so information about human phenotypes is not always easy to access.

2.5.2. How do proteins influence phenotype?

The easiest phenotypes to understand genetically are Mendelian. In Mendelian phenotypes, a single mutation is

responsible for a phenotype, and we can assume that the mutation changes, reduces, or stops entirely the

functionality of the protein, and that this protein is the main actor involved in the trait. An example of this in humans is

the OPN1MW gene which encodes for green‑light absorbing pigment necessary to create green light absorbing

cones in the eye: the allele that causes a non‑functional OPN1MW gene therefore causes red‑green colourblindness.

The way in which Mendelian genetics affect a phenotype can vary. In humans, for a SNP with two alleles, there are

three possible calls: homozygous wild type (two copies of the most common allele), heterozygous (one copy of the

most common allele and one copy of the rarer allele), and homozygous mutant (two copies of the rarer allele).

Sometimes having one copy of the rarer allele is enough to cause a phenotype, but sometimes two copies are

required. Not all SNPs are disease‑causing at all, i.e. have any disease‑causing combinations of alleles.

As well as mutations, phenotypes can be caused by chromosomal abnormalities (extra or missing sections of

chromosomes). In this case, the mechanism is the increased or decreased gene expression of the affected section of

the chromosome which is influencing phenotypic differences.

Proteins can affect the same phenotype indirectly, through protein‑protein interaction networks, through interaction

with the metabolism (the body’s creation of small chemicals, like sugars, fatty acids, and vitamins), and through

interaction with the environment of the cell. The environment of the cell is of course in turn influenced from the

human‑scale environment: what we eat, whether we smoke, the air we breathe, and our body’s response to outside

stimuli.

2.5.2.1. Limits

For many disease phenotypes (e.g. Breast Cancer, Asbestosis), a genetic mutation might predict an increased

probability of having the phenotype, given similar environmental conditions. And there are phenotypes which may not

be linked to genetic variation at all, but may be entirely influenced by the environment: for example medical conditions

that are the result of poisoning. In these cases, we might imagine that there is a mutation that humans could have that

would prevent or reduce the poison reaction, but since no one has it, we can’t study this by looking at human

mutations.

To get a little philosophical (metaphysical) for just a paragraph, some phenotypes may not even exist. That is, they

might not be natural categories such that there is a straight‑forward and physical thing that decides membership to

the category[34]. As an example, consider an imaginary poorly‑understood syndrome, it might be diagnosed if you

have some of a list of symptoms, but the syndrome might actually be four separate diseases with four totally separate

causes and the treatments might only work for one of these diseases. Some phenotypes might even be social

constructs; there is a long‑running debate among psychologists about whether some mental health conditions and

other psychological and behavioural concepts are socially constructed[35,36]. If phenotypes are not based in the

physical, then we will likely have difficulty accurately predicting them from genetics.

2.5.2.2. Ethical considerations

Aside from the fact that predicting non‑physical concepts is difficult, there are also ethical considerations in trying to

predict socially constructed phenotypes. If we try to predict sexual orientation from genetics [37], then we might turn

out to be measuring something else which indirectly influences sexual orientation, for example a protein that

Social Constructs

A social construct is an idea or concept
that exists because it has been created
and agreed upon by society.
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influences how open people are to new experiences, or something that in turn influences that. And in trying to predict

intelligence from genetics, for example, we are likely finding associations between variables like how much you have

practiced IQ tests or whether you are in the same cultural group as those that created them[38], reinforcing racist

ideas[39].

Even if all phenotypes were natural concepts, predicting the genetic basis of some phenotypes could be harmful[40],

for example finding a gay gene could be motivated by, or lead to a search for “treatments” to “cure” homosexuality

even if it did have a physical basis.

Physical measurements can also be problematic for similar reasons. Take measurements of facial features for

example: this brings to mind the image of nazis measuring skulls. Where physical measurements are proxies for

measuring the social construct of race, these kinds of phenotypes can be similarly worrying. Facial recognition

technology[41] is often criticised on this basis[42].

It is for these reasons, that the majority of modern concepts of phenotype are based in medical concepts, where

looking for a link between genotype and phenotype can have a potential life‑saving or life‑improving benefit. This

scenario still comes with serious ethical considerations, however. Many disabled people do not want cures for their

disabilities[43], and people are also worried that the development of genetic screenings for disabilities will effectively

result in a genocide of disabled people[44].

Another concern is that people may accidentally find out about phenotypes that they are predisposed to that they do

not wish to know about. This is particularly worrying if there are not any existing preventative/proactive measures to

avoid a future diagnosis, and if they are not be able to access genetic counselling. For example, 23andMe have a

system whereby you must opt‑in to viewing reports about your health for some illnesses.

2.6. Summary: how genotype and phenotype are linked

The purpose of this introductory chapter was to provide an overview of how we think phenotype arises from

genotype. It’s also to explain why it’s a hard problem!

As we’ve seen in this chapter, there are many kinds of genetic variation which can influence phenotype. I will

summarise the link between genotype and phenotype for the simplest and smallest kind of genetic variation: the SNP.

SNPs can exist anywhere on the genome: in the exome, or outside of it. If the SNP is in a coding region, it may encode

for multiple different proteins, and for each of them, it could change the structure of the protein at one location, cut it

short at that point, or have no effect on the structure. If the SNP is non‑synonymous for the protein (affects protein

structure), then it may fall in a disordered region of a protein (leaving us without structural ‑ and therefore often

functional information), and we may not know in what circumstances and cells that protein is transcribed. In addition,

the SNP may affect phenotype differently with homozygous or heterozygous calls, and the protein may affect

phenotype by influencing a network of other proteins, or the protein may exist as a redundant part of a pathway which

will only affect phenotype if three other SNPs have specific calls. Even after all this, the presentation of many

phenotypes can depend heavily on the environment, or the age of the individual. The mechanisms will be different for

each phenotype, and we can expect some phenotypes to be impossible to predict from genotype.

Given all this complexity, it may seem no wonder that phenotype prediction remains a challenge[5]. In the next

chapter, I describe the diverse information about biological entities that can be measured, including gene and protein

sequence, protein structure, variant frequencies and functions, and gene expression, and how it is currently used.



3. How genotype and phenotype are measured and
researched
We have just introduced the biological mechanisms linking genotype and phenotype. Next, we will discuss the details

of how this connection is studied, including how data about DNA and RNA is captured, organised and stored, and how

this data is used in computational biology research.

This chapter begins with a short description of popular sequencing technologies, as this is relevant to both DNA and

RNA.

Then in the second section, we will retrace the steps we took in the previous chapter, looking again at DNA, RNA,

proteins, and phenotypes in turn, but this time considering the data gathered about each of these entities, and the

data gathered about the connections between them. Sprinkled throughout the chapter, as they become relevant, I

describe some specific examples of resources and tools used in bioinformatics and computational biology that are

relevant to this thesis.

Two types of tools and resources, however, have their own sections. The first are biological ontologies, which are

efforts to unify some of the information gained in the experiments just described in earlier parts of this chapter.

Secondly, predictive computational biology methods and the ecosystem of competitions that are often used to

validate them are also described separately in section 3.4. In this section, I also explain my contribution to the update

to the SUPERFAMILY resource[3].

I then describe some of the potential sources of bias in the data and tools used throughout this thesis, followed by my

contribution to a project designed to counter some of these issues, the Proteome Quality Index (PQI)[2].

Finally, I summarise the data we currently have (and don’t have) on the link between genotype and phenotype.

This chapter primarily summarises the work of others, but it also contains my contributions to the following

collaborative projects:

2014 Superfamily update paper[3]

Added some cyanobacteria genomes to the resource

Contributed to paper‑writing/editing

The Proteome Quality Index paper[2]

Contributed to development of metrics for measuring proteome quality

Contributed to paper‑writing/editing

3.1. Sequencing and microarrays

Sequencing and microarrays are how we get measurements of DNA and RNA. We measure DNA so that we can

understand what organisms genetic material is capable of doing: and understand what the differences between

different species and individuals are. These measures of DNA can tell us (among other things) what proteins it is

possible to make. If we think of genes as a collection of blueprints, then one major reason that we measure RNA to tell

us how much each blueprint is in production.

3.1.1. Sequencing

Sequencing technologies are used to read strings of DNA or RNA: this can be done de novo, i.e. even when we don’t

know the sequences ahead of time. At one time, we might wish to sequence anything from one gene to the entire

genome. No sequencing technology can read whole chromosomes end to end, however, all work by reading shorter

lengths of DNA (called reads).

In most sequencing technologies (e.g. Sanger, Illumina), in order for the different nucleotides to be detected (by

human sight or using a sensor), DNA is first prepared such that different nucleotides bond to different visible

markers, e.g. different coloured dyes or fluorescent markers.

From the late 1970’s until the mid 2000s, Sanger sequencing was the most popular sequencing technology, although

it underwent various improvements over this timescale. In Sanger sequencing (and other first‑generation methods),

reads of around 800bp are sequenced, one at a time, using electrophoresis. The human genome project sequenced

Contributions in this Chapter

Whole genome sequencing

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) is
the process of sequencing an
individual’s entire genome: across all
chromosomes (protein‑coding and
non‑coding DNA) and the
mitochondria. This can be achieved
with different sequencing techologies.

Elecrophoresis



the first human genome using this method[19], and it’s still used in some circumstances, for example validating next

generation sequencing.

Second, or next generation sequencing (NGS), also referred to as high‑throughput sequencing, is a catch‑all term

for the faster and cheaper sequencing technologies which replaced the previously used Sanger sequencing. A feature

that is common to NGS methods is that many shorter reads (around 100bp, exact numbers depending on the specific

technology) are sequenced in parallel. The process is massively parallel: millions to billions of short sequences can be

read at a time. This is a huge factor in making NGS much faster (and therefore cheaper) than Sanger sequencing. In

turn, this speed and cheapness means that more repeats can be sequenced, increasing the overall accuracy of NGS

over Sanger (despite the accuracy of each individual read being generally lower).

NGS can be used for sequencing either DNA or RNA (known as RNA‑seq when applied to the whole transcriptome).

While (NGS) DNA‑sequencing and RNA‑seq can use the same underlying NGS technologies, there exist some

differences, e.g. RNA is reverse‑transcribed into strands of complementary DNA, before being sequenced, since

sequencing DNA is currently easier than sequencing RNA.

There are now also third generation sequencing technologies that allow much longer reads to be sequenced, e.g.

nanopore technology.

3.1.1.1. Capped Analysis of Gene Expression

Capped Analysis of Gene Expression (CAGE) is a NGS transcript expression technique which measures very small (27

nucleotide) segments (called tags) from the start (5’ end) of mRNA. These tags are mapped to genes based on their

distance to the gene in bp. The upside of this approach is that these short tags can be used to identify the

transcription start sites (TSS) of RNA transcripts. The downside is that it can only be used to measure mRNA (mature

messenger RNA). CAGE is used extensively in the FANTOM research projects, such as FANTOM5 whose data is used

in Section 6 and Section 8.

3.1.2. Alignment and assembly

Whichever technology is used, DNA and RNA is sequenced in small sections. This means that reads must then be

aligned to an existing sequence (e.g. reference genome, known gene, or transcript), to allows us to know where on

the genome (which chromosome and position on that chromosome) the read came from.

If an existing sequence does not yet exist, we say that we are sequencing de novo. In this case, reads are aligned with

one another, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1 so that they can be assembled into a new sequence.

In both cases, alignment requires the reads to overlap, so longer and more numerous reads make these tasks easier.

Fig. 3.1 Image illustrating how reads of DNA are aligned with one anther to assemble genomes de

novo.

The current estimate for raw sequencing inaccuracy of an individual NGS read is around 0.24%[45], meaning that on

average one base pair will be incorrect for a 500bp read. Multiple repeats are therefore required to obtain a more

accurate measurement of the assembled sequence, which is further necessary since there are many repeated

sequences (perhaps over two thirds of the human genome[46]). The depth for a nucleotide is the number of reads

that overlap that nucleotide. Similarly, the average depth of a sequence can be calculated.

After assembly, even in the most complete genomes, we are still left with some sequences that could not be placed,

and some parts of the genome that we still don’t know about.

Electrophoresis is a laboratory
technique in which molecules are
separated based on their size by
applying an electric current to
molecules. This forces them to travel
through a small capillary tube, or
through a gel matrix.

In DNA capillary electrophoresis, DNA
is read via exciting flurescent markers
with lasers and detecting the produced
light (this is how automated Sanger
sequencing works).

In manual gel electrophoresis, the DNA
is prepared in advance so that there are
four samples of DNA each containing
pieces of DNA of varying length, such
that each sample has a different
nucleotide at the end of each piece.
The length of those pieces of DNA in
nucleotides is determined by how far
the DNA lengths can move through the
gel.

Nucleic acid directionality

DNA and RNA both have a sugar
backbone with five carbon atoms,
which are numbered from one to five
according to chemistry naming
convention such that one end of the
backbone always terminates with the
5th carbon of the ring (the 5’
pronounced “five prime”) end, and the
other terminates with the third carbon
of the ring (the 3’, pronounced “three
prime”) end. This leads DNA and RNA
to have different chemical properties at
each end, and means that in the body
DNA and RNA can only be produced in
one direction: 5’ to 3’. This is also the
convention for how we write DNA and
RNA sequences.
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Fig. 3.2 Image showing how RNA‑Seq reads are mapped to the genome (image from Advancing RNA‑

Seq Analysis [47]). RNA‑seq is used much less often for de novo sequencing, and is generally mapped

to a reference sequence.

Fig. 3.2 shows how alignment and assembly are used in the context of RNA sequencing.

3.1.3. Microarrays

Through the 1970s into the early 2000s, DNA arrays/microarrays developed alongside sequencing as a way of

measuring the presence of previously sequenced DNA in new samples. These arrays contain pre‑chosen fragments

of DNA (probes) arranged in spots, with each spot containing many copies of the probe, on a solid surface, e.g. a

glass, silicon or plastic chip. The probes consist of single strands of DNA, and arrays operate on the principle that the

complementary DNA from the sample will bind tightly to it.

These arrays were originally macro‑sized, one of the first being 26 × 38 cm and containing 144 probes[48], but are

now on small chips, which can contain up to millions of probes. Different chips will contain different probes and

therefore measure the presence of different sequences.

Arrays were extremely popular for measuring gene expression, but this technology has largely been superseded by

the more accurate and comprehensive RNA‑seq. DNA Microarrays are still commonly used by companies like

23andMe for genotyping an individual.

3.2. From genotype to phenotype: what is measured

We will now delve into the details of some of these data sets, looking first at DNA, then RNA, then proteins, then

phenotypes. This is to give us a sense of the data that exists within the databases of the bioinformatics landscape, as

well as some of the subtle issues that arise when using and linking them.

3.2.1. DNA

In the previous Chapter, we looked at what DNA is and our understanding of how that links to phenotype. Now we’re

going to look at the details of how this is measured and stored: and how these details impact computational biology

research. We’ll once again go from big to small, beginning with whole genomes and moving through to individual

SNPs.

3.2.1.1. Whole genomes

Whole genome sequencing (WGS) is the sequencing of all the genetic material of an organism, whether or not it is

transcribed into RNA, or translated into protein. In humans, this includes all chromosomal and mitochondrial DNAs.

Whole genomes are sequenced and assembled as previously described.

When WGS is carried out for an organism that has already been sequenced, the sequence data is mapped to the

organism’s reference genome. This provides a more detailed and more accurate alternative to genotyping data. When

cohorts have their whole genomes sequenced, this allows information from WGS data to be compressed into Variant

Call Format (VCF) files, which stores only the allele calls for locations where there is variation in the population.

Whole genomes for different organisms can be compared to one another to give us insight about the organisms, or

within an organism, individuals can be compared to understand the importance of sections of DNA for that organism.

Genomes from different species are stored in databases such as the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC)

Genome Browser database[50], the US National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Genome Sequence

database[51], or the European Bioinformatics Institute’s (EBI) Ensembl Genome database[52].

Genotyping

Genotyping is determining DNA alleles
at specific locations. This is usually
done using DNA microarrays.

The whole genome?

In practice, almost complete genomes
are also referred to as whole genomes,
particularly for more complex genomes.
Even the human genome still a small
outstanding amount of unassembled
DNA[49] ‑ satellite DNA which is
thought to be part of the structure of
chromosomes.
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3.2.1.2. The human reference genome

As previously mentioned, reference genomes are designed to represent whole organisms: these genomes aim to have

the most common allele at any given nucleotide, and are then annotated at positions where individuals differ.

Builds and patches: As more whole genomes for an organism are sequenced, more information comes to light about

the nature of the genome. For example, some locations are revealed to be likely sequencing artifacts. New major

versions of genomes are released every few years to fix these changes. These versions are called builds. Between

builds and patches, sequences may be added, removed, or moved to different locations on chromosomes.

Different versions of the builds are released by the Genome Reference Consortium (GRC) and the University of

California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genomics Institute. Table 3.1 shows information about the most recent human reference

builds, taken from the UCSC website[53]. For example, hg19 (human genome build 19), is largely equivalent to

GRCh37 (Genome Reference Consortium human build 37). These are generally used interchangeably by researchers,

but there are some differences between them. This includes formatting differences (storing chromosome as integers

rather than strings like chr1), the inclusion of mitochondrial DNA, as well as small numbers of differences of the

locations of some variants on some chromosomes [54].

Table 3.1 Table showing human reference

genome builds

Release name UCSC Release date

GRCh38 hg38 December 2013

GRCh37 hg19 February 2009

NCBI Build 36.1 hg18 March 2006

3.2.1.3. Genes

Once we have an assembled genome, genes are identified within them. The first step in this process is to look for

nucleotides that code for the start codon (i.e. the amino acid methionine) (ATG) and end with one of the stop codons

(TAA, TGA, or TAG). The potential genes found through this search are then checked in the lab, e.g. through sequencing

transcripts.

Like whole genomes, the sequences and positions of genes relative to the reference genome are stored in databases.

Again these are part of the UCSC, NCBI and EMBL‑EBI ecosystem and these resources are vital to bioinformatics.

However, having multiple sources of gene information does cause some ambiguities when there are disagreements

between databases. They can sometimes disagree on fundamental details such as locations of genes or the number

of genes in an organism[55] since the different databases take different decisions about how to store information.

Each of these databases also have their own identifiers and these names and symbols can change over time. For this

reason, it can sometimes be difficult to map between identifiers from different sources.

Due to the history of the gene, and the amount of information that researchers have collected through gene

knockouts and gene expression experiments, it is at the level of the gene that a lot of mappings about function take

place. This includes, for example, information about a gene’s involvement in a gene regulatory network or in a

biological pathway, and information about gene function according to observational studies.

Even in the most‑studied genomes, there are many genes for which we have sequence, but no functional information.

This is due to the low cost in sequencing experiments in comparison to the expense of knock‑out or other function‑

determining experiments, and the inequality of studied proteins/genes. This missing functional information is not

likely to appear soon, without some sort of revolution in funding priorities or technology.

3.2.1.4. Variants

Information about which variants individuals have comes from either genotype or whole genome sequencing data.

Some of this data is owned by private companies, such as 23andMe.

Databases like dbSNP[58], clinVar, and SNPedia contain information about the location of these variants, their

possible alleles, their frequency in populations, their functions, and associated phenotypes.

Persistent identifiers

Persistent identifiers are long‑lasting
digital reference to entities[56]. Gene
names can change; we might agree to
change gs because Excel keeps
converting them to dates[57] or
because two genes turn out to be one.
Gene identifiers should be unique, and
persistent over time, for example
between genome builds, and as we
learn more about their function, but
they can still be merged or retired.



The largest SNP database ‑ NCBI’s dbSNP[58] ‑ contains information from ten organisms (including human) and has

information on indels and short tandem repeats in addition to SNPs. Anyone can submit their findings about variants

to dbSNP, and they must indicate what sort of evidence they have for the association. dbSNP gives SNPs unique

identifiers (Reference SNP cluster IDs, a.k.a. RSIDs) of the form rs###, which are used by many other resources.

3.2.2. RNA

For RNA there are three main types of data: sequence (and mappings), structure, and gene expression data.

3.2.2.1. RNA Sequence and Structure

The sequences of RNA (including miRNAs, tRNAs, rRNAs, etc), and their locations relative to reference geneomes are

stored in databases such as Ensembl. For mRNAs that encode for proteins, this also enables mappings between

transcript IDs, gene IDs, and protein IDs, and again these are integrated with previously mentioned gene databases.

Functional RNA has structure with recurring motifs similar to those of proteins. There are also databases of functional

RNA structure[59,60] (similar to those for proteins), but those for RNA are at an earlier stage.

3.2.2.2. Gene Expression

As I’ve already explained RNA abundance in samples can be measured through RNA microarrays and RNA‑Seq, and

recently, RNA‑Seq has been much more popular. Measures of mRNA abundance (i.e. gene expression data) are

generally considered the best measures of translation (compared to protein abundance for example), and therefore

the best data to tell us how DNA’s blueprints are being used in different scenarios. Together with mappings, this data

is used to understand the function of genes, to identify housekeeping genes, to re‑engineer gene regulatory

networks, and more ‑ knowledge about DNA function that wouldn’t be possible to glean without measuring RNA. Like

other bioinformatics data, gene expression data is also available in databases such as the EBI’s Gene Expression Atlas

(GxA)[61] and Single Cell Expression Atlas[62] (for bulk and single cell gene expression, respectively).

Differential expression versus baseline experiments: In order to reveal genes that are involved in specific diseases

or functions, a popular type of gene expression experiment involves comparing the gene expression between two

types of samples, for example between healthy samples and cancerous samples. This is known as a differential

expression experiment. In contrast, a baseline experiment would measure the amount of expression in a range of

more regular circumstances, aiming to characterise the range of expected expression in healthy individuals.

3.2.2.3. RNA‑Seq bioinformatics pipeline

RNA‑Seq data counts the number of times a sequence matching that gene or transcript has been sequenced. The

amount of RNA from a particular transcript that is found in a sample in a given experiment is dependent on the

sequencing depth and the transcript length. The rate of transcription is dependent on time of day, tissue, location,

cell type, etc, so measures of RNA are also dependent on all of these conditions: this can make RNA measurements

difficult to compare between experiments. To make matters worse, RNA‑Seq and RNA microarray measurements are

also sensitive to differences in laboratory conditions and experimental design, creating artefacts in the resulting data

known as batch effects. Taken together, these things mean that there is a substantial data preparation pipeline for

RNA‑Seq data.

Quality Control: Before RNA‑Seq data undergoes alignment, it undergoes quality control. This involves comparing

sequencing parameters to a data set of known accuracy[64] and is usually done as part of the sequencing.

Normalisation ‑ within‑sample normalisation: TPM and FPKM: Within‑sample normalisation methods are designed

to account for sequencing depth and transcript length so that gene expression values from the same sample (e.g.

different replicates) can be more easily compared. Longer genes will have more reads mapped to them for an equal

level of expression, so RNA‑seq will report more counts. Similarly, without normalising, samples with greater

sequencing depth will have higher counts for an equal level of expression.

RPKM/FPKM (Reads/Fragments Per Kilobase Million) and TPM (Tags Per Million) are the three major normalisation

techniques used for this purpose. In RPKM and FPKM, counts are first normalised for sequencing depth, and then for

gene length. This means that they are suitable for comparing within a sample (e.g. between replicates). TPM, however

performs the same steps in the opposite order, which has the desirable effect of ensuring that columns

corresponding to TPM normalised samples sum to the same number. This means that TPM gives us a measure of

relative abundance; the proportion of counts are from each gene can be compared across samples. For this reason,

TPM is now generally preferred over RPKM/FPKM[65,66].

Housekeeping genes

Genes whose core functionality are to
perform basic cell maintainance are
known as housekeeping genes.

Bulk versus Single‑cell RNA‑Seq

Most RNA‑Seq experiments sequence
RNA from millions of cells at a time: this
is bulk RNA‑seq. Bulk RNA‑Seq may
take place for many cells of the same
type or for a collection of different cell
types (e.g. a tissue). Single‑cell RNA‑
Seq (scRNA‑seq) allows RNA to be
sequenced from a single cell and is
becoming increasingly widespread[63].



Normalisation ‑ between‑sample: While TPM gives us a measure of relative abundance, it does not give us a

measure of absolute abundance. One outlying gene which is highly expressed will have the effect of making all other

genes look relatively less expressed. We might expect this to occur, particularly when samples are under different

conditions (e.g. disease/treatment). Between‑sample normalisation methods are designed to counter this issue, and

enable researchers to compare different samples.

These methods adjust counts to reduce the impact of outlying expression values. Examples include scale

normalisation methods like TMM (used in edgeR[67]), the Log Geometric Mean (used in DESeq2[67,68]), and

quantile normalisation (giving samples the same distribution of counts).

3.2.3. Proteins

Similar to RNA, proteins also have (amino acid) sequence data, mappings to genes and transcripts, structure data and

protein abundance data. While for RNA, abundance (gene expression) data is the most popular type, for proteins, it is

structure data, and from this structural information, there is a very detailed system of protein classification.

Proteins are where the history of bioinformatics databases that any researcher can contribute to began. Margaret

Dayhoff created the first bioinformatics database in 1969, to store protein structures imaged using X‑ray

crystallography, related to her publication of Atlas of Protein Sequence and Structure[69]. The Uniprot[70] database

of protein sequence and functional information is the heir to this early database, it contains information about protein

sequence, domain architecture, and function.

3.2.3.1. Protein Sequence

Just as DNA and RNA can be sequenced in nucleic acids, proteins can be sequenced by their amino acids, although

the technology behind doing this is quite different (e.g. using mass spectrometry is the most common way). This is

often done for a small part of a protein, to allow it to be matched to the expected amino acid sequence based on gene

or transcript sequences. This is how mappings from protein IDs to gene IDs and transcript IDs are available through

databases (e.g. Ensembl).

Protein sequencing is also used to characterise protein’s post‑translational modifications.

3.2.3.2. Protein Abundance

The abundance of proteins in a sample can be measured through various quantitative proteomics techniques. These

are carried out using electrophoresis, or mass spectrometry, for example. Similar to gene expression, this technique

is often used to compare between two different samples (e.g. disease and control groups). Data from such

experiments are also available in databases[71,72].

3.2.3.3. Protein Structure

The Protein DataBank (PDB)[76] was established not long after Dayhoff’s database, it contains three dimensional

protein structures, typically obtained using X‑ray Crystallography or NMR spectroscopy. The PDB continues to be

well‑used and updated, at the time of writing holding structures of 148,827 biological molecules. These structures are

used for protein classification, and for Molecular Dynamics simulations (simulating the physical interactions of

molecules).

3.2.4. Phenotypes

As described in Section 2.5.1, most phenotypes that are studied today are based in medicine: this can range from the

results of a blood test, to the presence of a disease diagnosis. Neutral traits like height, eye colour, baldness, etc, are

also sometimes measured.

Phenotypic traits can be measured in a variety of ways, depending on the phenotype. One important type is data

collected via survey or interview, where participants self‑identify as having certain illnesses, or symptoms. This type

of data can suffer from biases due to what people feel comfortable answering[77,78].

Phenotype data must be connected to genotype data in order to be useful for validating genotype‑to‑phenotype

predictions, and due to the sensitivity of this kind of information, there are a limited number of these kinds of data

sets. Some data sets focus on particular phenotypes, while others are cohort studies that record everything about a

Mass spectrometry

Mass spectrometry is the process of
ionising a sample and accelerating it
through an electric or magnetic field to
deduce it’s mass‑to‑charge ratio.

Gene Expression and Protein
Abundance data

It’s interesting to note that gene
expression levels (from RNA‑Seq and
microarray data) are not necessarily
strongly correlated with protein
abundance; this has been found in
mice[73], yeast[74], and human[75].

In human, Spearman correlations
between protein abundance and gene
expression levels vary between 0.36
and 0.50, depending on tissue, meaning
that they are only weakly or moderately
correlated[75].



cohort (for example the the Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children, ALSPAC[79], and the UK Biobank[80]).

In the latter case, it is not easy for researchers to access the whole data set, due to concerns about de‑

anonymisation[81].

Knowledge about how phenotypes are related to each other (e.g. liver cancer is a type of cancer that is found in the

liver) is organised in ontologies, which are described in their own section. These ontologies also form a defined

vocabulary for terms, with identifiers, definitions, and links to other information.

3.2.5. Measuring the connection between genotype and phenotype

There are many different methods of investigating the connection between genotype and phenotype. Some methods

focus solely on the “what”, seeking to answer the question “what phenotypes(s) does this gene have an effect on?”,

while some focus also on the “how”, i.e. answering “what is the mechanism behind this phenotype?”. Genome Wide

Association Studies (GWAS) are the most popular way of finding potential or actual “what” connections, while gene

knockouts and building biological pathways is currently the main way of finding “why” connections. There are also

many more specific kinds of experiments which can contribute pieces of the puzzle.

Efforts to uncover the links between genotype and phenotype broadly take one of three approaches:

1. DNA‑centric: Looking closely at one particular variant (e.g. SNP or gene) at a time, and comparing data to a

change in only this variable (knocking out a gene). This is a successful, but expensive methodology, but it isn’t

hugely successful at finding multi‑genic (aka complex) traits. In addition to it’s success at uncovering simpler

traits, these methods create a wealth of information which are collected in databases.

2. Phenotype‑centric: Looking closely at one particular phenotype and comparing the genetics of people with

the phenotype to those without it. Again this is expensive and it also has the problem of finding that in lists of

potentially involved genes, some will be there by random chance.

3. Cross‑cutting: Computational methods which aim to uncover protein or variant function, and protein

interactions across the genome, and across phenotypes. These methods tend to rely on data from (1) and (2). I

will discuss some of these in the Section 3.4.

Connections to phenotype can be made with different scales and types of genetic features, from SNPs, genes,

transcripts, and proteins to networks thereof and variation within populations. Computational biology links these

resources well, so that knowledge at these different scales can be investigated, the Gene Ontology Annotation

resource for example, connects information from many of these computational and experimental sources at the level

of the gene.

3.2.5.1. Genome Wide Association Studies

Genome Wide Association Studies (GWAS) are large observational studies where the genotypes of a cohort with a

specific phenotype (e.g. diabetes) are compared to the genotypes of a cohort lacking in that phenotype (i.e. a control

group) in order to find genomic loci that are statistically associated with the phenotype. This has been a popular type

of scientific enquiry since the first GWAS study in 2005. GWAS generally results in lists of SNPs, often in the

hundreds, ordered by p‑value. Disentangling which of these SNPs (if any) cause the trait (in addition to correlating

with it) is tricky, particularly since GWAS specifically interrogates common variants.

The GWAS catalog database[82,83] was founded in 2008, to provide a consistent and accessible location for

published SNP‑trait associations, which extracts information about experiments from the literature (currently over

70000 associations from over 3000 publications).

Phenome‑Wide Association[84] Studies (PheWAS) are an extension of these where multiple phenotypes are

investigated at once in the same cohort of people.

3.2.5.2. Gene Knockouts

Insight into gene function can be gained by “knocking out” a gene, preventing it from being translated into a working

protein, for example using CRISPR. Combinations of up to four genes can be knocked out in a single experiment.

Knocking out a gene can lead to a difference in phenotype, and differences in gene expression, which can be used to

help determine gene regulatory networks. There is a lot of existing data on the phenotypic results of mouse

knockouts, since they are often used to create mouse models for diseases. Unfortunately, it is not always well‑

recorded when knockouts lead to no detectable phenotypic change[85].

3.2.5.3. Biological Pathways



Biological pathways are generally built either through a data‑centric method, i.e. beginning with gene expression or

mass spectrometry data[86], or through a knowledge‑centric method, by beginning with a graph based on

knowledge from publications and domain experts[87]. There are a number of popular databases which store

pathways, for example Reactome[88] and KEGG[89]. These resources are well‑linked to other sources of information,

for example gene, rna, protein and chemical databases.

3.3. Ontologies

Fig. 3.3 Carl Linneaus developed a system of classifying plants, animals and minerals, including plant

classification based on their number of stamens[90]. The left image is a key to this classification

system taken from his book, while the right image is a depiction of how the system works, drawn by

botanist George Ehret[91].  

Cataloguing and classifying has been a successful scientific endeavour in other disciplines (e.g. the periodic table),

but it’s a cornerstone of biology. Biological classification dates back to the Linnaean taxonomy from the mid 1700s

(see Fig. 3.3), which described species, their features, and the relationships between them[93]. It also contained

some hateful racist ideas. Nonetheless the idea of measuring and categorising the biological world also birthed an

enduring tradition of classification in biology, which have led to some of it’s most important discoveries.

Modern biology continues in this tradition of classification, cataloguing biology in ever more (molecular) detail: cells,

genes, transcripts, proteins, and pathways. One major way in which this data is synthesised is through the use of

ontologies.

3.3.1. What are ontologies?

Ontologies are a way of organising all of the information we have collected in classifying and annotating biological

concepts and entities, into a unified framework: one which we can represent, build, and query computationally.

Biological ontologies represent knowledge that we have about the relationships between biological entities.

Ontologies have classes (called terms), which are organised in hierarchies, i.e. such that a term can be a subclass of

another. For example, in an ontology of anatomy, we could see that the left heart ventricle is an example of a heart

ventricle, which is part of the heart. And more distantly, the left heart ventricle is part of an organ.

There are ontologies organising all kinds of biological concepts: a number of ontologies that contain anatomical

entities (like the heart example) for individual species, ontologies for molecular function, biological processes,

diseases, cellular components, etc. What they have in common is that they organise entities through names,

descriptions, and IDs, and relate these classifications to one another hierarchically, sometimes with multiple types of

relationships (e.g is_a, part_of). The hierarchy of ontologies can be thought of as having a tree‑like structure with

one, or just a few root terms which are very general terms that all other terms in the ontology are related to, for

example biological process, and leaf terms, which are the most specific terms in the ontology (e.g positive

regulation of cardiac muscle tissue regeneration).

Relations between terms are directional, for example positive regulation of cardiac muscle tissue regeneration is a

regulation of cardiac muscle tissue regeneration, but not vice versa. In such relationships, we say the parent term is

the more general term closer to the root (e.g. “positive regulation of…”) and the child term is the more specific term

(“regulation of..”). It is not permitted for there to be cycles in ontologies, for example term A is_a term B is_a term A:

ontologies are often DAGs (Directed Acyclic Graphs).

Ontology term identifiers are usually of the form: XXX:#######, where XXX is an upper‑case identifier for the whole

ontology, e.g. GO for Gene Ontology, CL for Cell Ontology, etc. For example, GO:0008150 is the GO term for Biological

Process.

Linneus and scientific racism

Linneus’ classifications included a
racist hierarchical classification of
human beings[92].
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Some ontologies also include annotations: these relate the terms to other types of information. In the Gene Ontology,

there are annotations which relate gene functionality to genes, for example. There can also be annotations linking to

publications from which the knowledge about the term was obtained.

Ontologies:

Organise information about terms into a framework, with relationships between them.

Organise terms hierarchically, into Directed Acyclic Graphs, such that there are more specific child terms

which are subclasses of more general parent terms.

Have a tree‑like structure with the most general terms being the root and the most specific being the

leaves.

Allow entities (terms) to be annotated with additional information, e.g. annotating gene functions to

genes.

3.3.2. How are ontologies created, maintained, and improved?

Biological ontologies are generally created through some combination of manual curation by highly skilled bio‑

curators and logic‑testing (checking for illogical relationships, for example using ROBOT[94]). Creating an ontology is

generally a long‑term project, with new suggestions and updates to the ontologies being made as new knowledge

accumulates, or just as more people have time to add to them. As well as being the work of dedicated curators,

contributions to ontologies can usually be crowd‑sourced from the scientific community using GitHub issues, mailing

list discussions, web forms, and dedicated workshops. In this way, they are similar to other bioinformatics

community‑driven efforts like structural and sequence databases.

Since they are time‑consuming to produce and require such expertise, successful ontologies tend to have (or at least

begin with) a quite specific scope, for example the anatomy of a zebrafish. However, there are also cross‑ontology

mappings and annotations, where terms from one ontology are linked to those in another (e.g. relating gene functions

and tissues) or to entities in a database (e.g. gene functions to genes). These also require the work of dedicated

curators, who search through literature, assessing various criteria for the inclusion of an annotation (such criteria vary

by ontology). Since this is a laborious process, there are also many computational methods to annotate ontology

terms automatically.

3.3.3. Examples of ontologies

3.3.3.1. Gene Ontology

Fig. 3.4 A subsection of the Gene Ontology with arrows showing the existence of relationships (image

generated using GOrilla[95])

The Gene Ontology (GO)[96] is one of the first biomedical ontologies, and continues to be one of the most popular. It

is a collection of resources for cataloging the functions of gene products and designed for supporting the

computational representation of biological systems[97]. It includes:

1. The standard gene ontology, which is a hierarchical set of terms describing functions.

2. The gene ontology annotations (GOA) database[98], which contains manual and computationally derived

mappings from gene products to gene ontology terms.

3. Tools for using and updating these resources.

Gene Ontology terms: The Gene Ontology defines the “universe” of possible functions a gene might have (in any

species), while the functions of particular genes are captured as annotations in the GOA database[97].

Ontologies summary
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The terms in the GO ontology are subdivided into three types (molecular function, biological process, and cellular

component), meaning that GO is actually a collection of three ontologies[96]. Gene products in GO are assumed to

carry out molecular‑level process or activity (molecular function) in a specific location relative to the cell (cellular

component), and this molecular process contributes to a larger biological objective (biological process)[97].

Molecular functions terms describe activities at the molecular level (i.e. that can be undertaken by individual gene

product molecules) such as catalysis, transport, and binding. Biological processes terms represent larger scale

functions (requiring several molecules), such as regulation, or even behaviour ‑ these stop short of representing

biological pathways (GO does not include the types of relationships that would facilitate this). 

Cellular component terms describe what part of the cellular anatomy a gene product is part of, e.g. intracellular

organelle, ribosome, or cell surface.

The terms in these three sub‑ontologies are related to one another by relations, the most common are is_a (i.e. is a

subtype of); part_of; has_part; regulates, negatively_regulates and positively_regulates.

Gene Ontology Annotations: Annotations in the GOA database are annotations between GO terms and gene

products (proteins, protein complexes or RNA). The annotations include integration to the Uniprot protein function

annotations across many species, which have been connected to the controlled vocabulary of GO by skilled

biocurators, as well as electronically generated annotations. Evidence codes are provided for annotations which label

whether annotations were verified by experts, as well as what type of experimental or computational evidence there is

for an annotation. GOA also link to the supporting publications for the experimental annotations.

3.3.3.2. Uberon Ontology

Uberon is a cross‑species anatomy ontology[99], whose terms represent body parts, organs, and tissues in a variety

of animal species (mouse, xenopus, fly, zebrafish) and specific structures (Neuroscience Information Framework (NIF)

Gross Anatomy, Edinburgh Human Developmental Anatomy). It is particularly strong in it’s integration to other

ontologies, including anatomy ontologies for individual species, the Gene Ontology, Cell Ontology, phenotype

ontologies (e.g. mammalian phenotype, human phenotype), the Experimental Factor Ontology (EFO), etc.

3.3.3.3. Other Ontologies

There are many other ontologies which aim to catalogue other aspects of biological experiments and knowledge.

Other ontologies which are used in this thesis include:

The Cell Ontology[100] (CL) describes cross‑species cell types (from prokaryotes to mammals, but excluding

plants). Example relationship: Osteocyte is_a Bone Cell is_a Animal Cell.

The Disease Ontology[101] (DO) describes human disease. Example relationship: Blastoma is_a Cell‑type

Cancer is_a Cancer.

Human Phenotype Ontology[102] (HP) describes “human phenotypic abnormalities encountered in human

disease”. Example relationship: Motor Seizure is_a Seizure is_a Abnormal Motor System Physiology.

The Experimental Factor Ontology[103] (EFO) describes experimental setups common to the EBI databases. It is

well‑integrated with CL, Uberon, and ChEBI (chemical compound ontology). Example relationship: RNA

Extraction Protocol is_a Nucleic Acid Extraction Protocol is_a Extraction protocol.

3.3.4. Why are ontologies useful?

Ontologies can be used by researchers to investigate specific genes, tissues, functions of interest, or more generally

to get a big‑picture viewpoint on large groups of such entities. With logical reasoning, we can generate inferred

relationships between distantly related terms in ontologies, for example . This allows

us to find and check relationships that are not in the ontology automatically.

Ontologies and particularly their annotations are varying degrees of incomplete, and this will have an impact on the

results of any downstream use of them.

3.3.4.1. Term enrichment

Ontologies are often used to try to make sense of a list of genes that are found to be differentially expressed across

different experimental conditions, or that are outputs from GWAS. In the context of GO, a term enrichment analysis

can be carried out to see which GO terms are overrepresented (a.k.a. enriched) for a given group of genes, thus

saying something about the function of the list of genes.
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3.3.5. File formats

There are two major file formats in which ontologies are currently stored. The OBO format is a human‑readable

format, while the OWL format is more complex, but has more functionality, and for example can be queried using

SPARQL (an SQL‑like querying language).

3.4. Predictive computational methods

The low cost of sequencing means that databases of sequences have been expanding very rapidly in comparison to

other information, which is much harder to determine. Computational predictive methods aim to predict structure or

function from sequence in order to bridge this gap. Here I describe some of the challenges and methods in this

space.

3.4.1. Prediction tasks: Protein classification prediction

As previously mentioned, proteins are often classified by structural similarities. This information is often used

because researchers identify a gene of interest, but information about it’s function or structure (in PDB) has not yet

been captured and stored. In such cases, it’s often necessary to make inferences about protein structure or function

based on their similarity to known proteins. This is sometimes done using sequence similarity (e.g. BLAST), but

sequence similarity can vary considerably between proteins with the same underlying structure. This is why structural

similarity searches based on protein classification are preferred.

3.4.1.1. SCOP

The Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) database[33] classifies all proteins with known structure based on

their structural similarities, based on the consideration of the protein’s constituent domains. The classification is

mostly done at the level of families, superfamilies, and folds arranged in a tree structure. Families represent the most

similar proteins, which share a “clear evolutionary relationship”, while superfamilies represent less close evolutionary

relationships, and folds represent the same secondary structure. This protein classification task, while aided by

automation, was carried out largely by manual visual inspection.

SCOP was updated until 2009, but has been succeeded by SCOP2[105]. However, SCOP2 has a different underlying

classification system, based on a complex graph, rather than a hierarchy. The CATH (Class, Architecture, Topology,

Homologous superfamily)[106] database provides another classification system, which operates hierarchically, but is

created mostly via automation, which leads to major differences between the classifications[107].

3.4.1.2. SUPERFAMILY

SUPERFAMILY[108] uses Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to assign sequences to SCOP domains, primarily at the

superfamily level. This allows the functions of poorly understood proteins to be inferred based on how closely they

match known superfamilies. HMMs are very successful at such assignments since pairwise correlations between

proteins (or their domains) and other proteins in the family may be weak, but consistently for many proteins; this can

be picked up by an HMM. The superfamily level is chosen since it is the broadest level which suggests evolutionary

relationships, but SUPERFAMILY also generates assignments at the (stricter) family level.

HMMs are created by first finding closely relating protein homologs for a given protein superfamily using BLAST, and

then extending it by comparing the HMM to more distantly related homologs. The resulting HMM library is fine‑tuned

by some manual curation.

The SUPERFAMILY website also contains other tools, including a database of all sequences (genomes) which are

used to generate the HMM library.

SUPERFAMILY update I contributed to SUPERFAMILY’s 2014 update[3] by editing the paper and adding a small

number of proteomes. The SUPERFAMILY database of proteomes doubled from 1400 to over 3200 from 2010 to

2014. The update paper described this development, as well as highlighting SUPERFAMILY as a resource for unique

proteomes that are not found elsewhere (e.g. Uniprot). Although SUPERFAMILY’s primary resource is it’s HMM library,

it also integrates a range of other tools for sequence analysis, for example protein disorder prediction (D2P2) and GO

annotation (dcGO), as well as a domain‑based phylogenetic tree (sTol).

3.4.2. Prediction tasks: Protein function prediction

BLAST

The Basic Local Alignment Search
Tool[104], is an extremely popular tool
that is used to perform a basic search
of nucleotide or amino acid sequences
to known sequences, based on
statistically significant similarities
between parts of the sequence.



Human genes can have multiple functions, but currently, we don’t even know one function for all of them. Although

we have their sequence, some genes are completely functionally unknown to us. Protein function prediction is the

task of predicting protein function (usually in terms of ontology terms) from protein sequence.

3.4.2.1. DcGO

The aim of the domain‑centric Gene Ontology (dcGO)[109,110] tool is to give insight into uncharacterised or poorly

characterised proteins by leveraging information about the content of their constituent protein domains. It annotates

domains and combinations of domains (a.k.a. supradomains) to phenotype terms from a variety of ontologies,

including the Gene Ontology (GO), Mammalian Phenotype ontology (MP), Disease Ontology (DOID), Zebrafish

ontology (ZFA). Domain information comes from SUPERFAMILY, and annotations between (supra)domains and

phenotype terms are made below a cut‑off of FDR‑adjusted statistical associations between the entities. Using

phenotypes from a range of species serves to make use of greater numbers of experiments, and therefore increases

the number of little‑known proteins across species that DcGO can make predictions about.

3.4.3. CAFA

Critical Assessment of Functional Annotation[5,111,112] (CAFA) is an international community‑wide competition for

the prediction of protein function, which aims both to stimulate research in the field of protein function prediction,

and to measure progress in the field. It has been running approximately every 2‑3 years since 2013.

Each CAFA challenge begins by the organisers releasing a large number of target sequences (over one hundred

thousand) across multiple species, about which participant teams must make predictions. After the competition

closes, the organisers wait 3 months, by which time, new experimentally verified protein functions will be found

(representing ~3% of sequences in past competitions) and these are the data set against which the predictors are

measured.

Participants can use any additional data they see fit to make predictions, which must be triples containing a sequence

ID, ontology term ID (e.g. a GO/HP identifier), and a confidence score between 0 and 1. A score of 1 indicates a

completely confident prediction, while a score of 0 is equivalent to not returning the prediction. Each team may

submit up to three models, the best of which is ranked.

The target sequences consist of a mixture of “no‑knowledge” and “limited‑knowledge” sequences. No‑knowledge

sequences are sequences which upon release have zero experimentally‑validated GO annotations to any of GO’s

three constituent ontologies (biological process, cellular component, and molecular function). Limited‑knowledge

sequences are sequences with one or more annotations in one or two GO ontologies, but not all three.

3.4.4. Prediction tasks: Variant prioritisation

Variant prioritisation is a version of protein function prediction in which long list of genes or variants (obtained for

example through a GWAS experiment) are narrowed down to a shorter list of variants or genes which are more likely

to be causal.

3.4.4.1. FATHMM

Functional Analysis through Hidden Markov Models (FATHMM)[113] is a tool for predicting the functional effects of

protein missense mutations using sequence conservation information (via HMMs), which can be (optionally) weighted

by how likely a mutation in a protein/domain would be to lead to disease. FATHMM can only score missense mutations

because it scores SNPs based on the probability of specific amino acids existing in proteins. Weightings are

calculated from the frequency of disease‑associated and functionally neutral amino acid substitutions in protein

domains from human variation databases (the Human Gene Mutation Database[114] and Uniprot‑KB/Swiss‑prot[70]).

Consequence files describing whether an amino acid results in a missense, nonsense or synonymous SNP must first

be obtained by using Ensembl’s Variant Effect Predictor[115] in order to create input to FATHMM. FATHMM then

calculates conservation scores which are a measure of the difference in amino acid probabilities for a SNP according

to the HMM, i.e. between a wild type amino acid and it’s substitution. A reduction in amino acid probabilities is

interpreted as a prediction of deleteriousness (likelihood to cause harm), and the larger the reduction the greater the

predicted harm.

3.4.5. Prediction tasks: Phenotype prediction

Error types and False Discovery Rate
(FDR)

In making predictions, there are two
types of errors that we can make, false
positives  (Type I errors) in which we
wrongly think something is true, and
false negatives  (Type II errors) in
which we wrongly thing something is
false. Similarly we can get predictions
right in two ways, correctly thinking
something is the case (true positives 
) or isn’t (true negatives ).

The FDR is a measure of the false
positives, which takes into account the

number of predictions: 
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Phenotype prediction is the task of predicting phenotypes from genotypes. Specific tests of phenotype prediction

might look like matching genotypes to profiles of traits, or predicting specific phenotypes from genotypes.

Although it’s often presented as a separate task, phenotype prediction is closely linked to protein function prediction.

When variants on the protein‑coding genome are known to be responsible for phenotypes, the assumption is that

variant impacts the protein and the protein has a function that causes the phenotype when it behaves differently than

usual. This is the assumption that underlies annotations between genes or proteins and phenotype terms, and it’s

also the assumption that underlies phenotype “prediction” algorithms like 23andMe or Promethease’s health reports,

which count the presence or absence of individual variants thought to be associated with disease, in order to inform

potential phenotypes e.g. “You have 2 alleles associated with causing Breast Cancer”.

3.4.5.1. CAGI

Critical Assessment of Genome Intepretation[116] (CAGI) is a prediction competition open to the research community,

in the same tradition as CAFA, this time aiming to objectively assess predictive methods for determining the

phenotypic impacts of genomic variation across a number of different challenges.

The precision of the best methods in phenotype prediction of rare illnesses is still below 50%[117].

3.5. Sources of bias in computational biology

The wealth of Open resources in computational biology, from databases to predictive methods to ontologies, hold

exciting possibilities and are a credit to the collaborative spirit of the field. It’s still important, however, to look at them

with a critical eye, in order to be aware of their limits.

3.5.1. Trusting the results of research

The imposing edifice of science provides a challenging view of what can be achieved

by the accumulation of many small efforts in a steady objective and dedicated

search for truth.

—Charles H. Townes

We all want to be able to trust the results of scientific research. Not only when it’s our own, but because science

builds on itself and building on shaky ground wastes time and money. Moreover, scientific research is generally paid

for by tax, and the results that are generated by it drive policy, drug treatments, and innovations. Everyone has a

vested interest.

In all fields, science is a search for knowledge. And in all fields, there are concerns about what makes bad, unreliable,

un‑useful, or biased research; what must be done or not done to uphold science’s claim to truth, or at least reliability.

In contrast to other fields, many bioinformatics datasets have been freely available and accessible on the internet

since their inception; in this sense the field is far ahead of others. The issues which affect the reliability of science in

general, however, are likely to be present in computational biology, too. This could have strong effects on the

research that is reliant on these large ontologies and databases.

3.5.1.1. Science’s self correcting mechanism

Scientific results are often based on statistics, so it’s inevitable that some proportion of published scientific results

will not be true simply due to the sample on which the hypothesis was tested. The common wisdom is that this isn’t a

problem, as over time, researchers can double‑check interesting scientific results, and the literature can be updated

to reflect that. This is known as sciences self‑correcting mechanism. If a result can be replicated in a different

circumstance by a different person, it reinforces the likelihood that the result is true. A replication doesn’t have to

reveal the exact same level of statistical significance or effect size to be successful, but (usually, depending on

definitions) just a similar result.

3.5.1.2. What makes research trustworthy?



Table 3.2 Definitions relating to reproducibility, adapted from

The Turing Way.

Data: Same Data: Different

Analysis: same Reproducible Replicable

Analysis: different Robust Generalisable

There are different levels of trust that we might have in the results of research. This ranges from a basic trust that the

researchers didn’t make any mistakes in their implementation (their code is doing what they thought it was) to a trust

that the result is trustworthy even in new contexts. Much of the academic discussion surrounding this hinges on the

concept of reproducibility, for which there are many contrasting definitions. I like the definitions from The Turing

Way[118], shown in Table 3.2. This table says for example if you get the same result with the same data and same

analysis as the original research, then the result is reproducible. And if you get the same result when the data is the

same, but the analysis is different (e.g. a different implementation of the code, or a different specific analysis meant

to measure the same thing), then the result is robust.

Although a generalisable result is the most desirable and interesting, as long as the research is reproducible, it can

still positively contribute towards our joint scientific knowledge. This definition of reproducibility also requires that

everything needed to run the experiment again is provided, including fine details of methods (in computational

biology, this is often equivalent to code) and data. In the absence of this, science’s self‑correcting mechanism is

short‑circuited.

3.5.2. The reproducibility crisis

In science consensus is irrelevant. What is relevant is reproducible results.

—Michael Crichton

The reproducibility crisis is the realisation that worryingly large proportions of research results do not replicate.

Replication studies have found that only 11% of cancer research findings[119], 20‑25% of drug‑target

findings[119,120], and 39% of psychology findings[121] could be reproduced. Surveys of researchers across

disciplines reveal that more than 70% of scientists say they have failed to reproduce another paper’s result, and over

50% say they have failed to reproduce their own results[122]. It seems that science’s self‑correcting mechanism is

not working as intended.

3.5.3. Sources of irreproduciblity and how to combat them

The surprising irreproducibility seen is thought to be explained by a range of factors[123] including poor data

management, lack of available materials/details of experiments, publication bias, poor statistical knowledge, and

questionable research practices such as HARKing and p‑hacking. Although it is difficult to estimate, a very small

proportion of irreproducible research is thought to be due to fraudulent practices[124] (although these do still

happen), and arguably it’s explainable simply from our reliance on Null Hypothesis Significance Testing[125].

3.5.3.1. Null Hypothesis Significance Testing

To discuss some of these issues, we first have to understand how scientific hypotheses are usually tested and

reported: Null Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST). This reporting usually consists mostly of a p‑value as a

measure of statistical significance: the likelihood that a false positive at least this extreme could be obtained just by

chance. The threshold for this, usually denoted by  is most often set to 0.05, as recommended by Fischer, however

this is not necessarily the most sensible cut‑off for science today[126,127], and different fields have differing cut‑

offs.

Statistical significance is the least interesting thing about the results. You should

describe the results in terms of measures of magnitude –not just, does a treatment

affect people, but how much does it affect them.

—Gene V. Glass

Fischer racism

Fischer campaigned for the legalisation
of eugenic sterilisation.

�

False positives in NHST
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Despite the dominance of p‑values as main or only reported statistic across scientific fields, they do not imply that a

result is interesting (the effect might be small or the hypothesis uninteresting), or even that it’s likely to be true.

Sometimes the p‑value is not even reported, but only whether or not it crossed the p<0.05 threshold.

3.5.3.2. P‑hacking and HARKing

Fig. 3.5 Images that are illustrative of researchers approaches to p‑values and p‑hacking. The left

image is a popular tweet, while the right image is an xkcd comic).  

The pressure on scientists to publish means that researchers may be tempted to (or may accidentally, due to

statistical ignorance) employ data‑mining tactics in order to harvest significant p‑values. This practice is known as

“p‑hacking”, and evidence for its existence can be found in distributions of p‑values in scientific literature[129], as

well as popular culture (Fig. 3.5). This can include rerunning analysis with different models/covariates, collecting data

until a significant p‑value is reached, or performing 20 experiments and only publishing the results of one as in

HARKing.

The first principle is that you must not fool yourself – and you are the easiest person

to fool. – Richard Feynman

There are several suggested tonics to the problem of uninformative and ubiquitous p‑values. Reporting p‑values as

numbers (e.g. “p=0.0012”) rather than in relation to a threshold (e.g. “p<0.05” or “the hypothesis was found to be

highly significant”) is a starting point. Information about statistical power and effect size should also be provided. In

addition to giving researchers reading a paper a better idea of the quality of it, this also allows science to self‑correct

a little easier, since individual p‑values can then be combined into more reliable p‑values, using for example Fischer’s

method[130].

For cases where many hypotheses are being generated at once (for example in GWAS), multiple hypothesis

corrections (e.g. the Bonferroni correction[131] or the False Discovery Rate[132]) can be employed to adjust the p‑

value to account for this.

3.5.3.3. Publication bias

Although with standard p‑value and statistical power cut‑offs, negative results are more likely to be true than positive

ones[125], negative results are much harder to publish. This bias is likely to be responsible for the draw of

questionable research practices like p‑hacking. It also means that there is a lot of unpublished, negative results which

are likely to be repeated, since there is no way that someone could know it has already been done. A highly powered

negative result could be very interesting, for example, we know hardly anything about which genes do not appear to

affect phenotypes, since these results are not published[85], but they would help enormously with the challenge of

creating a gold standard data set for gene function prediction.

Publication bias is usually used to descibe the bias against negative results but there are other forms of publication

bias which affect computational biology, for example the discrepency in which genes are studied. Some genes are

very famous, racking up thousands of publications, while others are entirely unstudied. Even looking only at human

genes, there is a huge divide between the most and least studied genes. This means that there are many functions of

genes which will be missing from the gene ontology annotations (for example) for less well‑studied genes.

Another example is the bias against replications. Repeats of studies are not commonly published (as they are not

novel). Naturally, this discourages people from doing them, or at least from writing them up. This is true for both

computational methodologies (where often the code and computational environment needed to replicate the research

are not provided), and for experimental work. This means that it is difficult for science to self‑correct this work.

In the context of NHST in research, a
false positive would be finding a p‑
value below our threshold (0.05) for our
sample of measurements when there is
not an effect in the underlying
population from which we are drawing,
while a false negative would be finding
a p‑value above our threshold for our
sample when there is an effect present
in the underlying population.

HARKing

HARKing (Hypothesising After Results
are Known) is a variant of p‑hacking in
which researchers look at their data
and/or run significance tests and then
add or remove hypotheses based on
the results, but then present
“significant” results as a priori
(previously held) hypotheses[128].
Xkcd has a comic for this, too.

file:///Users/nataliethurlby/phd/jupyter_books_etc/jekyll-version/phenotype_from_genotype/book/_build/html/_images/p_hacking.png
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3.5.3.4. Code and data availability

A lack of code and data availability, while not necessarily leading to wrong or untrustworthy results, also has a place in

making research irreproducible since:

1. Research cannot employ it’s self‑correcting mechanism unless the experiment can be repeated.

2. If the code or data is obscured, then many of the decisions may also be obscured. Decisions we make in

analysis[133,134] and even small details of implementation can effect the results of research, and whether we

expect it to generalise to another similar context.

This is a problem even in computational fields: in computational biology, roughly a third of papers that use code still

do not provide it at all[135]. Even then, providing the data or code somewhere is not in itself enough to overcome the

problem of irreproducible methods: it must also be usable. The FAIR principles[136,137] provide a framework for

ensuring this. In the context of software, this includes sharing your reproducible computational environment (for

example, exact versions of the packages that you used).

While there is a growing movement towards transparent and available materials, and taking time to create these (e.g.

the slow science manifesto[138]), there is also friction against it due to research’s deeply ingrained culture of

“publish or perish”. This incentivises doing the minimum possible to publish, and disincentivises spending time on

quality control or providing useful metadata wherever you can publish without it.

3.6. Proteome Quality Index
Reducing bias and improving data and research quality in computational biology is a broad and active area of

research. This section explains one such effort which I contributed to: the Proteome Quality Index (PQI)[2], which

provides a variety of individual quality metrics as well as a “star rating” for complete genome sequences.

The Proteome Quality Index paper was created as a joint project between the Computational Biology group

(then) at Bristol. I contributed to ideas for metrics, code to calculate some of these metrics, and paper

editing.

3.6.1. Introduction

Although sequencing, assembly, and protein annotation of new genomes is a challenging and complex task, there are

now thousands of organisms with sequenced genomes and identified protein sequences (proteomes). These

proteomes can vary hugely in quality; in creating a daily‑updated phylogenetic tree, sTOL (sequenced Tree Of Life), it

was found that many sequenced genomes were missing vital proteins due to poor sequencing[139]. This could have a

far‑reaching impact on research results since such genomes are reused by many researchers, particularly in

comparative genomics analyses, where omissions of whole proteins and poor accuracy of others are likely to affect

results. While quality control and data submission guidelines were more developed in other areas of computational

biology, similar guidelines for genome quality were lacking.

In response, eleven different proteome quality metrics were developed, applied to 3,213 proteomes at the time of

writing, and a website built to display the results, as well as being presented in a paper[2]. This website was intended

to be both a way for users of genome data to look up the quality of a genome in advance of some research and, more

importantly as a talking point for quality guidelines for genomes with known proteins. Since the development of PQI, a

twelfth metric, DOGMA[140], was added to the website, donated by the Bornberglab.

3.6.2. PQI metrics

PQI’s original eleven metrics were either local i.e. “clade‑based” (in which proteomes are compared to similar

organisms) or global (in which case it is compared to all other proteomes). A clade is a group of organisms that

consists of a common ancestor and all its descendants, i.e. is a branch on the tree of life[141], so an appropriate

ancestor must be chosen to define the clade. For PQI, since the purpose of these clades was to compare its’

constituent proteomes, we wanted clades that had similar variability. This was achieved by choosing parent nodes

that are at least 0.01 in branch length away from the proteome (leaf node), and such that the clade contains at least

10 species. Trees and branch lengths to carry out these calculations were taken from sToL[139]. For clade‑based

metrics, proteomes score well if they have similar scores to the rest of the clade. Descriptions of the 12 different

metrics currently in PQI can be seen in Table 3.3.

Versions

Different versions of the same package,
or even the same well‑maintained base
software (e.g. in R or Python) can have
very different behaviours. For example
in R4.0.0,
as.numeric(data.frame("10","50","20
")) would return a list 10  50  20,
while earlier versions process the same
code assuming these characters to be
factors and would return instead 1  
3   2.

This means that it is important for
packages to understand how they
interact with versions of each package,
and also shows how small details in
implementation decision‑making could
effect results.

FAIR data and code

Data and code are FAIR if they are
Findable, Accesible, Interoperable, and
Reusable for both humans and
machines. This includes working with
existing standards and softwares, being
well‑documented, etc.
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Metric name Type Description Notes

1. Percentage X‑content Global

Percentage of proteome with

amino acids denoted by ‘X’,

excluding the first residue of

each protein.

Amino acids that cannot be

identified, or can have more

than one value are

represented by an ‘X’ in the

amino acid sequence[142].

This occurs when coverage

of the sequencing is low.

Uncertainty in translation

start sites mean the first

residue of a protein is often

uncertain (‘X’) even in the

highest quality proteomes,

so these are excluded from

this measurement.

2. PubMed Publication CountGlobal

The total number of

publications related to the

genome as listed for that

entry in the PubMed

database[143].

This is a measure of how

well‑studied a proteome is,

assuming that proteomes

that have been studied more

will be of higher quality.

3. CEG domain architecture

inclusion
Global

Proportion of CEG set which

contains homologous

domains in the proteome,

according to SUPERFAMILY

This method assumes that

all eukaryotic genomes

should contain a core set of

well‑conserved eukaryotic

genes. This score is not

calculated for non‑

eukaryotes. This was done

using the Core Eukaryotic

Gene (CEG) library used by

the now defunct CEGMA

tool[144], which comes from

the Eukaryotic Orthologous

Group (KOG) sequence

orthology database[145].

Domain‑architecture

similarity is calculated using

the SUPERFAMILY HMM

library.

4. Percentage of sequences

in Uniprot
Global

Percentage of proteome

sequences that appear in

Uniprot with 100% sequence

identity

This metric assumes that the

majority of discrepancies

between Uniprot protein

sequences and the

proteome protein sequences

are due to proteome

inaccuracies.



Metric name Type Description Notes

5. Percentage of sequence

covered
Clade‑based

Percentage of amino acid

residues in proteome

sequence that are covered

by SCOP domain

superfamily assignments,

compared to the average for

the clade.

This metric measures the

portion of structured protein

sequences found in the

proteome as opposed to

disordered regions and

gaps. This measure assumes

related species have a

similar breakdown of these

types of proteins. A

mismatch could indicate that

the parts of the genome that

are supposed to be protein‑

coding are an incorrect

length, that it is missing

proteins, or contains

proteins that it shouldn’t.

6. Percentage of sequences

with assignment
Clade‑based

Percentage of amino acid

residues in proteome that

have SCOP superfamily

assignment according to

SUPERFAMILY, compared to

the average for the clade.

Related species are

assumed to have a similar

percentage of domains with

SUPERFAMILY assignments

to SCOP superfamilies

7. Number of domain

superfamilies
Clade‑based

Number of proteins assigned

to domain superfamilies by

SUPERFAMILY compared to

average for clade.

Assignment to domain

superfamilies was obtained

using the SUPERFAMILY

HMM Library. The number of

superfamilies gives an

indication of the diversity of

the proteome, so a low

number compared to the

clade may indicate an

incomplete proteome, while

a high number could indicate

that the proteome contains

domain superfamiles that it

shouldn’t.

8. Number of domain

families
Clade‑based

Number of distinct SCOP

protein domain families that

are annotated to the

proteome, compared to the

average for the clade.

The SCOP protein domain

families are annotated to the

proteome using a hybrid

HMM/pairwise similarity

method from the

SUPERFAMILY resource.

Similarly to the number of

domain superfamilies, the

number of families gives an

indication of the diversity of

the proteome at the SCOP

family level. Domain families

were included in addition to

domain superfamilies, since

they are more specific and

may reveal differences that

are not apparent at the

superfamily level.



Table 3.3 Description of the quality metrics currently in PQI, 1‑11 are original metrics, while DOGMA, the 12th, was

added later and donated by the Bornberglab.

Metric name Type Description Notes

9. Mean sequence length Clade‑based

The average length of

proteins in the proteome (in

amino acids), compared to

the average for the clade.

This measure assumes that

mean sequence length of

proteins should be

comparable with those of

related species.

10. Mean hit length Clade‑based

Average number of amino

acids in superfamily

assignments, compared to

the average for the clade.

Longer hits represent better

matches to SCOP domains.

These are assumed to be

similar for similar species.

11. Number of domain

architectures
Clade‑based

Number of unique domain

architectures (combinations

of SCOP domain

superfamilies and gaps) in

the proteome, according to

SUPERFAMILY, compared to

the average for the clade.

Similarly to the number of

domain families

superfamilies, the number of

domain architectures gives

an indication of the diversity

of the proteome at the SCOP

family level.

12. DOGMA[140] Clade‑based*
Percentage of conserved

domain arrangments found

DOGMA compares

sequences to conserved

domains arrangements

across six eukaryotic model

species (Arabidopsis

thaliana, Caenorhabditis

elegans, Drosophila

melanogaster, Homo

sapiens, Mus musculus and

Saccharomyces cerevisiae),

or alternative sets for

mammals, insects, bacteria

and archaea. It is therefore

not “clade‑based” in the

same way as other PQI

metrics.

3.6.2.1. DOGMA

Since the publication of the PQI paper, the DOGMA metric[140], which scores proteomes based on conserved

arrangements of protein domains, has been added to the PQI website. The DOGMA score is similar to the PQI

“Number of Domain Architectures” score, but since it is based on using model organisms as a ground truth, it scores

these genomes highly, whereas this tends not to be the case for PQI’s clade‑based metrics.

3.6.3. PQI features

http://bornberglab.org/people/bornberg


Fig. 3.6 A view of the PQI website for the Haarlem strain of Myobacterium Tuberculosis. For this

genome, we see the 12 different metrics with star ratings with a good overall score (4.2), compared to

a clade of 47 species. It’s high overall scores in clade‑based metrics show that the genome is similar to

most other species in the clade.

In addition to the 11 provided metrics (each of which have individual star‑ratings), the PQI website provides an overall

star‑rating scoring system for proteomes, bringing together numerous different metrics which are normalised before

being averaged into an intuitive star‑rating (1‑5 stars) with equal weight given to each metric. Proteomes for

particular species can be searched for, filtered by the various ratings, downloaded, user‑rated and commented on.

Additional proteomes and metrics can be added/suggested by users via the website and documentation describing

this is provided. Fig. 3.6 shows the PQI website for a Myobacteria Tuberculosis proteome with a good overall score.

3.6.3.1. Example usage

Fig. 3.7 A view of the PQI website for the RGTB423 strain of Myobacterium Tuberculosis. This time the

genome has a poor overall score (3.0) according to PQI.

Myobacteria Tuberculosis

Myobacteria Tuberculosis is the
species of bacteria which causes
tuberculosis. There are many different
strains of it.
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A typical use case for PQI would be to check the metrics of a genome before including it in analysis. Comparing Fig.

3.7 (showing the PQI website for the lower‑scoring proteome) to the earlier example in Fig. 3.6, we can see that the

RGTB423 strain scores considerably worse in all of the metrics associated with proteins or protein domains. For

example, the average sequence length is considerably shorter in RGTB423 than in Haarlem, which makes it very

unusual for the clade, meaning that the genome gets only 1.9 stars for this metric. This is indicative of the fact that

the proteins in the sequenced RGTB423 strain are incomplete.

3.6.4. Related work

Since the development of PQI there have been further developments relevant to proteome quality.

3.6.4.1. BUSCO

The original BUSCO paper was published slightly before PQI in the same month, and it performs a similar function:

assessing the quality of genomes.

BUSCO has a slightly different use‑case than PQI in that it is a Python package designed to let people who are

assembling and annotating new genomes check the quality of their work. BUSCO is in some ways the “new CEGMA”,

since CEGMA is now defunct. The difference is mostly that where CEGMA relied on the old KOGs database[147] to

define conserved genes (only in eukaryotes), while BUSCO uses the newer OrthoDB database[148] of conserved

genes across many organisms.

3.6.4.2. NCBI Assembly database

NCBI’s Assembly database[149] has been released since PQI was published. The database tracks how many

assemblies there are for each species as well as how many versions of each assembly there has been. This

information could be used to weight the importance of proteomes in clade‑based metrics. The number of assemblies

and versions could also form a separate score.

Sequencing depth (coverage) and read length are also known markers of genome quality[150]. Average coverage for

an assembly (except reference genomes) is also available in the NCBI Assembly database[149].

3.6.5. Limitations

There are some limitations of PQI and its metrics:

1. The clade‑based metrics downscore unusual genomes. This backfires for unusually good genomes. Model

organisms such as Homo Sapiens can get a low score in clade‑based metrics for the wrong reasons; they are of

unusually high quality compared to those in it’s clade. Clade‑based scoring also creates irregularities in scoring

for clades containing outlying species: the more diverse a clade, the worse every genome’s score within it. PQI

website’s comment and user‑rating features can be used to alert its users to these cases, but this remains a

major limitation.

2. PQI’s intended audience were users of protemes/genomes, rather than creators thereof. It does therefore not

release the code for others to calculate these metrics on their work‑in‑progress genomes/proteomes, unlike

BUSCO. This may have limited PQI’s ability to positively influence proteome quality.

3.6.6. Potential improvements

3.6.6.1. Change weighting of star‑rating

In order to address limitation (1), one option would be to downgrade the importance of clade‑based metrics in star

ratings. This could be done for all genomes, for model organisms specifically, or preferentially the more they have

been sequenced and assembled. In the latter case, the Assembly database[149] could be used as a source of this

information.

3.6.6.2. Changes to metrics

PQI was created with the potential to add further quality metrics by other researchers, and remains open to adding

these. Here, I give three examples of metrics which would improve PQI. This list is by no means exhaustive. There

could be far more additional measures to audit different types of problems in genome sequencing, for example GC

The CEGMA tool[144] used
as the basis for metric (3) is
no longer supported.
BUSCO[146] is considered
the tool’s successor.

CEGMA is no longer supported

http://www.acgt.me/blog/2015/5/18/goodbye-cegma-hello-busco


content, amino acid bias, or contamination from other genomes.

Inclusion of BUSCO Although the DOGMA metric was added and it is based on BUSCO[146], it might be sensible to

add BUSCO, since it has become very popular (thousands of citations), and any proteome/genome quality index

would arguably be seen as incomplete without it. The continued inclusion of the CEG Domain Combination Homology

metric may also be questioned since CEGMA is no longer being updated (nor is the KEG database upon which it is

based). However, BUSCO and CEGMA may be complementary since BUSCO has a weaker requirement for inclusion in

the set of proteins, which means that it has more proteins.

Number of assemblies In addition to using the assembly information to choose the importance of clade‑based

metrics, the number of assemblies for a species and number of versions of an assembly might form a metric of how

well‑studied an organism is, which may be useful to users.

Technology‑based Some “third‑generation” sequencing technologies can create much longer read lengths, but

potentially lower accuracies. A third category of metrics “technology‑based” metrics could exist for proteomes where

the metric is only really comparable within similar types of technologies. If technology‑based metrics were

implemented, it may also be sensible to have some metrics which only exist for specific technologies. For example,

for nanopore sequencing, we could implement an indel‑based quality metric[151]. Including sequencing‑technology‑

specific metrics may encourage contributions from other researchers who specialise in particular technologies.

Sequencing technology is also available in the NCBI Assembly database[149].

3.7. Summary

This chapter highlighted the importance of considering issues of data provenance, data quality, and bias, while also

celebrating the huge comprehensive collaborative data sets that characterise the field of computational biology.

While in other fields, data inaccessibility is a major barrier to reproducible research, this is the field that had an online

database system that remote computers could access in the 1960s! All of this catalogued information collected by

researchers around the world populates freely available databases, vocabularies, and annotations, creating controlled

and shared vocabularies that fuel computational methodologies.

With such a treasure trove of data, from model organisms as well as humans, there is more opportunity than ever for

this data to be used to answer some of biology’s big questions, such as making genome‑wide phenotype predictions.

Multi‑omics approaches that combine data types have already been successful at elucidating mechanisms behind

certain phenotypes[152,153,154]. Obtaining an accurate prediction of phenotype and protein function even for a

small class of variants, has the potential to greatly impact people, particularly if the prediction is explanatory, e.g.

pointing to specific variants or protein domains as the cause of the phenotype.

Determining to what extent this data can currently be used for this purpose is the subject of the rest of this thesis.



4. Phenotype prediction with Snowflake
This chapter describes the Snowflake algorithm for phenotype prediction that I developed in collaboration with Jan

Zaucha, Ben Smithers and Julian Gough. The development of snowflake resulted in a patent[4], of which I am an

author. This chapter deals with the functionality and design of the Snowflake algorithm, while the next describes it’s

application to the ALSPAC dataset.

At it’s heart, Snowflake is a CLI (Command Line Interface) tool and private Python package that allows the user to

detect outliers for each phenotype of interest, according to their genotype. Individuals with unusual combinations of

variants in highly conserved protein domains associated with a phenotype will score highly for (be indicated as likely

to have) a phenotype.

The original idea for Snowflake was Julian’s, as well as the initial Perl implementation. The initial translation of the

code from Perl to Python was carried out by Ben. Working from Ben’s translation, Jan and I both worked on increasing

the algorithms functionality and robustness together, before forking the project into two different versions which we

each took ownership of.

Writing part of the patent[4] relating to intrinsic dimensionality.

Software development to increase and test the algorithm’s functionality, including:

With Jan and Ben:

Running with different formats and numbers of inputs and background cohorts

Dealing with missing calls

Development of tools to create input files for Snowflake

Improvements to memory‑usage and speed

And individually:

Creation of inputs to Snowflake

Alternative clustering and scoring methods, particularly for intrinsic dimensionality

Scoring outputs

Further improvements to speed and memory usage

Multiple imputation for missing calls

Inclustion of dimensionality reduction

4.1. Introduction

The Snowflake algorithm is primarily a phenotype prediction method: it takes data about individuals DNA as input and

outputs predictions about which phenotypes each individual has. These predictions are based on how unusual an

individual is for variants relating to each phenotype, and are made across a breadth of phenotypes and for missense

variants across the protein‑coding genome. It does this by combining existing predictions of variant deleteriousness

from FATHMM[113] and association of protein domains to phenotypes from DcGO[109], and finding unusual

combinations of these variants through clustering individuals against a diverse background cohort and looking for

outliers. The phenotype prediction implicitly contains protein function predictions, due to the relationship between

protein function and phenotype, and these are the key output of Snowflake. As a protein function predictor,

Snowflake seeks rare combinations of SNPs which may influence a phenotype. In other words, Snowflake looks for

the mechanisms behind complex traits, which are currently not well understood, but are thought to cause many

human diseases.

4.1.1. Motivation

In chapter 2, we discussed the theoretical mechanism from which phenotype arises from genotype. In summary:

differences in DNA cause differences in cell functionality, which interact with the cell environment to create

differences in overall phenotype.

As previously mentioned, many recognised phenotypes are medical disorders or their symptoms. Currently to achieve

diagnoses for genetic illnesses, specific genes are often sequenced one at a time, since looking at whole genomes

would be too time consuming for clinical staff. Patients seeking diagnoses for rare genetic diseases describe the

process as an “Odyssey”, more than half undiagnosed at any given time. If whole genome (or genotype) based

phenotype prediction was possible, only one sample and test would be needed to get a much fuller picture of a

Contributions in this chapter



person’s health, and we would be able to reduce the long and tiring process of obtaining diagnoses for rare genetic

diseases. Applied to the plant and animal kingdom, phenotype prediction could also be beneficial in veterinary

science and agriculture.

The discovery of underlying mechanisms for complex traits remains a particular challenge.

4.1.2. Related work

4.1.2.1. Phenotype predictors and variant prioritisation

Biology databases are home curated, open data that cover genomes across the tree of life, as well as cross‑species

ontologies of biological processes, diseases, and anatomical entities. There are a number of recent phenotype

prediction methods that have had some success in using these resources for either variant prioritisation or use as a

clinical diagnostic tool.

There are a class of “knowledge‑based” methods, which use knowledge from databases of experimental results

(known associations between genes and phenotypes) as the basis for these predictions, for example Phen‑Gen[155],

dcGO[109], PhenoDigm[156], and PHIVE[157]. The better performing methods in this class, use associations

between model organisms and orthologous genes, to leverage the wealth of information that is collected from these

model organism experiments.

There are also “functional” methods, like FATHMM[113] and CADD[158], which instead use information about how the

molecules and their function may change with different nucleotide or amino acid substitutions, as well as

conservation metrics to prioritise variants. These tools rank variants for deleteriousness, but do not link them to

specific phenotypes.

Most successful methods of any kind now combine multiple sources of information, some combine both functional

and knowledge‑based sources. This approach is used within Exomiser[159], which combines PHIVE with many other

sources of information such as protein‑protein interactions, cross‑species phenotype associations, and variant

frequency using a black‑box classifier. Phenolyzer[160] and Genomiser[161] also take similar approaches of

combining many different sources of data.

The aim of these models is mostly to prioritise variants associated with diseases, and they are bench‑marked by their

ability to identify known variants. Lists of known variants may be purpose‑curated from the literature according to

specific evidence, or may come from some subset of annotation databases (which in some cases the algorithm may

have used as input data). Each phenotype predictor often targets a specific use case (e.g. non‑coding variants), and

in combination with the varying validation methods used, it is difficult to compare the accuracy of all of these models

directly. For this reason, the CAFA competition is very useful in getting a more objective view of the capabilities of

these kinds of tools.

Similar approaches have been used as clinical diagnostic tools. PhenIX (Phenotypic Interpretation of eXomes)[162] is

a version of PHIVE which is restricted to the “human disease‑causing genome” (genes known to cause disease) to

make it more suitable for clinical use in diagnosis of rare genetic diseases. It also includes semantic similarity

information between inputted symptoms and Human Phenotype Ontology terms, using the Phenomizer[163]

algorithms. For PhenIX the measure of success is that it enabled skilled clinicians to find diagnoses for 11 out of 40

(28%) patients with rare genetic diseases, who were not able to be diagnosed through other means.

While these examples are the most similar published work to Snowflake, they are all tested as variant prioritisation

tools rather than phenotype predictors.

4.1.2.2. Clustering and outlier‑detection in genetics

Clustering algorithms, particularly hierarchical methods, are commonly used in genetics for:

1. finding evolutionary relationships between DNA samples, for example, in reconstructing phylogenetic trees and

mapping haplotypes within populations[164].

2. finding functional relationships between genes based on gene expression data[165,166].

For applications in group (1), individuals are generally separated into clusters based on their DNA variants, whereas

for (2) samples are separated into clusters based on their gene expression.

Haplotypes and haplogroups

Haplotypes are groups of alleles that
are inherited together from a single
parent. In humans, Y‑chromosomes and
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) are often
analysed for haplotypes to understand
ancestry within species since these are
passed from parents to children without
recombination (only mothers pass on
mtDNA, and only fathers pass on Y
chromosomes).

Haplogroups are groups of haplotypes,
representing major branching points in
the within‑species phylogenetic tree.



Clustering methods are only very rarely used to cluster individuals in phenotype prediction or variant prioritisation

tasks. In one case, clustering individuals based on a combination of genotype and phenotype information has been

applied to identify subtypes within emphysema[167] (a lung disease).

4.1.2.3. Overcoming the curse of dimensionality through dimensionality reduction and feature
selection

Fig. 4.1 As the number of dimensions increase from 1 dimension on the left to 3 on the right, the

number of points needed to cover the space increases exponentially. This means that for a fixed

number of points (individuals), increasing the number of dimensions (SNPs) that we cluster on

decreases the density of our space exponentially, making it exponentially harder to identify clusters.

The “curse of dimensionality” is a phrase coined by Richard E Bellman, during his work on dynamic

programming[168], but has since proved relevant in many different mathematical and data‑driven fields. While it’s

used colloquially as a catch‑all complaint about high‑dimensional data, the “curse” specifically refers to the sparsity

of data that occurs exponentially with an increase in dimensions. This leads to various problems in different

fields[169] including general difficulty in reaching statistical significance and reduced usefulness of clustering,

distance, and outlier metrics. This can easily be a problem in genetics since we have tens of thousands of genes, and

hundreds of thousands of variants as dimensions that we may want to cluster over.

As Fig. 4.1 illustrates, increasing the number of dimensions that we cluster over makes it exponentially harder for us to

identify clusters in the data given a fixed number of individuals in our cohort. In extreme cases, all samples or

individuals look equally distant from each other in the sparse, high‑dimensional space.

The curse of dimensionality can be partially reduced by choosing a clustering or outlier detection method which is

more robust to the number of dimensions. However, these still have limits, and in order to overcome these, it is

necessary to reduce the number of dimensions in some way, this process is called feature selection. This can be done

through careful curation of important features, through variance cut‑offs, or by dimensional reduction methods like

Prinipal Component Analysis (PCA) or Multi‑dimensional Scaling (MDS) which project the data into a different

coordinate system and then discard some of the newly calculated dimensions.

4.2. Snowflake Algorithm

This section introduces the Snowflake algorithm, and gives an overview of how it works, as well as a description of it’s

functionality and which parts of this I contributed to.

4.2.1. Approach

Snowflake belongs to a small number of phenotype prediction methods that aim to predict across many phenotypes

and many genotypes. Although it’s designed primarily as a phenotype prediction algorithm, it also implicitly makes

protein function predictions.

Snowflake aims to not only create phenotype predictions, but to create explanatory predictions, where the relevant

parts of the molecular biology (missense variants falling in protein domains) can be traced back and used to explore

the prediction further. In this sense it contrasts to the black‑box approaches that are currently most successful.

The Snowflake phenotype prediction method works by identifying individuals who have unusual combinations of

deleterious missense SNPs associated with a phenotype. The phenotype predictor uses only data about missense

SNPs in coding regions of globular proteins, so it can only be expected to work well where phenotypes are

determined primarily by these kinds of mutations.
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This method combines conservation and variant effect scores using FATHMM[113], inference about function of

protein domains using dcGO[109], and human genetic variation data from the 2500 genomes project[170] to predict

phenotypes of individuals based on their combinations of missense SNPs.

4.2.2. How does it work?

Fig. 4.2 Flowchart showing an overview of the phenotype predictor. Scores are generated per allele

using SUPERFAMILY, VEP, FATHMM and dcGO for both the input genotype(s), and the background

genotypes. These data points are then combined into a matrix, which is then clustered.

Fig. 4.2 shows how an overview of how Snowflake operates. One or more genotypes (in VCF or 23andMe format) are

needed: this is the input cohort. The algorithm can then be divided into three main steps:

1. Score variants for deleteriousness, using FATHMM and VEP

2. Map variants to phenotype, using dcGO and SUPERFAMILY

3. Cluster individuals per phenotype and extract score, using IDOS (Intrinsic Dimensionality Outlier Score). Each

genotype will be compared against all others, including (optionally) a diverse background set from the 2500

Genomes Project[170].

Further detail on these steps is provided below.

4.2.2.1. SNPs are mapped to phenotype terms using DcGO and dbSNP

DcGO[109] is used to map combinations of protein domains to their associated phenotype terms, using a false

discovery rate cut‑off of  or less. SNPs are therefore mapped to phenotype terms by whether they fall in a gene

whose protein contains domains or combinations of domains that are statistically associated with a phenotype. In

order to do this, DcGO makes use of SUPERFAMILY[108] domain assignments, and a variety of ontology annotations

(GO[96], MPO[171], HP[172], DOID[173] and others).

Using DcGO means that phenotypes are only mapped to protein if the link is statistically significant due to the

protein’s contingent domains. This leaves out some known protein‑phenotype links, where the function may be due to

disorder for example rather than protein domain structure.

Known phenotype‑associated variants are therefore added back in using dbSNP[58].

4.2.2.2. SNPs are given deleteriousness scores using FATHMM

The phenotype predictor uses the unweighted FATHMM scores[113] to get scores per SNP for the likelihood of it

causing a deleterious mutation. This is based on conservation of protein domains across all life, according to data

from SUPERFAMILY[108] and Pfam[174].

This method gives SNPs the same base FATHMM score for being deleterious, no matter which phenotype we are

predicting them for. It is therefore the combination of SNPs per phenotype, and their rarity in the population that

determines the phenotype prediction score.
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4.2.2.3. Comparison to a background via clustering

Individuals are compared to all others through clustering. This usually includes comparing each individual to the

genetically diverse background of the 2500 genomes project[170].

Clustering is the task of grouping objects into a number of groups (clusters) so that items in the same cluster are

similar to each other by some measure. There are many clustering algorithms, but most are unsupervised learning

algorithms which iterate while looking to minimise dissimilarity in the same cluster. A number of options were

implemented for the predictor, but for the time being at least, OPTICS is used as a default.

4.2.2.4. Phenotype score

The OPTICS clustering assigns each individual to a cluster (or labels them as an outlier). Depending on the phenotype

term, the cluster is expected to either correspond to a haplogroup or a phenotype. In cases where the cluster refers

to a haplogroup, we are interested in the outliers of all clusters, i.e. the local outlier‑ness. In cases where the cluster is

the phenotype, we are interested in the outlying cluster, i.e. the global outlier‑ness.

A local score,  can be defined as the average Euclidean distance from an individual to the centre of it’s cluster, or

for individuals that are identified as outliers by OPTICS, 2 multiplied by the distance to the centre of the nearest

cluster.

A global score  can be defined as the distance of the cluster to the rest of the cohort.

The global‑local score is designed to balance these sources of interest. It sums the two scores, adjusting the

weighting by a cluster size correction factor, : 

Such that:  where  is a parameter representing how strongly we wish to penalise large clusters,  is

the over all number of individuals and  is the number of individuals in a cluster.

The global‑local score was inspired by the tf‑idf score popular in Natural Language Processing bag‑of‑word models.

4.2.3. Functionality

Snowflake is implemented as a CLI (Command Line Interface) tool, written in Python with the following commands:

snowflake create-background

snowflake create-consequence

snowflake preprocessing

snowflake predict

The functionality described above all happens within snowflake predict, but in order to use snowflake predict,

there are also three commands which create files needed to run the predictor.

4.2.4. Features added to the predictor

As mentioned, the phenotype predictor was already prototyped when I began working on it. However, considerable

time was spent developing, bug‑fixing, and extending this prototype. Here, I describe my contributions to this in

detail.

4.2.4.1. Different running modes

The original version of the phenotype predictor could only be ran one individual compared to a background set at a

time. In order to allow for a wider range of inputs (which will be necessary to validate the predictor), support for a

wider range of genotype formats and running modes was developed, including:

Can be run with one person against a background

Can be run with multiple people (VCF) against the background

Can be run with or without the background set if there are enough people in the input set.

Support for different 23andMe genotype file formats (from different chips).

As the predictor was developed to perform in different running modes, it became clear that it would be necessary to

streamline the algorithm. This included parallelisation (possible due to the independence of different phenotype

terms), and various data storage and algorithm adjustments.
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Implementing these running modes and increases in efficiency was a collaborative effort between myself, Jan, and

Ben.

4.2.4.2. Adding SNP‑phenotype associations from dbSNP

As mentioned in the overview, using DcGO as the only SNP‑phenotype mapping leaves out some known associations

that are not due to protein domain structure. Adding dbSNP[58] associations to the predictor was one of my

contributions to this software.

4.2.4.3. Dealing with missing calls

Genotyping SNP arrays often contain missing calls, where the call can not be accurately determined. This is an

obstacle to the phenotype predictor if left unchecked as it can appear that an individual has a very unusual call when

it is really just unknown. Since most people have a call, the missing call is unusual, and this is flagged.

The most sensible solution to this problem is to assign the most common call for the individual’s cluster (i.e.

combination of SNPs). This prevents a new cluster being formed or an individual appearing to be more unusual than

they are. However, there is a downside to this approach when there are many missing calls. Adding all missing calls to

a cluster that was only slightly more common than the alternatives can lead to the new cluster containing the missing

data dwarfing the others. To fix this, SNPs with many missing calls were discarded.

Alternatives such as assigning the most common call for that SNP only, or assigning an average score for that SNP

dimension by carrying out a “normalised cut”[175] are untenable since they can create the same problem we are

trying to overcome: the appearance of an individual having an unusual combination of calls.

4.2.4.4. Reducing dimensionality

Some phenotypes have large numbers of SNPs associated with them ‑ too many to assign individuals to clusters. I

added a dimensionality reduction step in the clustering, and tested different clustering methods designed for use on

high‑dimensional data. These changes are explained later in this Chapter.

4.2.4.5. Confidence score per phenotype

The phenotype predictor outputs a score for each person for each phenotype. Our confidence in these scores

depends on the distribution of scores, as well as the scale of them. A distribution of scores with distinct groups of

individuals is generally preferable, since most phenotypes that we are interested in are categorical or it is at least

more useful to highlight phenotypes that can be predicted this way (i.e. if there are 100 groups with varying risk of a

disease, that would be less useful than knowing there are 2 groups with high/low risk).

Fig. 4.3 An illustration of how the confidence score per phenotype is calculated.

I developed a simple method of prioritising predictions according to these requirements. A confidence score is

achieved by plotting the ranked raw score and measuring the area between a straight line resting on this the most

extreme points and the line itself, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Since this measure takes into account the size of the raw

scores, these confidence scores can be compared across phenotypes.
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Fig. 4.4 Ranked scores for DOID:1324 ‑ the disease ontology term Lung Cancer (left) and

HP�0008518 ‑ the human phenotype ontology term for Absent/underdeveloped sacral bone (right).

These represent an interesting and uninteresting distribution of scores, respectively.

Fig. 4.4 shows an example of an interesting and uninteresting distribution. These distributions mostly depend on the

number, population frequency, and FATHMM score of the SNPs associated with the phenotype term.

4.3. Creating Snowflake inputs

This section describes the sources and pipelines for creating inputs to Snowflake, including necessary files that are

packaged alongside it.

There are four main inputs required by Snowflake which must be created:

1. dcGO phenotype mapping file: high‑quality mappings between protein (supra)domains and phenotype terms

from 16 biomedical ontologies ‑ provided as part of Snowflake

2. Background cohort: genetic data of diverse individuals (.vcf, VCF format) ‑ default human option provided as

part of Snowflake

3. Consequence file: deleteriousness scores per SNP (.Consequence, format specific to snowflake) ‑ default

human option provided as part of Snowflake

4. Input cohort: genetic data of person or people of interest (.vcf, VCF format) ‑ provided by user

The dcGO mapping file works for all organisms and only needs remaking if dcGO or SUPERFAMILY have significant

updates. Alternatively, a slimmed version can be created that contains only the ontologies of interest to a specific

organism which reduces Snowflake’s running time, and here I explain how I made a slimmed version of this file for

ontologies of interest to humans. The background cohort and consequence file must be created once for each

organism/genome build. Here, since I have only used Snowflake in predicting human phenotypes, I walk through the

creation of the human background cohort and consequence file. Lastly, the input cohort file must be created per

input cohort. Here I run through the creation of a VCF file from 23andMe genotype files.

It is possible to create a consequence file for any cohort VCF file, i.e. it would be possible to make an input

cohort consequence file. However, since Snowflake can only cluster our input cohort against the

background for SNPs which overlap between the two cohorts, we only need to create one such file for either

the input or the background. Here I’ve chosen to do it for the background cohort since then this file can be

reused for many different input cohorts.

4.3.1. DcGO phenotype mapping file (human)

It is simple to create the dcGO mapping file since dcGO provides the required files for download on the SUPERFAMILY

website. The website provides 2 files of high‑coverage mappings for each ontology supported by dcGO: one that

maps between SCOP domains and ontology terms, and another that maps between SCOP supradomains

(combinations of domains) and ontology terms. Currently, Snowflake does not support the inclusion of dcGO supra‑

domain assignments.

Consequences of input cohort SNPs
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DcGO provides two versions of it’s GO mappings: high‑coverage and high‑quality. The high‑quality mapping

contains only those associations between domains and phenotypes that are supported by single‑domain

proteins, while the high‑coverage version contains some associations that have been inferred from known

associations to multi‑domain proteins. The high‑coverage mapping contains roughly 10 times as many GO

terms and 10 times as many protein domains compared to the high‑quality version.

For all other (non‑GO) ontologies, dcGO provides only the high‑coverage version.

The high‑coverage mappings were used in Snowflake to increase the coverage of the phenotype

predictions, i.e. so that more SNPs could be included and more phenotypes.

The ontologies that contain interpretable phenotype terms for humans are:

Disease Ontology[173] (DO)

Human Phenotype Ontology[102] (HP)

Gene Ontology[96] (GO), specifically terms from the biological_process subontology.

MEdical Subject Headings[177], (MESH) ‑ on the dcGO website this is found under CTD diseases

Mammalian Phenotype Ontology[176] (MP)

Some of these ontologies aren’t designed only (or even primarily) for humans, but since they contain terms which are

relevant to humans and the associations are made based on protein domains found in human proteins, these

ontologies were chosen. While dcGO supports many other ontologies (e.g. Zebrafish and Xenopus ontologies) based

on protein domains that can be found in humans, I made the decision that the trade‑off between the additional time

needed to run the phenotype predictor and sift through the results of these ontology terms was not worth the

increase in coverage gained from whichever of these terms were meaningful.

To create the Snowflake input for humans, files for the five relevant ontologies were downladed (for DO, HP, GO,

MESH, and MP), then concatenated, and the GO cellular component and GO molecular function terms were removed

(these term identifiers were extracted from the GO_subontologies field of the

Domain2GO_supported_only_by_all.txt file).

High‑coverage versus high‑quality

Incusion of the Mammalian
Phenotype ontology

The Mamalian Phenotype (MP)
ontology[176] is based on phenotypes
seen in mice. While mice do have many
anatomical and phenotypic similarities
to humans, and are thus often used as
models for human diseases, there are
of course differences and some terms
don’t directly translate or are likely to
be defined differently for humans (e.g.
MP:0001933 abnormal litter size or
MP:0002068 abnormal parental
behaviour) and have different
mechanisms behind them. There are
also many terms which do make sense
for humans (e.g. MP:0002166 altered
tumour susceptibility or MP:0011117
abnormal susceptibility to weight gain)
and may represent interesting results.
The suitability of MP terms must be
considered term‑by‑term, but the
terms were included in the human
phenotype mapping file to increase
coverage of both proteins and
phenotypes.
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Fig. 4.5 An excerpt of the dcGO mapping file human_po.txt, showing mappings between phenotype

terms from a range of ontologies, and SCOP sun IDs.

Fig. 4.5 shows the type of content inside the phenotype ontology file. the information_content field is a measure of

how specific the phenotype term is, for example Pathological Conditions, Signs and Symptoms is a very general

term, while Abnormality of the vertebral column is more specific and phosphatidylserine metabolic process is the

most specific shown.

Table 4.1 Summary statistics of the coverage of human‑related phenotype terms.

Ontology
Number of dcGO

assignments

Number of unique terms

assigned

Number of unique domain

sunids assigned

HP: Human phenotype

ontology
15984 1978 562

MeSH: Medical Subject

headings
5761 620 473

DO: Disease ontology 7538 614 566

GOBP: Gene ontology,

biological process
304064 9546 3135

MP: Mammalian phenotype

ontology
24208 2528 719

Total (all included

ontologies)
357555 15286 3146

Table 4.1 shows the number of assignments, unique phenotype terms, and unique domains covered in the dcGO

phenotype mapping per ontology and in total. The file contains 357555 assignments, 15286 unique ontology terms,

and 3146 unique domains. This constrains the proteins and phenotypes which Snowflake can make predictions

about.

4.3.2. Background cohort

As described in the overview, Snowflake requires genetic “background” data to compare the individuals we are

interested in against, i.e. so that meaningful clustering can take place. Although Snowflake has the functionality to be

run with any background data set, the choice of data set is constrained since it must contain representative genetic

data from from the entire population.

4.3.2.1. Data acquisition: the 1000 Genomes project

The 1000 Genomes project[170,178] ran from 2008 to 2015, with the aim of comprehensively mapping common

human genetic variation across diverse populations. The project sequenced individuals whole genomes, and released

data in two main phases:

Phase 1: 37.9 million variants, in 1092 individuals, across 14 populations

Phase 3: 84.4 million variants, in 2504 individuals, across 26 populations

domain_type domain_sunid ont_term_id ont_term_name ont_subontologies info

fa 55528 HP�0000925
Abnormality of the
vertebral column

Phenotypic_abnormality

sf 53822 MESH:D013568
Pathological

Conditions, Signs
and Symptoms

CTD_diseases

sf 48619 GO�0006658
phosphatidylserine
metabolic process

biological_process



Data from the 1000 Genomes project are always used for the background cohort to Snowflake, with data from the

1000 Genomes project Phase 3[170] used as a default, and earlier experiments using data from Phase 1[178]. Here I

describe the process of creating the phase 1 VCF file (1000G.vcf), but the same process is followed to create the

larger phase 3 VCF file (2500G.vcf).

For both phases of the 1000 Genomes project, data are provided as VCF files for each chromosome. Both data sets

are available through the International Genome Sequencing Resource[179] (IGSR); phase 1 VCFs (GRCh37) can be

downloaded via FTP at

ftp://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/phase1/analysis_results/integrated_call_sets/, and phase 3

VCFs (GRCh37) can be downloaded at ftp://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/release/20130502/.

After downloading these files, the per‑chromosome VCF files were combined into one large VCF file (for all

chromosomes). The consequence file must be created at this stage, before the final input VCF can be created.

4.3.2.2. Create final input VCF

In order to create the final input VCF, we must remove SNPs from the VCF file that are not in the consequence file.

This reduces the file size dramatically, since many recorded SNPs are either synonymous, nonsense, non‑coding or

multi‑allelic. The VCF file is then Tabix‑indexed[180], which increases the speed of Snowflake.

4.3.3. Consequence file

The consequence file contains the “consequences” of one amino acid being changed to another, which is used to

weight which SNPs are the more important dimensions for clustering a phenotype. It also contains the mapping

between SNPs and proteins, and SNPs and domain architecture.

This file is generated using:

Ensembl’s VEP (Variant Effect Predictor) tool to map from chromosomes and locations to SNP type (e.g.

missense/nonsense/nonsynonymous), and to protein ID

FATHMM for scoring the deleteriousness of missense mutatations

SUPERFAMILY for mapping from protein IDs given by VEP to their domain architectures (SCOP

family/superfamily)

4.3.3.1. Run the Variant Effect Predictor tool

In order to get a list of SNPs to input to FATHMM, we must first determine which SNPs in the background data are

missense SNPs. This can be done using Ensembl’s VEP (Variant Effect Predictor) web tool[115], which takes a VCF as

input. This first 10 columns of the combined VCF file is used as input to VEP since only these columns are needed,

and making the file smaller reduces processing time.

4.3.3.2. Query FATHMM and SUPERFAMILY for the SNPs of interest

To get the consequence file, VEP output was first filtered to contain only biallelic missense SNPs, and was then used

as input to query the FATHMM and SUPERFAMILY databases for the unweighted conservation scores and the domain

assignments.

4.3.3.3. Summary

VCF

When individual humans have their
whole genomes sequenced, this is
compared to the human reference
genome. The alleles at each location
are commonly stored in Variant Call
Format (VCF) files; a much more
compact format compared to storing
the entire genome. VCF files describe
the locations on the genome of
variations between individuals, given by
chromosome, position, variant
identifiers (e.g. rsID), and then the calls
at those locations for each individual.

https://www.internationalgenome.org/data
http://www.htslib.org/doc/tabix.html
https://www.ensembl.org/info/docs/tools/vep/index.html


Fig. 4.6 An excerpt of the consequence file 2500G.consequence, showing mappings between SNPs,

protein IDs, mutant and reference probabilities from FATHMM, and SCOP sun IDs (via SUPERFAMILY).

As we can see in An excerpt of the consequence file 2500G.consequence, showing mappings between SNPs, protein

IDs, mutant and reference probabilities from FATHMM, and SCOP sun IDs (via SUPERFAMILY)., the consequence file

can contain multiple rows for the same SNPs since the SNP may appear in multiple proteins, since proteins can have

overlapping reading frames. Less frequently, SNPs that fall in multiple proteins may also fall in more than one domain

families or even superfamilies.

The output .consequence file defines the upper limit of the number of SNPs Snowflake can make phenotype

predictions based on. In practice, this will often be a much smaller number as for SNPs to be used they must be:

measured in the input cohort (which is often genotyped, and therefore contains far fewer variants)

within protein domains that exist in the dcGO mapping file in addition to the consequence file.

a SNP where there is some variation between the background and input

Like the VCF file, the Consequence file is the indexed with Tabix[180] to increase Snowflake’s speed.

4.3.4. Input cohort

4.3.4.1. 23andMe file formats

The SNPs which are measured in a genotyping experiment depends on the chip used. Since launch, 23andMe have

used a number of different Illumina chips for their genotyping service. These chips capture information for different

SNPs, and vastly different numbers of SNPs. This means that in order to combine data from different chips, many loci

can not be used.

23andMe have their own file formats, which must be convered to VCF in order to use Snowflake. One of these formats

is tab separated and very similar to VCF, but for their API, 23andMe also stored genotype data in long strings (~1

million characters, twice the number of loci on the chip) of the form AAAACCTTTT__CC__, where every 2 nucleotides

corresponds to a given SNP on the 23andMe chip with a rsID, chromosome and position. To convert this compressed

format to VCF, 23andMe provided a genotype snp map file (snps.data), which is different for each 23andMe chip,

that gives rsIDs, chromosome and position for each index, which looks like:

So, according to this file, the first two characters of the genotype string correspond to rs41362547, then the next two

correspond to rs28358280.

The create_data function of snowflake contains the functionality to create a VCF file from 23andMe API string

formats, for three different chips.

calls snp_id ENSP_id prot_sub HMM position

#CHROM POS

1 69224 A/T NaN ENSP00000334393 D45V SF0037432 44 0.

1290695 G/C NaN ENSP00000307887 T136S SF0042359 95

1290695 G/C NaN ENSP00000344998 T35S SF0047556 61

1290695 G/C NaN ENSP00000399229 T136S SF0042359 95

3392588 T/C NaN ENSP00000367629 Y479H SF0040099 5

3392588 T/C NaN ENSP00000367629 Y479H SF0050917 5

3392588 T/C NaN ENSP00000408887 Y183H SF0040099 5

3392588 T/C NaN ENSP00000408887 Y183H SF0050917 5

# index is a key for the /genomes/ endpoint (2 base pairs per index). 
# strand is always +1. 
index   snp     chromosome      chromosome_position 
0       rs41362547      MT      10044 
1       rs28358280      MT      10550 
2       rs3915952       MT      11251 



4.3.4.2. Genome builds

The files currently generated for snowflake use the GRC37 (hg19) human genome build. This is the version that is

currently supported by FATHMM, 23andMe, and phase 1 of 1000G.

4.4. Preprocessing

In the preprocessing stage, the snowflake preprocess command looks at all the inputs together, in order to filter

them only for the useful parts before running the predictor.

In particular, snowflake preprocess always calculates the following in all running modes:

A list of SNPs associated with each term (.snp files)

Sets of equivalent terms, i.e. terms which have the exact same set of SNPs associated with them (.polist files)

And it also calculates the following if an input cohort is provided:

A list of overlapping SNPs between the background and input cohort

A combined VCF file containing only these snps, including dealing with ambiguous flips.

In this section, I will run through and explain the preprocessing step for the 1000 genomes only (no input cohort) as

this represents an approximation of the maximum number of SNPs that snowflake can predict on, since the 1000

genomes project uses WGS (Whole Genome Sequencing).

4.4.1. Combining VCF files, a.k.a. missing SNPs and ambiguous flips

Due to the cost, far more humans have been genotyped than have had their whole genomes sequenced. Genotyped

and WGS (Whole Genome Sequencing) data look similar once in a VCF file, but the data cannot necessarily be treated

the same in both cases.

4.4.1.1. Missing SNPs in VCF files

Many VCF files only store the differences between individuals in the file, a SNP being missing from a VCF file does not

necessarily mean that the original sequencing or genotyping didn’t record the calls at that position.

If combining two genotyped files, we would want to discard all SNPs that are not measured by both chips, but when

combining a genotype VCF file with a WGS VCF file, we usually want to keep all SNPs from the genotyped VCF (since

these locations will also have been sequenced by WGS).

4.4.1.2. Ambiguous Flips

The majority of input data to the predictor is 23andMe data. In testing earlier versions of Snowflake with the 2500G

background and a cohort of 23andMe genomes, it became clear that for many phenotypes, the background was

forming a separate cluster to the cohort. This led to the realisation that there are 23andMe calls which had the

opposite ratio of wild type:mutant than the 2500 genomes. Some further reading revealed this to be a known

problem[182], which may be due to ambiguous flips[183].

Implausible distributions of SNPs in the input cohort (given the background) are therefore discarded using a cutoff.

4.5. Considerations for Clustering SNPs

In this section, I discuss the implementation of clustering and outlier detection methodologies for SNPs.

Snowflake is essentially a method for finding unusual combinations of SNPs, within sets of SNPs associated with a

phenotype. Since there will be many rare combinations of SNPs just through randomness, the deleteriousness score

(via FATHMM) decides which rare combinations are of interest.

The clustering takes place per phenotype, with the distinct phenotypes and the SNPs associated with them are

chosen according to dcGO. This therefore determines how many dimensions (SNPs) we are clustering on for any

given phenotype

4.5.1. Combinations of SNPs

Position and BED formats

The positions of the variants (SNPs)
that are recorded can vary in format:
essentially this comes down to a
change in formatting, the fact that
sometimes counting starts at 0, and
sometimes it starts at 1, and sometimes
ranges are closed on one side e.g. chr1
127140000 127140001 in BED format is
equivalent to chr1:127140001-
127140001 in “Position” format[181].



Given  SNPs of interest, there are  different options for individual’s combinations of calls for biallelic SNPS, since

there are three different options for each SNP WW wild‑wild homozygous, MW/WM heterozygous, or MM mutant‑mutant

heterozygous.

For our purposes, heterozygous SNPs are considered the same whether they are mutant‑wild MW or wild‑mutant WM,

since we assume they would create the same balance of proteins in a cell.

Linkage disequilibrium is the measure of how much more often alleles are found together than would be

expected if they were randomly distributed. SNPs are not independent, and we wouldn’t expect alleles to be

randomly distributed for many reasons, for example because:

SNPs are inherited together through genetic linkage, due to being on the same gene or nearby genes from

one another.

we would expect combinations of SNPs to reflect the structure of the population, e.g. individuals who are

geographically close to one another are more likely to have similar genetics.

particular combinations of SNPs may be fatal or otherwise prevent people from passing them on.

The combinations of SNPs are not distributed randomly based only on the frequency of each SNP independently, this

is what’s known in population genetics as linkage disequilibrium.

4.5.2. Choice of clustering methodology

Fig. 4.7 A drawing indicating how the combinations of SNPs we might expect to cause disease would

represent a non spherical relationship between SNPs.

Fig. 4.8 Comparison illustrating differences between the implemented clustering methods. Image

adapted from sklearn documentation[184].

The original implementation of the phenotype predictor used k‑means clustering[185]. This wasn’t suitable for the

predictor, since we expect combinations of SNPs to form non‑spherical shapes (see Fig. 4.7), and k‑means cannot

achieve this (see Fig. 4.8).

Spectral clustering, DBSCAN (Density‑Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise), IDOS, OPTICS and LOF

(Local Outlier Factor) were also implemented. This involved automation of parameter selection, to enable clustering to

be performed automatically on thousands of phenotype terms. These methods have theoretical pros and cons with

respect to the predictor. For example, OPTICS and DBSCAN do not need the number of clusters as an input, but

instead require the minimum number of points required to form a cluster and a radius from each point to consider as

part of a cluster, which has more meaning in this context. They also automatically output outliers to clusters, which

will affect the resulting phenotype score, potentially in unseen ways ‑ particularly as it is difficult to visualise high‑
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dimensional data. OPTICS is the default setting, as in addition to not requiring a number of clusters, it can identify

clusters of differing densities (a quality that DBSCAN lacks ‑ as can be seen in the second row of Fig. 4.8). A final

informed choice between these options requires a large benchmarking set.

4.5.2.1. Choice of distance metric

The phenotype predictor’s original distance metric was non‑linear, such that the homozygous calls were further from

each other than the distance via the heterozygous call, as shown in Fig. 4.9. Non‑linear distance metrics mean that it

is not possible to create a location matrix rather than a distance matrix. This is required for some types of clustering.

A linear distance metric which also captured the increased likelihood of homozygous alleles to be disease‑causing

(Fig. 4.10) was developed to enable this, and to better represent the biology. In this version, the popularity of an allele

decides which homozygous call the heterozygous call is more functionally similar to.

Fig. 4.9 Original non‑linear distance metric.  denotes homozygous mutant alleles,  denotes

homozygous wild type alleles, and  denotes heterozygous alleles. The FATHMM score for the SNP 

, defines the distance between the wild type and mutant alleles.

Fig. 4.10 Linear distance metrics.  denotes homozygous mutant alleles,  denotes

homozygous wild type alleles, and  denotes heterozygous alleles, and  represents the number of

people with that allele call. The FATHMM score for the SNP , defines the distance between the wild

type and mutant alleles.

4.6. Discussion

4.6.1. Limitations

4.6.1.1. Genotype data

Genotype chips contain only a small fraction of the known disease‑causing variants. For example, 23andMe tests for

only 3 of thousands of known variants on the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes implicated in hereditary cancer.

4.6.1.2. Equivalent terms

Despite much development effort, there remain some idiosyncrasies to the predictor. For example, DcGO can map

multiple terms to the same set of SNPs. This can sometimes be a diverse group of phenotypes which do not tend to

co‑occur in individuals and when this occurs, it is likely that we cannot make a good prediction. A semantic similarity

measure, such as GOGO[186] or Wang’s method[187] could be used to check this, and update the confidence score

accordingly.

4.6.1.3. Coverage: Synonymous SNPs, nonsense and non‑coding variants

There are also clearly many aspects of the molecular biology mentioned in chapter 2 that are not represented in the

model used by the phenotype predictor. For example nonsense mutations, synonymous SNPs, regulatory networks,

and non‑coding variants. Updating the predictor to include these things could potentially give the predictor enough
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power to be validated on existing data sets.

For example, non‑coding variants could be included by extending dcGO annotations to SNPs in linkage disequilibrium,

and using the non‑coding version of FATHMM, FATHMM-XF[188].

4.6.1.4. Localised expression

Another example is that dcGO does not take account of the environment of the cell (e.g. tissue‑specific gene

expression) in its’ predictions. Although domains which are statistically associated with phenotype can be present in a

protein, there is no guarantee that the protein will have the opportunity to impact the phenotype (be transcribed).

In investigating some of the ALSPAC phenotype predictions, I identified that some of the predicted dcGO relations

between proteins and ontology terms may not be expressed in the tissue of interest. This makes sense, since dcGO

makes predictions on the basis of structure, but it’s common in molecular biology that cells, proteins or genes have

theoretical functionality that is repressed or silenced by another mechanism, for example most human transposable

elements or silenced, or in this case, repressors preventing gene expression in some cell types. Filtering out

predictions for SNPs in these repressed genes is therefore a potential route to improve Snowflake, and this is the

focus of the next part.

4.6.2. Ethics self‑assessment

Your scientists were so preoccupied with whether or not they could, they didn’t stop

to think if they should. – Dr Ian Malcolm, Jurassic Park, Michael Crighton

Like the creation of dinosaurs, the Snowflake methodology itself (rather than a particular use of it) is not the sort of

research that usually requires ethical review by Institutional Review Boards (IRBs). This is because most IRBs focus on

issues of informed consent, data privacy, and other matters which could cause legal problems for universities, while

Snowflake’s core methodology uses only publicly available data. As I previously mentioned, there are more general

(wider, societal) ethical considerations relating to research in predicting phenotype.

With this in mind, I performed a self‑assessment of the worst‑case scenario outcomes of this research, in order to

understand potential issues and think about what precautions should be put in place to avoid them. These extend out

from this research itself, imagining future deployments. To this, I used the Data Hazards framework: a framework that

is currently under development, and which I am currently working with the data science research community to

develop. Table 4.2 contains the hazards that I felt applied to Snowflake, the reasons why, and what I recommend

could be done to prevent these worst‑case scenarios.

Data Hazards

The Data Hazards framework is a set of
resources to help data science and
methodological researchers apply
ethics hazards labels to their work.
These resources include a set of
hazard labels inspired by COSSHH
chemical hazard labels with suggested
safety precautions, as well as materials
to help researchers apply them.

Just as we still use bleach, but do so
wearing gloves, data hazard labels are
not necessarily statements against
doing or using the research, but rather
an appeal to “handle with care”.
Similarly, data hazards aren’t meant to
be statments of certainty or likelihood
of the hazards occuring. They
represent worst‑case scenarios and
apply not only to the specific research
project, but also future impacts of
further deployments.

https://very-good-science.github.io/data-hazards/
https://very-good-science.github.io/data-hazards/contents/materials/workshop/data-hazards.html


Label name Label description Label image Reason for applying
Relevant safety

precautions

Contains Data

Science

Data Science is being

used in this output,

and any negative

outcome of using this

work are not the

responsibility of “the

algorithm” or “the

software”, but the

people using it.

Snowflake uses data,

makes predictions,

and uses unsupervised

learning.

When snowflake is

deployed in new

contexts (e.g. patent

licenses sold), it should

be done with the

understanding that the

licensee becomes

accountable for using it

responsibly.

Reinforces existing

biases

Reinforces unfair

treatment of

individuals and

groups. This may be

due to for example

input data, algorithm

or software design

choices, or society at

large.

Project does not check

that the algorithm

works just as well for

non‑white races, and

we would expect it to

work less well for them

since they are less

represented in the

input data linking

variants and

diseases[189].

Snowflake’s efficiacy

should be tested

separately for each

demographic that any

deployment may effect.

Ranks or classifies

people

Ranking and

classifications of

people are hazards in

their own right and

should be handled

with care.

Project does not check

that the algorithm

works just as well for

minority groups, who

are less likely to be

represented in the

input data linking

variants and diseases.

Snowflake’s

efficiacy should

be tested

separately for

minority groups,

before

deployment

outside research

(e.g. healthcare).

Appropriate

phenotype terms

should be curated

before

deployment (e.g.

removing things

like social

behaviours,

“intelligence”

related terms, etc)

When or if to

share rankings

should be

consdered

carefully.

Lacks Community

Involvement

This applies when

technology is being

produced without

input from the

community it is

supposed to serve.

The communities of

people with the

phenotypes have no

current involvement in

this process.

Relevant communities

should be asked about

their feelings towards

phenotype prediction

before deployment in

order to curate a list of

appropriate phenotype

terms.
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Table 4.2 The seven data hazards which I assessed as applying to Snowflake.

Label name Label description Label image Reason for applying
Relevant safety

precautions

Danger of misuse

There is a danger of

misusing the

algorithm, technology,

or data collected as

part of this work.

The phenotype

predictor is not

expected to be

accurate for all

phenotypes, but It

could even be used to

try to predict

phenotypes that are

caused by the

environment or regions

of DNA it does not

consider, if these are

defined as genetic

phenotypes in other

literature.

If deployed outside of

research, Snowflake

should be tested for

different types of

phenotypes and which

ones it does work for

should first be

understood.

Difficult to

understand

There is a danger that

the technology is

difficult to understand.

This could be because

of the technology

itself is hard to

interpret (e.g. neural

nets), or it’s

implementation (i.e.

code is hidden and we

are not allowed to see

exactly what it is

doing).

Doesn’t use “black‑

box” machine learning

(e.g. deep learning),

but has closed source

code and a

complicated data

pipeline.

If published for

research, the

code should be

Open sourced and

the code should

be thoroughly

documented and

tested.

If provided for

members of the

public, explainers

should be created

similar to those

that 23andMe

has.

Privacy hazard

This technology may

risk the privacy of

individuals whose data

is processed by it.

Individual’s genetic

data is required to run

the phenotype

predictor. This has

many privacy risks, for

example identification,

use by insurers, being

contacted by unknown

relatives.

Ensure there is

explicit and well‑

informed consent

from any future

participants/users.

Store data

securely.

Despite the tongue‑in‑cheek use of the Jurassic Park quote opening this subsection, I do think that phenotype

prediction is something that we should attempt, due to its potential to help people. In “stop[ping] to think” about it,

however, I applied 7 of the 11 existing data hazard labels, and set out some specific precautions for using it that I hope

will be seriously considered by anyone using the method further. While some of these may seem far‑fetched,

Snowflake has already been trialled by a genomic analysis company used in clinical decision support.

The question of whether we “could” predict phenotype accurately is also a huge ethical barrier to using it at present.

Currently, it’s not clear to what extent, or for which types of variants, the phenotype predictor works. The next

chapter explains my attempts to validate the predictor using the ALSPAC dataset.
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5. Predicting phenotypes of the ALSPAC cohort using
Snowflake
In this chapter, I present phenotype prediction applied to the ALSPAC cohort using the Snowflake algorithm which

was presented in the previous Chapter.

Testing Snowflake on the ALSPAC cohort

5.1. Introduction

5.1.1. Motivation

In order to test Snowflake, I needed a data set that had a wealth of phenotype and genotype information.

5.1.2. The ALSPAC cohort study

The Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children, ALSPAC[79] is a cohort of over 14,000 families from the Avon

area with children born in 1991‑1992. It is also known as “the Children of the 90s” study. Many of these families

continue to be part of the study to this day, including some of their own children through an extension of the project:

children of the children of the 90s (COCO90s).

A wealth of phenotype information (over 80,000 variables) has been collected from these families over the years,

through a series of voluntary surveys and clinics, including genotyping of over 9000 children using 23andMe.

ALSPAC’s phenotype information, while extensive, is not mapped to phenotype terms in ontologies. All data held by

ALSPAC can be searched for in the ALSPAC variable catalogue, after which it can then requested per variable or data

type. At the time of writing, the cohort is around 30 years old, meaning that there is little information about

phenotypes that manifest later in life, for example Alzheimer’s or heart disease. Many phenotype terms may not have

any measurements, and there may be many variables associated with some others.

5.1.3. Experiment Design

Due to the identifiable nature of the data, our ethics application did not allow us to access many different phenotypes

to perform a cross‑phenotype validation of the predictor. Instead, we were granted access to the genotype data only

first, then allowed to request a small number of phenotypes of interest after running Snowflake.

5.1.3.1. Choosing phenotypes of interest

I created a shortlist of phenotypes of interest by first restricting the set of scores to phenotypes for which Snowflake

makes a prediction within the ALSPAC cohort, then ordering this list by the phenotype confidence score, to ensure

that Snowflake could give confident predictions for phenotypes that were requested. I then mapped these to ALSPAC

phenotypes by searching the ALSPAC variable catalogue.

5.2. Discussion

The results of this chapter show that Snowflake cannot currently be used to accurately predict the following

phenotypes in the ALSPAC cohort: .

5.2.1. Selection of phenotypes

For valid ethical reasons, it was only possible to request a small number of phenotypes from ALSPAC. Snowflake isn’t

expected to work for all phenotypes, since we know there are many other mechanisms (some not even genetic)

behind phenotype besides only the disruption of proteins through missense SNPs in protein‑coding genes. The fact

that Snowflake was not successful in predicting any of the requested phenotypes could be an indication that none of

Contributions in this Chapter
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these phenotypes has this mechanism behind it. Alternatively, it could be an indication that Snowflake is not a

successful method for predicting phenotypes even in these cases, and there are many reasons why that could be the

case since Snowflake relies on a lot of other pieces of research and software to function.

In selecting phenotypes, I considered only (1) whether Snowflake considered these to be phenotypes where it could

make a confident prediction and (2) whether the phenotypes in ALSPAC could be used to validate this prediction. I

did not consider additional information that might indicate whether these were phenotypes we might expect to be

able to predict, for example, whether these phenotypes were heritable, or consider whether they are desirable to

predict. Since I chose these purely by looking at the distribution of scores for Snowflake, our lack of promising results

could be an indication that the phenotype‑score (finding interesting distributions of phenotypes) is unsuccessful.

A more interesting test of Snowflake’s abilities might be to choose phenotypes with high heritability, and specifically

high missing heritability.

5.2.2. Overlap between training and validation data

ALSPAC is a popular cohort study for use in GWAS analyses. Many links between genotype loci and phenotypes have

been published from this data set, for example loci associated with birthweight[190], asthma and allergies[191],

autism spectrum disorders[192], problematic peer relationships[193], and lung function[194]. This data informs GOA

genotype‑phenotype annotations, and through dcGO this data could already be present in Snowflake, meaning that

there may be in some sense, overlap between the training and validation data, which could overestimate the accuracy

of the predictor on unseen data[195].

For this reason, I do not think that it is sensible to try any further to use ALSPAC to validate or test Snowflake.



6. Filtering computational predictions with tissue‑specific
expression information
This chapter presents a more focused approach to improving phenotype and protein function predictions. I present a

prototype filter for protein function prediction methods (Filip) which I developed for the CAFA3 competition, which

filters out predictions where the gene is not expressed in the tissue relating to the phenotype. This approach was

prompted by the discovery that this is one of the sources of noise in Snowflake, as described earlier.

The Filip method for filtering protein function prediction based on tissue‑specific gene expression.

Entering predictors using Filip in the CAFA3 competition, which contributes to the CAFA3 paper[5],

6.1. Introduction

As we explored in chapter 2, there is a complex web of interactions between proteins and other molecular machinery

that lead to phenotype. Our current understanding of how phenotype arises from genotype tells us that knowing

which proteins can be produced isn’t necessarily enough of a clue to tell us about phenotype. Liver cells and heart

cells have the same DNA, but it’s how that DNA is used (what genes are expressed in the cell) that leads to the

difference between those cell types. Since larger scale phenotypes will follow from cellular differences, we expect

gene expression data to be a useful measure for phenotype prediction.

This is backed‑up by data: disease‑associated genes are generally over‑expressed in the tissue they cause

symptoms in, with the exception of cancer‑associated genes[196,197]. This can and has already been leveraged

effectively as part of some gene and variant prioritisation methods [198,199].

6.1.1. Motivation: improving phenotype and protein function prediction

The performance of the snowflake predictor led me to focus my efforts on finding an answer to a much smaller piece

of the genotype‑to‑phenotype puzzle. As mentioned in the previous chapter’s discussion, some predictions of a

protein’s phenotype are incorrect because the protein is not produced, even though they do have a structure that

means that they could be involved in the pathway if they were present. To understand if this is the case, we need to

know as a minimum if a gene is ever expressed a relevant context. This would rule out, for example, proteins that are

predicted to be associated with eye health, but are only ever produced in developing limbs.

Machine learning methods are currently the most successful class of protein function predictors. While this is

promising for answering one aspect of the problem (“what are the functions of a given protein?”), they do not always

attempt to answer how or why. Structural or sequence methods that estimate protein function based on, for example

conservation or structure, counter this problem, but they are currently less accurate: one of the reasons for this might

be the lack of inclusion of cell context. Few of these methods include tissue‑specific gene expression information

(such data was completely missing in the first and second CAFA competitions). Filtering out predictions where genes

are never expressed in a relevant tissue may help in protein function prediction, just as in phenotype prediction.

6.1.2. When are transcripts “expressed”?

The idea behind Filip is that some proteins are predicted to affect phenotypes that they are unable to affect, because

the environment in the tissue or cell means that the protein isn’t around to perform it’s function (or fail to). And we

have a measure of gene expression for which many proteins have 0 counts (and therefore 0 TPM) in many tissues, so

we could apply the filter to this cut‑off. But is it meaningful to do so?

Like all chemical reactions, transcription is a stochastic process; there is an element of randomness; to describe if a

transcription event will happen at a specific moment you have to use statistics. Genetically identical organisms with

the same environment have different measured gene expression patterns[200] and the same can be said for single

cells from the same organism[201]. The reason that it’s hard to predict with precision whether a given protein will be

transcribed at a given moment is that it depends on the concentration of different molecules in the cell and the

energy of the system. Transcription events which have a very low probability of occurring will happen sometimes and

we will measure this. If we sequenced the transcriptome in infinite depth, we might expect all transcripts to be

expressed at some level.
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When we look at expression data for a sample, it will just be a snapshot of the transcription in that sample, and one

that isn’t necessarily representative of what’s happening all the time. Very low count values in a sample are extremely

common, and these are usually considered to be difficult to distinguish from transcriptional noise: low levels of

transcription with little effect are often randomly happening in the cell. In addition to the biological stochasticity

(which could possibly create phenotypic differences), RNA‑Seq is sensitive to technical experimental artefacts (batch

effects) due to differences in RNA extraction and library preparation[205]. In both cases, it is low counts where this is

most difficult to correct for. So it isn’t necessarily meaningful to take all genes expressed above 0 TPM as a sensible

cut‑off for whether a gene counts as “expressed” or not in a tissue: when I dichotomise proteins as “expressed” or

“not expressed”, I am using this as a convenient shorthand for “meaningfully expressed” or “not meaningfully

expressed”.

We also know that proteins that do cause phenotypes are likely to be highly expressed in tissues related to the

phenotype. This means that we definitely want to keep protein‑phenotype predictions where proteins are produced at

high levels in the tissue of interest. The question becomes: when do TPM levels become low enough that we would

want to exclude them?

6.2. Algorithm
In order to overcome the problem of predictors containing erroneous predictions due to a lack of gene expression

information, I have created a lightweight tool which allows researchers to filter their phenotype or protein function

predictions using tissue‑specific gene expression information.

Drawing on the noble tradition of scientists naming things badly, I call this Filip as it is for Filtering predictions.

6.2.1. Overview

Fig. 6.1 illustrates Filip’s two‑step approach, which aims to filter out predictions for proteins which are not created in

the tissue of interest (related to the predicted phenotype). The filter is a simple rule‑based tool, which is designed to

be used on top of any protein function predictor, but would provide the most value for predictors that rely on

structural or sequence similarity.

Fig. 6.1 An illustration showing how Filip works. It’s a two‑step process where protein‑phenotype

predictions are expected as input. In step 1,preprocessing, proteins are mapped to genes, and

phenotypes are mapped to tissues. In step 2, filtering, Filip filters out any predictions where for which

the gene is not expressed in the tissue.

6.2.2. Inputs

Three types of input are needed for Filip:

1. Protein function predictions

2. Normalised gene expression data.

3. A map from gene expression samples to Uberon tissues.

6.2.2.1. Protein function predictions

Protein function predictions must be links between Protein identifiers and phenotype terms from GOBP, HP, MP or

DOID ontologies. This is the standard for CAFA competitions.

Transcriptional noise is variation in
rates of transcription due to the implicit
stochasticity of the reaction process.
The implication is that many transcripts
with low counts do not play a big role
and cells are known to have
mechanisms to protect themselves
from this noise[200,202]. Since it is
difficult to distinguish between
meaningful and non‑meaningful and
expression, in differential expression
analyses it is common to remove low
count transcripts[203,204]. Similar
noise occurs in the process of
translation (translational noise).

Naming things

There are only two hard
things in Computer Science:
cache invalidation and
naming things

– Phil Karlton

Aside from the above joke, there is also
evidence in the literature[206] to
suggest that strained acronyms exist
across scientific disciplines.

file:///Users/nataliethurlby/phd/jupyter_books_etc/jekyll-version/phenotype_from_genotype/book/_build/html/_images/filip.png


6.2.2.2. Gene expression file

If Filip was a filter coffee machine, the gene expression (GE) file would be the (reusable) filter: it is the part that

determines what can and cannot pass through the filter and it can be used with any kind of input predictions (coffee).

Once we have the GE file, it can be reused for any different protein function predictor, as long as it predicts

phenotype terms related to the samples in our GE file.

The user must also determine a cut‑off: the minimum gene expression level to count as “expressed”. The higher the

cut‑off the more genes will count as unexpressed, and therefore more predictions will be filtered from the original list.

6.2.2.3. Sample‑tissue map

Some GE datasets will include a sample‑to‑Uberon map as part of their metadata (e.g. FANTOM5). For those that

don’t, the ontolopy Python package can be used to map between samples tissue names and their Uberon tissue.

6.2.3. Step 1: Preprocessing

The preprocessing file outputs:

1. A phenotype‑to‑sample map, which stores a list of column indices in the gene expression file which Filip should

use for filtering each phenotype.

2. A protein‑to‑gene map, which maps between proteins present in the input predictions and genes present in the

input GE file.

Mapping between phenotype and sample is the most invovled part of Filip: it relies on Ontolopy (next Chapter) to

create this mapping.

6.2.4. Step 2: Filtering

The filtering step takes the orginal inputs, preprocessing outputs, and a GE cutoff as input. It outputs a reduced list of

predictions that are still valid (are expressed above the cut‑off on average across the samples).

6.3. Data
This section describes the gene expression data used for creating and validating Filip, including it’s provenance as

well as any necessary data‑cleaning.

I also describe the benchmarking data I used to develop Filip.

In addition to this, Filip requires the input of a protein function or phenotype prediction method, but this (and the data

required for this) is described in Validation method.

6.3.1. Expression data: FANTOM5

The Filip method requires expression data to inform whether or not predictions should be filtered out. The FANTOM5

data set was chosen for this purpose.

FANTOM5 represents one of the most comprehensive collections of expression data in terms of tissue and cell type.

It consists of expression data, captured using the CAGE technique. FANTOM5 collected a combination of human,

mouse, health, and disease data, as well as time courses and cell perturbations. At the time of developing it was the

latest data output of the FANTOM consortium.

My reasoning for choosing FANTOM5 data as the input gene expression data to test Filip was:

The data set has a good coverage of different tissue types, which I hoped would be helpful in Filip having a

good coverage of predictions.

The data set has an ontology of samples, which is already linked to Uberon tissue terms, making the mapping

process much easier.

For the purpose of Filip (getting measure of whether a cell is meaningfully expressed in a tissue of interest),

choosing bulk RNA‑Seq over scRNA‑Seq makes sense, as it is a measure of many more cells.

I chose the version of the FANTOM5 data that:

The FANTOM Consortium

The Functional ANnoTation Of the
MAmmalian genome (FANTOM)
consortium was established as the
human genome project was nearing
completion when researchers had a
parts list of human biology, but few of
the functions of these parts (genes)
were known. The consortium has run a
range of large scale collaborative
projects in five rounds to further this
goal. The first FANTOM project used
only the mouse genome, but later
versions also included human.



had been reprocessed using the hg38 reference genome (the original FANTOM5 data was processed using

hg19)[207].

contained annotated information about the samples, as this information could be used to aid in mapping.

available in TPM format.

6.3.1.1. Data files and acquisition

I downloaded the following files from the FANTOM website:

the FANTOM5 CAGE peaks expression data containing expression in counts per CAGE peak, and mappings to

transcript id (ensembl ENST id), HGNC id and entrez gene ID. The long sample labels in this file are also a

source of metadata (including sample identifiers (FANTOM accession numbers)).

FANTOM’s human sample information file containing text descriptions about sample, for example FANTOM

accession numbers, tissue, age, sex, disease, etc, which is necessary for data cleaning.

the FANTOM5 ontology containing an obo file mapping between FANTOM accession numbers, Uberon and cell

ontology (CL) terms.

6.3.1.2. Initial FANTOM5 data cleaning: sample info file

6.3.1.2.1. Sample categories

Restriction to primary cell and tissue samples:

The human FANTOM5 sample information file contains four categories of samples (in the Characteristics

[Category] field):

time courses: RNA extracted from samples being measured over time as cells change types during cell

development and differentiation (783 samples), e.g. 'FF:12265-130A6' ‑ Lymphatic Endothelial cells

response to VEGFC, 01hr20min, biol_rep1 (MM XIX ‑ 6).

primary cells: RNA extracted from cultures of cells recently isolated from tissues, before undergoing

proliferation with nutrients specific to the cell type (561 samples), e.g. 'FF:11216-116B1' ‑ Urothelial cells,

donor0.

cell lines: RNA extracted from immortal cell lines (which unlike primary cells can keep undergoing division

indefinitely) (268 samples).

tissues: RNA extracted from post‑mortem tissues, which may be pooled or individual donors (183 samples),

e.g. 'FF:10012-101C3' ‑ brain, adult, pool1.

fractionations: RNA extracted from parts of cells (fractionations) (21 samples), e.g. 'FF:14310-155C8' ‑

'Fibroblast - Aortic Adventitial donor3 (cytoplasmic fraction)'.

I restricted the data set to only tissues and primary cells, as these represent the closest approximations to in vivo

biology. Immortal cell lines are often expressed differently than their primary counterparts[209,210], and time

courses and fractionations do not represent any particular tissue.

Sample Type:

As mentioned, tissues can come from a pool, or individual donor. This information can be found in the

Charateristics [description] field. I combined this information with information from the Characteristics

[Category] field to create an additional Sample Type field that describes whether a sample is a tissue - pool,

tissue - donor or primary cells sample.

Technical and biological replicates:

The FANTOM accession numbers are per sample, not per measurement. Samples for which there are repeat

measurements (technical replicates) will show up multiple times in the expression file. FANTOM technical and

biological replicates are indicated in long labels of the annotated expression FANTOM file, by the inclusion of

“tech_rep” or “biol_rep” in the long sample labels e.g. tpm.Dendritic%20Cells%20-

%20monocyte%20immature%20derived%2c%20donor1%2c%20tech_rep1.CNhs10855.11227-116C3.hg38.nobarcode.

These were used to create additional fields for the human samples table.

Note: there is an error in the original transcript expression file for one of these identifiers

(tpm.Dendritic%20Cells%20-%20monocyte%20immature%20derived%2c%20donor1%2c%20rep2.CNhs11062.11227-

116C3.hg38.nobarcode) such that it is missing the “tech” part of the the replicate label. There is a hard‑coded fix for

FANTOM5 Accession numbers

Each FANTOM sample has an
accession number of the form
FF:#####-#####. These numbers are
used in all three of the FANTOM5 data
files. Note: some samples have repeat
measurements per sample.

HeLa cell line

The FANTOM5 experiment contains
HeLa cell lines samples (e.g. sample
FF:10815-111B5).

HeLa is short for Henrietta Lacks, the
woman whose cells were the source of
this first immortal cell line. Henrietta
was a black woman who lived in
Baltimore, Maryland. Her cells were
taken without consent during a hospital
biopsy for an aggressive cervical
cancer, which she died from at age 31
in 1951.

Companies continue to profit from the
sale of these lines of cells, since such
cell lines have several practical
advantages over primary cells, notably
their immortality, low variability
(compared to primary cells, which vary
depending on cell donor characteristics
such as age and sex), and ease of
keeping alive (without the need for e.g.
specific nutrients).

Some companies have recently begun
to pay reparations for this
injustice[208].

Technical and biological replicates

Usually technical replicates refer to
repeated measures of the same
sample, while biological replicates refer
to separate samples which have been
treated in the same way (e.g. different
donors)[211].

In FANTOM, the “biol_rep” and “donor”
label are both used to denote biological
replicates.

http://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/datafiles/reprocessed/hg38_latest/extra/CAGE_peaks_expression/hg38_fair+new_CAGE_peaks_phase1and2_counts_ann.osc.txt.gz
https://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/datafiles/reprocessed/hg38_latest/basic/HumanSamples2.0.sdrf.xlsx
https://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/datafiles/latest/extra/Ontology/ff-phase2-170801.obo.txt


this accession when I read in the input file and the FANTOM data curation team was informed.

After restricting the data set to primary cell and tissue type samples, there are 58 remaining samples which have

biological replicates (between 2 and 3 replicates each), and 8 sets of samples with technological replicates (2

replicates each).

Age and age range:

The age of the sample source donor(s) is available through two fields in the human sample information file:

Characteristics [Developmental stage], and Characteristics [Age]. These fields contain description‑like text,

which are somewhat inconsistent, for example, “3 year old child”, “3 years old child”, “25 year old”, “76” and “76

years old adult” all feature in the same column, amongst other errors. These were standardised into a new field (Age

(years)). This field does not seek to include multiple ages (i.e. when the sample comes from a pool of donors). There

is a complementary (i.e. no overlap) field (Age range (years)), which contains age ranges for the 46 samples that

contain multiple ages. In both columns, some samples contain fetal samples, in which case, I convert age (range) to a

negative decimal (converted to years before birth).

There were also some discrepancies between ages and developmental stages in the FANTOM human samples file.

For example, sample FF:10027-101D9 is labelled as thymus, adult, pool1 in the Description field, but as 0.5,0.5,0.83

years old infant in the Developmental Stage field. Sample FF:10209-103G2 had an age of ‘M’ and a sex of ‘28’. I

reported both these discrepancies: and the latter has since been fixed in the FANTOM file, and for the former, I

hardcode the age to NaN.

Sex:

The Characteristics [Sex] field contains information about the sex of the sample source donor(s). Similarly to age,

due to the consortium nature of FANTOM5, the entries of this field are not consistently labelled. They undergo data

cleaning into 4 categories: male, female, mixed (pool with both male and female samples), and unlabelled.

Disease and tissue mapping:

The disease status of samples (e.g. healthy/non‑healthy) is not straight‑forwardly labelled in the human sample file,

so requires some basic text‑mining (and cross‑referencing with ontology terms). Similarly, there is a

Characteristics[Tissue] field in the human samples file containing some manually mapped tissue types, but as I

point out with an example in the exploratory data analysis, these do not contain ideal mappings for Filip.

The continued data processing of these components is described in the methdology section, after the introduction of

uberon-py (the package developed to do this).

6.3.1.3. Initial FANTOM5 data cleaning: expression file

The tidied and restricted sample data, is combined with the FANTOM5 CAGE peaks expression data file and

processed to create a protein‑centric expression file. The CAGE peaks have already been cleaned by FANTOM

(labeled as “fair”) meaning that CAGE peaks do not overlap.

CAGE peaks with associated proteins:

The CAGE peaks represent all kinds of mRNA transcripts, not only those which map to protein‑coding gene, for

example “RNA genes” representing pseduogenes or long non‑coding RNAs. The FANTOM file provides mappings to

Uniprot IDs (uniprot_id), and these are used to discard the CAGE peaks that do not map to protein‑coding genes:

this takes us from 209912 to 58592 rows (CAGE peaks).

CAGE peaks mapped to one gene only:

CAGE peaks are mapped to genes based on overlap with the gene, so it is not always clear which gene a CAGE peak

maps to. For simplicity, and to remove the potential of wrongly mapped genes being used in Filip, protein‑coding

CAGE peaks (those which are mapped to at least one uniprot_id by FANTOM) but that map to multiple genes are

removed. These can be found by looking at either the hgnc_id or entrezgene_id gene identifier columns. The choice

of gene ID matters, since there are discrepancies between gene ID databases: in this case, choosing hgnc_id finds all

those CAGE peaks found by using entrezgene_id, and more, so these are removed. This represents a total of 579

CAGE peaks that map to multiple genes according to the given identifiers.

Proteins that map to multiple genes:



For Filip, the expression was calculated per protein (since it is protein function predictions that it is filtering), rather

than per CAGE peak (summing the TPMs of all CAGE peaks mapped to a protein to get the total for that protein) as in

the original data, or as is often presented per gene. This gave 56554 rows of “protein expression” data.

Of these, there were then 59 rows of data (corresponding to 21 proteins) for which each protein maps to multiple

genes. This happens when different genes are translated to make identical protein products, for example the H4

human histone protein is encoded by 14 different genes at different loci, across three different chromosomes. It used

to be the case that Uniprot would map these genes to the same Uniprot ID, but more recently different Uniprot IDs are

used to capture where the proteins came from. These small number of rows were also removed for simplicity.

6.3.1.4. Exploratory Data Analysis

Samples:

After restricting the samples to those which are primary cells or tissues, there were 744 remaining samples.

Fig. 6.2 (a) sex: a donut plot showing the sex labels of samples. (b) collaborators and providers: a

stacked histogram showing the 10 most common collaborators, and 10 most common providers. (c)

age: a histogram of age of sample donors (this does not include the 46 samples which have age

ranges due to pooled donors of various ages). (d) tissues and sample types: a histogram showing the

50 most common tissues, spread across the different types of samples (primary cells, tissue donors,

and tissue pools).

Sample metadata: Looking at the FANTOM5 data (see Fig. 6.2), overall we see that the samples are very varied,

across ages, sex, sample providers, and collaborators, although (d) shows that the majority of samples are primary

cell samples, and very few are tissue ‑ pool samples. Secondly, we can see that after careful cleaning, some

metadata is missing, i.e. 38.4% of samples have unknown sex (a), most collaborators did not label the sample

provider (b), and most samples do not have a labelled age (c).

Sample Tissues: In Fig. 6.2 subplot (d), we can also note some interesting things about the tissue types provided by

the Fantom Human Samples file. 30 primary cell samples are labeled ANATOMICAL SYSTEM. If we look closer at

these samples, we can see that it is theoretically possible to map some of these samples to tissues (see Fig. 6.3).

There is also the question of how general or specific the human sample categories are. There are 101 samples which

are mapped to blood (Fig. 6.3 (d)), but when we come to map the FANTOM5 tissues to phenotypes, this may be too

broad a category. Similarly, there are 47 with less than three samples each (not pictured) that may be too narrow to

map to phenotypes, and a more accurate picture of that phenotype would come from taking a more general tissue.
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Charateristics [description] Characteristics[Tissue]
Characteristics

[Category]

Charateristics
[ff_ontology]

FF�11923‑125H6
Fibroblast ‑ Gingival, donor7

(aggressive peri...
ANATOMICAL SYSTEM primary cells

FF�11933‑125I7 Olfactory epithelial cells, donor1 ANATOMICAL SYSTEM primary cells

FF�11938‑126A3
gamma delta positive T cells,

donor2
ANATOMICAL SYSTEM primary cells

FF�11960‑126C7
Smooth muscle cells ‑ airway,

asthmatic, donor1
ANATOMICAL SYSTEM primary cells

Fig. 6.3 An example of four ANANTOMICAL SYSTEM tissues, with tissue‑specific cells, indicating that

they could be mapped to tissues. For example sample FF:11922-125H5 is a gingival fibroblast, which

are one of the main constituent cells of gum tissue.

We can also see in Fig. 6.3 that this data set, though having undergone some data cleaning, still contains disease

samples (e.g. “aggressive periodontitis”).

Protein‑centric TPM:

Fig. 6.4 (a) box‑plots showing the distribution of mean (TPM+1) values (note: logarithmic x axis) for

the top 10 most common tissue and primary cell samples in the FANTOM5 human data. (b) density‑

plots showing the distribution of mean (TPM+1) values for the top 10 most common tissue and primary

cell samples in the FANTOM5 human data on log‑log axes.

As expected, Fig. 6.4 shows similar distributions of expression per tissue since the data is TPM normalised (since

TPM normalises samples by sample library size to account for sequencing depth), with the characteristic long tail.

6.3.2. Cell, tissue, and phenotype mapping data

I also used the following datasets to aid in mapping to a common set of identifiers:

the uberon extended ontology OBO file from the uberon website to assist in mapping cells and tissues.
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6.3.3. “Training” set: CAFA2

During development, I tested Filip by comparing DcGO only and Filip‑plus‑DcGO on data from the 2nd round of the

CAFA competition: CAFA2. I chose to use the CAFA2 data because rather than a larger set of annotations (such as

those available from SwissProt‑KB or GOA) because it provided a way of validating on unknown targets. I.e. if I made

predictions with DcgO using the version of GO from the time the challenge was launched, and I use the groundtruth

data provided by CAFA2, then I could compare my results with those in the CAFA2 competition and I could look at my

results on unknown targets. Although Filip was not literally “trained” on this data in a machine‑learning sense (it

doesn’t have any formalised parameters), I had access to the “groundtruth” data as I was developing CAFA2.

This was the most recent round of CAFA for which there were “groundtruth” data available at the time of

development.

6.3.3.1. Data files and acquisition

The data consisted of:

CAFA2 targets: a list of proteins which the CAFA2 competition was soliciting predictions for.

CAFA2 ground truth data: experimentally validated associations between proteins and GO terms, divided by

category.

Both of which could be found within the CAFA2 paper[111]’s Supplementary Material.

CAFA2 targets: CAFA2 provided targets from species across the tree of life: bacteria (10 species), archaea (7

species), and eukaryotes (10 species). Since tissue‑specific gene expression data (which Filip requires) is not

available for all species, I only used the human targets (in data/CAFA2-targets/eukarya/sp_species.9606.tfa).

The sp_species.9606.tfa file is a FASTA file containing information about 20257 proteins, each with a CAFA2

identifier (e.g. T96060000001), Uniprot Entry Name (the mnemonic identifier for the protein, e.g. 1433B_HUMAN), and the

amino acid sequence, as in the following excerpt:

CAFA2 benchmark: The CAGA2 benchmark data was available in the /data/benchmark directory of the CAFA2

Supplementary Data. It includes:

Lists of different types of targets for which there is groundtruth data (in /data/benchmark/lists): each line of

these files is a CAFA2 protein identifier (e.g. T96060015767). The lists are separated into different files according

to species, source phenotype ontology (e.g. HP, GO), and protein type (type1 = No Knowledge, type2 = Limited

Knowledge). There are 7 files for human.

Groundtruth associations (in /data/benchmark/groundtruth): tab‑separated CAFA protein identifiers and

phenotype ontology terms, e.g. T96060000002    HP:0000348), organised into 8 separate files by source

phenotype ontology, and whether the proteins are experimentally annotated to the exact term, or whether an

association can be inferred due to a ontology relationship.

6.4. Validation method

In order to fairly test Filip, I entered it in the third CAFA competition, where it could be independently assessed by

other researchers. In CAFA, each researcher can enter up to three methods, so I tested Filip by entering DcGO alone,

and DcGO plus Filip, so that I could compare their performances.

6.4.1. Test set: CAFA3

After initial development, I entered DcGO only, and Filip‑plus‑DcGO into the CAFA3 competition in order to test Filip

on an unseen dataset.

This meant that I did not download the CAFA3 ground‑truth, as this analysis was done by the CAFA3 team, but only

the CAFA3 targets, these continue to be available through the CAFA website.

FASTA format

FASTA is a text‑based file format for
proteins, where each letter represents
an amino acid (except X, which
represents any amino acid).

>T96060000001 1433B_HUMAN 
MTMDKSELVQKAKLAEQAERYDDMAAAMKAVTEQGHELSNEERNLLSVAYKNVVGARRSS 
WRVISSIEQKTERNEKKQQMGKEYREKIEAELQDICNDVLELLDKYLIPNATQPESKVFY 
LKMKGDYFRYLSEVASGDNKQTTVSNSQQAYQEAFEISKKEMQPTHPIRLGLALNFSVFY 
YEILNSPEKACSLAKTAFDEAIAELDTLNEESYKDSTLIMQLLRDNLTLWTSENQGDEGD 
AGEGEN 

https://figshare.com/articles/dataset/Supplementary_Data_for_CAFA2/2059944
https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/P31946
https://www.biofunctionprediction.org/cafa-targets/CAFA3_targets.tgz


Again, I used only the human targets (file target.9606.fasta). This is again a FASTA file, with the same format as for

CAFA2, this time containing 20197 targets proteins.

6.4.2. Filip inputs for validation

As previously described, three types of input are needed for Filip:

1. Protein function predictions

2. Normalised gene expression data.

3. A map from gene expression samples to Uberon tissues.

I described the gene expression data and metadata for (2) and (3) used for validation in the previous section.

6.4.2.1. Creating protein function predictions (DcGO)

I used DcGO as a test since I knew that it’s structure‑centric prediction method didn’t include any gene expression

information.

To create the input to DcGO, I used:

BioPython[212]’s Bio.SeqIO interface for reading CAFA FASTA files.

SUPERFAMILY[108] domain assignments for Homo Sapiens.

UniprotKB[213]’s mapping tool to create a mapping between the UniprotKB id’s provided by CAFA and the ENSP

ID’s used by SUPERFAMILY.

The script to create the UniprotKB IDs is available here, to create the input for DcGO is here. Then, to create the

DcGO‑only entry, I used the DcGOR library[214] (the dcAlgoPredictMain function).

The DcGO predictions contain only 15192949 of 20257 proteins and 15749 phenotype terms (all of which are GO

terms).

6.4.3. Running Filip

I used an early version of ontolopy to map between uberon tissues and phenotypes. I describe this process in detail in

Section 7.5: for CAFA3, I used phenotypes present in DcGO predictions as targets, and looked for mappings only

including Uberon terms (not Cell Ontology terms).

The cut‑off was chosen by plotting the distribution of TPM expression and choosing a value below which there

appeared to be little noise (50 TPM) between biological and technical replicates.

6.4.4. Validation Methodology

This confidence score allows for a range of possible sets of predictions, depending on the threshold parameter .

Precision (the proportion of selected items that are relevant), and recall (the proportion of relevant items that are

selected) are defined in terms of true positives , false positives , and false negatives :

Precision‑recall curves are generally used to validate a predictors performance, but the  measure combines these

into a single measure of performance:

Since the precision and recall will be different for any , the  score is the maximum possible  for any value of 

.

CAFA validation can either be term‑centric or protein‑centric. For each option, submissions are assessed per species

and for wholly unknown and partially known genes separately.
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6.4.4.1. Limitations of validation method

There is no penalty for making a broad guess, or reward for making a precise one. This is one of the reasons that the

naive method does so well: for example it is not penalised for guessing that the root term of the GO BPO ontology

Biological Process is related to every gene.

Due to the nature of the validation set, it’s possible that the best‑scoring CAFA methods simply predict which

associations are likely to be discovered soon (i.e. associations to genes people are currently studying, which is well‑

predicted by genes that have recently been studied).

6.5. Filip results

6.5.1. CAFA 2

6.5.1.1.  Improvement

Table 6.1 CAFA2 data f‑max results for

DcGO and filip

 DcGO  DcGO + Filip

0.408 0.409

During development, I validated Filip using the original DcGO CAFA2 submission, using the CAFA2 targets. The 

score was calculated for human BPO, combining both No Knowledge and Limited Knowledge targets. Table 6.1

shows that Filip provides a small benefit to the  score.

6.5.1.2. Bootstrapping

Fig. 6.5 This bootstrapping histogram shows the distribution of the number of correct predictions

found when deleting a random selection of DcGO predictions (the same number as are discarded by

the filter). The dotted lines shows the number of correct predictions found by the filter. The low p‑

value ( ) shows the low probability of the filter performing at least as well as it has (in terms

of the number of correct predictions) by random chance.

The small improvement is due to Filip filtering out 85,637 GOBP human protein predictions, only 23 of which were

true according to the CAFA2 ground truth, meaning that 99.973% of filip’s predictions (on what to filter in or out) were

correct.

To ensure that this is a better success rate than we would expect by chance, I performed a bootstrapping test by

taking out random sets of 85,637 predictions from the DcGO set and measuring the number of true positives

remaining in the set. This was repeated 100,000 times to create Fig. 6.5, and calculate the p‑value ,

meaning that the filter performed far better than chance.

6.5.1.3. Relationship between incorrect terms
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Fig. 6.6 A grouping/summary of the incorrectly excluded predictions. Larger circles represent terms

which are parents to more of the input terms. Lines represent the relationships between pictured

terms.

I also looked to see whether there was any relationship between the 23 incorrectly removed predictions. Interestingly,

all of these incorrectly filtered out predictions were for GOBP terms which were related to development (e.g. tissue

development, anatomical structure development, epithelium development, organ morphogenesis). Fig. 6.6 shows

relationships between the incorrectly mapped GO terms, created using ReviGO[215]. The fact that the incorrectly

filtered out terms are all related to development may be due to a lack of tissue‑specific developing tissues in the

FANTOM5 data‑set used by Filip.

6.5.2. CAFA 3

The same kind of improvement is seen by the independently calculated CAFA3 results (validated by the CAFA3 team).

I entered two models into CAFA3: DcGO only and DcGO plus Filip, for Human and for Gene Ontology Biological

Process terms only.

In all categories, Filip improved DcGO by 0.02  (see Table 6.2). This was not enough to be a competitive model

(ranked between 33 and 38 out of 67 for this category). Despite this, this result does show that the improvement was

reproduced in another data set, carried out by other researchers.

Table 6.2 CAFA3 f‑max results for DcGO and filip

Type Mode  DcGO  DcGO + Filip

No Knowledge Partial Assessment0.326 0.328

No Knowledge Full Assessment 0.326 0.328

Limited KnowledgePartial Assessment0.503 0.505

Limited KnowledgeFull Assessment 0.503 0.505

6.6. Discussion and Future work

However incrementally, Filip met its goal of increasing the precision of DcGO predictions: Filip was correct in 99.973%

of it’s predictions, showing that this could be a useful approach if coverage can be increased. In addition, 100% of

wrongly filtered out (true) predictions, appear to be explainable due to the sample condition of the gene expression

data (development‑related phenotypes, with a lack of development age tissue‑specific samples).

The results show that including gene expression information does improve results of a structure‑based predictor, and

that this improvement is extremely unlikely to be due to chance. The overall improvement is very slight, but this could

be be improved by a more comprehensive coverage of gene expression data for tissues, and/or by an improved

mapping of tissues to ontology terms.

6.6.1. Coverage
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We have seen that Filip was successful for 99.973% of it’s “choices”, but that the number of decisions it could make

were not enough to usefully boost the performance of the predictor it was tested on. This reveals that the limited

success of Filip on the CAFA data is due to it’s poor mapping coverage.

Although the FANTOM5 data set has a excellent coverage of tissue types and number of samples, the filter is

nonetheless limited to the tissues it contains. This low coverage of tissues limits the number of predictions that Filip

can filter out, and as we saw in the results, this is the major bottleneck for it’s performance. However, by combining

baseline gene expression sets from multiple sources, the coverage of tissues and therefore phenotype terms might

be improved.

In addition, although proteins, tissues and protein functions may be present in multiple species, Filip only currently

measures if a gene is expressed in the human tissue of interest. This further reduces the coverage of CAFA

predictions that Filip could be tested on.

In addition to the influence of the input gene expression data set, the poor coverage is also limited by the quality of

the mapping, which is reliant on the input metadata and ontologies. In this initial test of Filip, I did not include

mappings via Cell Ontology terms. Including Cell Ontology terms can increase the coverage (see Table 7.1).

6.6.1.1. Practical difficulties in finding and creating alternative input data

In theory, Filip could be used with any other RNA‑Seq data set with a wide range of tissues. In practice, however,

finding a data set with the appropriate spread of tissues and cell samples (and furthermore, detailed metadata about

these samples) is difficult.

The Ontolopy package (next chapter) does make mapping samples to Uberon tissues possible, even when only

names or descriptions of the tissues are present.

6.6.2. Wrongly filtered out tissues

100% of wrongly filtered out tissues were “development” terms. This could mean that time is another way in which

cell context should be considered, for example we shouldn’t filter out predictions for development phenotypes if we

only have adult/not‑fetal tissues, and perhaps vice versa. Should we include developing tissue samples (e.g. from a

fetus) as evidence that a gene is expressed in a tissue type related to an adult phenotype that manifests after

development? This is another question for which it would be necessary to increase the coverage of the GE data set(s)

used by Filip to answer.

6.6.3. Future work

There is some additional work that needs to be done with Filip to get it to the stage of being ready for publication.

This primarily includes testing on more protein function prediction methods, and software engineering work

necessary to release it as a resource for others to use in future CAFA competitions or similar (e.g as a public Python

package/command line tool). The mappings between phenotype terms and tissues should also be made available at

this time, so that other people can easily interrogate these for individual genes.

I plan to do this work in time for the next CAFA challenge (CAFA5), by which time I would like to improve the coverage

using the mapping improvements made in the rest of this thesis, specifically those made by including the cell

ontology (in addition to Uberon ‑ explained in the next chapter, and using the combined tissue‑specific gene

expression data set. I would also like to enter CAFA5 using the naive predictor plus Filip, to test Filip’s potential as a

standalone predictor.

6.6.3.1. Speed

For usability, it would speed up the process of running Filip on new predictors considerably to pre‑calculate the

tissue‑phenotype pairs. Currently, this process is done within Filip, which makes it somewhat slow.

6.6.3.2. Protein abundance

As noted earlier, gene expression data is a measure of mRNA abundance, not protein abundance, and it is not

especially well correlated with it. Furthermore, when it is available, protein abundance data outperforms mRNA data

for predicting gene function[216]. By choosing a sensible cut‑off for gene expression, we do discard some of the



transcriptional noise which characterises some of the difference between mRNA and protein abundance, which is

good. Still, Filip would almost certainly throw away more false positive predictions if the mRNAs that are destined for

degradation weren’t present in the input data.

There are some attempts to predict protein abundance from mRNA abundance[217]. It would be interesting to

investigate if these predictors can improve the performance of Filip.



7. Ontolopy
This chapter describes Ontolopy: a small Python package that I created for manipulating OBO ontology files. This

chapter also includes some uses of ontolopy, for example mapping between samples and phenotypes, and other

uses. For example, it is particularly useful for finding inconsistencies/disagreements between data sources, which

enabled me to contribute back to improve some of the resources that Ontolopy relies on.

At time of writing, Ontolopy v1.1.1-beta (PyPi, GitHub, Docs) is the current release.

The contributions in this chapter include:

Creation of the Ontolopy package and it’s documentation.

Contributions to improve the FANTOM5 and Uberon ontologies, based on using the package to discover

data inconsistencies.

7.1. Introduction

7.1.1. Motivation

I created Ontolopy in order to create a high‑coverage mapping between tissues and gene expression samples, which I

hoped would aid in phenotype and protein function prediction. An earlier version of the package was used to create a

mapping between gene expression sample names or identifiers to phenotypes that are known to affect that type of

tissue for Section 6. Removing wrong‑tissue predictions proved successful in improving protein function predictions,

but was constrained by a low coverage, despite using one of the most extensive tissue‑specific gene expression

experiments. In order to improve this coverage, I needed to extend it’s functionality to allow mapping more generally

between samples and phenotypes according to their tissues.

There are many gene expression data sets, and the reporting for tissue metadata is not at all standardised between

them. This is true even within databases of gene expression data where great care has been taken to harmonise the

metadata such as the Gene Expression Atlas. If tissue type is recorded at all, it is usually manually given a label tissue

using a name (e.g. “blood”, “kidney”), or perhaps as part of the sample name (“blood adult donor1”). In other cases,

cell type might be recorded instead (e.g. “leukocyte”, “cardiac fibroblast”). In other circumstances still, the samples

might be annotated to existing ontologies, and some even have their own ontologies of samples (such as FANTOM5).

Names like blood can be useful, but if you’d like to compare across samples, then it’s helpful to have a controlled

vocabulary such as ontology terms: that way even a computer can figure out what mature basophils, plasma and

fibrinogen complex have in common.

In addition to the benefits of ontologies’ controlled vocabulary (the terms themselves), they also contain a wealth of

additional information and links to other ontologies. For example, Uberon contains information about synonyms for

different anatomical entities: the pituitary stalk is also known as the infundibular stem which is part of the brain that

connects to the hypothalamus. Ontologies are therefore also sources of text that could be used to map sample

names to terms. Once samples are mapped to ontologies they can leverage on all of the information inside them, for

example, to find all the samples that are capable of hormone secretion.

7.1.2. OBO files

There are two file formats which rule the ontology world.

Open Biomedical Ontology (OBO, .obo files) is the format that biomedical ontologies such as Gene Ontology or

Human Phenotype Ontology were originally built in. Meanwhile, the other file format is the Ontology Web Language

(OWL), which is built upon XML. Although it has not always been the home of biomedical ontologies, many now

release both OBO and OWL versions. Both file types are human‑readable, although the OBO format is a little easier

(for humans) to edit and read directly, and is generally considered easier to work with. The major benefit of the OWL

format is that it is formally axiomised and there exists a large suite of tools available for performing logical reasoning

(e.g. using HermiT and SPARQL)

I found that at the time of creating, I needed files which were only available in OBO format, and OBO‑to‑OWL

converters were not able to extract all the information that I needed.

Contributions in this chapter

What are ontologies again?

Ontologies are controlled vocabularies
of terms and relationships. You can
read more about them in Section 3.3.

https://nataliethurlby.github.io/ontolopy/
https://pypi.org/project/ontolopy/
https://github.com/NatalieThurlby/ontolopy
https://nataliethurlby.github.io/ontolopy/
https://nataliethurlby.github.io/ontolopy/


7.1.2.1. Anatomy of an OBO file

OBO files are text files. The top of an OBO file contains metadata about the ontology itself, for example it’s version in

terms of format (format-version) and contents (data-version), name (ontology), the definitions of any subsets of

ontology terms (subsetdef), the definition of synonym types (synonymtypedef), among many others.

Below are some example lines from this top section of the extended Uberon ontology file:

The rest of the file has the following format, a blank line followed by [Term] indicates a new term is being defined,

followed by different types of attributes, such as id, name, definition (def), external reference (xref), links to parent

terms is_a, and other relationships such as part_of or located_in. See for example the pupillary membrane term,

UBERON:0002269:

7.1.3. Purpose

Fig. 7.1 Figure showing the purpose of Ontolopy as an ontology.  

Ontolopy makes it easier to work with OBO ontologies in Python using familiar data types such as Python

dicts (dictionary objects) and Pandas DataFrames. In particular, this supports finding and propagating

relationships between ontology terms (such as tissue and phenotype terms), and enables matching of

sample names to ontology terms.

To my knowledge, no other existing package fulfils this particular need, however there are of course many other tools

for working with ontologies.

7.1.4. Other available tools

There are a number of other tools that are available for building and logically querying ontologies, but these tend to

be standalone platforms like Protégé (a Desktop platform primarily for building ontologies) or OWL‑specific like

OwlReady2. I tested Protégé (using it’s built‑in reasoner HermiT with SPARQL queries) for extracting uberon‑

phenotype mappings, but perhaps due to the size of the ontologies, this was prohibitively slow.

format-version: 1.2 
ontology: uberon/ext 
data-version: uberon/releases/2021-02-12/ext.owl 
subsetdef: non_informative "abstract class brought in to group ontology classes but not informative" 
synonymtypedef: HUMAN_PREFERRED "preferred term when talking about an instance of this class in Homo 
sapiens" 

[Term] 
id: UBERON:0002269 
name: pupillary membrane 
def: "The pupillary membrane in mammals exists in the fetus as a source of blood supply for the 
lens. It normally atrophies from the time of birth to the age of four to eight weeks." 
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persistent_pupillary_membrane] 
xref: FMA:77663 
xref: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persistent_pupillary_membrane 
xref: MA:0001293 
is_a: UBERON:0000158 ! membranous layer 
is_a: UBERON:0004121 ! ectoderm-derived structure 
relationship: located_in UBERON:0001771 {source="MA-modified"} ! pupil 
relationship: part_of UBERON:0000922 ! embryo 
relationship: part_of UBERON:0001769 ! iris 

Propagating

I use the word propagate to applying
information about one ontology term, to
describe it’s parents or children. For
example UBERON:0009865 (Hatschek’s
pit ‑ part of a fish‑like lancelet) is
capable_of GO:0070254 (mucus
secretion) and also is_a
UBERON:0006846 (surface groove).

If we propagate this relationship to the
parent term, we find out that surface
grooves can be capable_of mucus
secretion.

Purpose statement

file:///Users/nataliethurlby/phd/jupyter_books_etc/jekyll-version/phenotype_from_genotype/book/_build/html/_images/ontolopy_logo.png
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Ontologies are widely used by biomedical researchers, mostly for ontology enrichment analyses. There are easy to

use tools in popular programming languages like R and Python for performing specialised analyses (such as GO

enrichment, like GOATools[218], or the older goenrich) but tools for querying them generally are either very

specialised or browser‑based (like Ontobee[219]).

Pronto[220] is a nice Python package which is one of the exceptions to this rule, however it has some “missing”

(missing for my needs, out of scope for them) functionality: being able to propagate relationships between nodes

(terms).

OntoBio[221] is another Python package with similar functionality, which remains in active development. It is made by

the same team as GOATools. It has a rich functionality in terms of querying common attributes of biological

ontologies, for example their synonyms or definitions. Again, the missing functionality for me is to be able to merge

and query ontologies for relationships.

It would be beneficial for Ontolopy to make use of Pronto or OntoBio’s underlying data structures as I discuss in

Section 7.7.2.4.

7.2. Functionality

This section describes the low‑level functionality of Ontolopy: what it can do. For examples of how this functionality is

of practical use, please see the examples sections. You can find a full and up‑to‑date API Reference in the

documentation.

The functionality of the package can be summarised as follows: Ontolopy takes OBO files and:

1. makes them into an intuitive Python object (which subclasses a Python dict, meaning that you can do

everything with it that you can do with this familiar and useful data type.

2. provides a set of tools for doing some useful manipulations and queries to these objects, which are particular to

ontologies. This includes for example propagating relationships between terms, finding leaf/root terms, and

merging ontologies.

3. Further to this, it provides an extra class for manipulating and querying the Uberon anatomy specifically.

7.2.1. Structure

Ontolopy is organised into three submodules, each centred around classes with the same names: opy.Obo() for OBO

ontology objects, obo.Relations() for finding relationships between terms in an ontology object, and opy.Uberon()

for finding tissue mappings. These three submodules are automatically loaded with import ontolopy.

7.2.2. Working with OBO ontologies

The opy.obo module contains the following callables that make it easier to work with OBO ontologies:

load_obo(file_loc[, ont_ids, discard_obsolete])Loads ontology from .obo file at file_loc.

download_obo(data_name[, out_dir]) Download obo from a list of known locations.

Obo([source_dict])
Creates Obo ontology object from dict with ontology terms for keys,

mapping to term attributes and relations.

Obo.merge(new[, prefer]) Recursively merges new into self and returns a merged Obo ontology.

7.2.2.1. The Obo class

The Obo class is an OBO ontology object, which subclasses dict. New Obo objects can be created from nested

dictionaries. At the top level of the dictionary, keys are terms and values are dictionaries. This dictionary structure

also allows you to add new terms.

Subclass

Python is an object‑orientated
language, meaning that it’s designed so
that classes can inherit from one
another.

If a class subclasses another, it means
it inherits it’s attributes and methods.

import ontolopy as opy

Note: you will see ontolopy shortened
to opy in code segments.

Callables

In Python callables are functions,
classes, and class methods that you
can call, i.e. where you use syntax like
function() or MyClass() to run some
code.

https://github.com/jdrudolph/goenrich
https://nataliethurlby.github.io/ontolopy/contents/reference.html


Creates Obo ontology object from dict with ontology terms for keys, mapping to term attributes and

relations.

Each key/term is a dictionary with key: value pairs mapping either:

1. Attribute (str) to value (str), e.g. ‘name’: ‘scapula’

2. Type of relationship (str) to term identifiers (list), e.g. ‘is_a’: [‘UBERON�0002513’]

Info: Obo stands for Open Biological Ontology: a popular file format for building biological ontologies.

Initialise self from a source dictionary.

source_dict – dict mapping terms to their attributes and relationships.

Methods

merge(new[, prefer])Recursively merges new into self and returns a merged Obo ontology.

Attributes

leaves
Leaf terms are the most specific terms in the ontology; they have no children, only parents (a

set object).

terms The ontology terms (a dict_keys object).

7.2.2.2. Merging ontologies

It’s also possible to merge (a list of) ontologies into the base ontology. This can be useful for investigating

relationships between ontologies. For example, to find relationships between samples and tissues, that might go via

cells, you may want to merge a sample ontology, cell, and tissue ontology to find all possible relationships.

Recursively merges new into self and returns a merged Obo ontology.

new – Obo object (or list of objects) to add.

prefer – prefer ‘self’ (base Obo) or ‘new’ (new Obo)

A merged Obo

7.2.2.3. Loading ontologies from file

Obo reference

class ontolopy.obo.Obo(source_dict={})

__init__(source_dict={})

Parameters

Obo usage example

import ontolopy as opy 
 
new_ontology = opy.Obo({'TERM:000001': {'name': 'Example term'}}) 
new_ontology['TERM:000002'] = {'name': 'Second example term', 'is_a': ['TERM:000001']} 

Obo.merge reference

Obo.merge(new, prefer='self')

Parameters

Return merged



While creating ontologies from dictionaries is useful for adding bespoke terms, most of the time we want to load an

official and curated OBO from a file.

Loads ontology from .obo file at file_loc.

file_loc – file location ‑ path to stored obo file.

ont_ids – list of ontology ids, e.g. [‘UBERON’, ‘CL’]

discard_obsolete – if True discard obsolete terms.

Obo ontology object.

7.2.2.4. Downloading OBO files

It’s also possible to download OBO files, either from a list of popular OBO files by name, or via a URL.

Download obo from a list of known locations.

data_name – Name of OBO you wish to download.

out_dir – Directory in which to save OBO file.

path to saved file.

7.2.3. Finding relationships

The most key functionality in Ontolopy is the ability to infer relationships between terms, across ontologies (be it

between tissue terms and phenotype terms, or something else). This functionality is inside the opy.relations

module and handled by the Relations class.

relation_path_to_text(relation_path, ont)
Converts from a relation string e.g.

“UBERON�123913.is_a~UBERON�1381239” to a text version,

Relations(allowed_relations, ont[, sources, …])

7.2.3.1. The Relations class

The Relations class finds relationships of certain types between sources and targets. It subclasses a Pandas

DataFrame since that is a convenient and familiar format for the relationship information to be returned.

Pandas Dataframe containing relationships between sources and targets terms according to ont. Finds

relationships that do not pass through excluded terms and uses only allowed_relations. We keep looking until

we find a relation to a target (if mode == ‘any’) or we run out of leads.

load_obo reference

ontolopy.obo.load_obo(file_loc, ont_ids=None, discard_obsolete=True)

Parameters

Returns

download_obo reference

ontolopy.obo.download_obo(data_name, out_dir='../data/')

Parameters

Return out_file

Relations reference

class ontolopy.relations.Relations(allowed_relations: list, ont, sources=None, targets=None,
source_targets=None, excluded=None, col_names=None, mode='any')

__init__(allowed_relations: list, ont, sources=None, targets=None, source_targets=None, excluded=None,
col_names=None, mode='any')

https://pandas.pydata.org/pandas-docs/stable/reference/api/pandas.DataFrame.html


allowed_relations – a list of allowed relations, e.g. [‘is_a’, ‘part_of’]

sources – list of sources. For mode all must be a list of source‑target tuple airs.

mode – ‘any’ or ‘all’ ‑ ‘all is looking for specific term1‑term2 pairs, while ‘any’ is looking for any

relationship between something in specific source and anything in targets.

targets – list of targets.

source_targets – list of tuples of source‑target pairs. Do not provide source or targets if using this

parameter. Only runs in “all” mode.

ont – Obo ontology object.

excluded – a list/set of terms which are explicitly not being searched for (which may otherwise match

the targets). Useful e.g. if we want to look for any tissue targets with prefix ‘UBERON’, except for very

general ones. Does not allow relationships that pass through this term.

col_names – Alternative column names for the output of Relations Data Frame, by default is [‘from’,

‘relation_path’, ‘relation_text’, ‘to’]

To find relationships, the code loops through sources, and for each source it will look at the allowed_relations to

find relationships with other terms, then for each of these terms it will look for relationships with other terms in the

same manner, etc.

Internally, Ontolopy stores these relationships as a list of strings, where each string details the relations between the

source term and other terms, e.g. UBERON:123913.is_a~UBERON:1381239.is_a~UBERON:987890. Let’s call these strings

relation paths.

Cyclic relationships are not permitted (a term can only be present in a relation path once). Relationships continue to

be searched for until either the ontology provided can no longer add any new relation paths OR we found what we

were looking for.

In “any” mode, finding what we’re looking for means finding any target term as the last term in the relation string,

while in “all” mode, we must find all target terms for the source term.

The mode parameter can be either any or all, and this represents whether we are looking for relations from our

source terms to any one target term, or to all target terms for which we can find a relationship. It is much quicker to

run in “any” mode, so this mode is the default, and it is preferable when we simply need the most direct mapping

between our source and target terms, for example we want to know which (one) tissue does the sample map to best?

The “all” mode tends to be more useful when we are equally interested in the targets as the source terms for

example: when looking at mappings between tissues and phenotypes, there is likely to be many different phenotypes

that a tissue can exhibit and we are equally interested in all of them.

Provide either sources and targets OR source-targets. It’s possible to provide a list of sources and a list of

targets, OR a list of tuple source-targets. It does not make sense to provide both. The latter option only works in

all mode: i.e. we are interested in all source‑target pairs. Essentially, the sources-targets option provides a quicker

way of running Ontolopy in “all” mode when we know in advance which specific pairs of sources and targets we are

interested in. If sources and targets are provided and mode==all, then Ontolopy will generate a combination of all

possible sources and targets (removing excluded target terms if provided).

7.2.3.2. Converting “relation paths” to text

Since relationships are internally stored as relation paths as explained above, it is useful to turn these strings into

more readable text, which is what the relation_path_to_text function does.

Parameters



e.g. “heart is a circulatory organ”.

ont – opy.Obo() ontology object.

relation_path – path describing the relationship between two terms, e.g.

“UBERON�123913.is_a‑UBERON�1381239”

7.2.4. Creating Uberon Mappings

The opy.uberon submodule contains the specific tools for working with the Uberon ontology: finding mappings

between tissues and phenotypes via ontology terms by making use of the Relations class, as well as doing this

mapping using text, and comparing these two mappings. The vast majority of this functionality sits in the Uberon

class.

uberon_from_obo(obo)Creates an Uberon object from an Obo object.

Uberon() An UBERON‑specific ontology object.

7.2.4.1. The Uberon class

Calling the Uberon class itself simply checks if there are any Uberon terms in the merged ontology, and then allows the

ontology to be used to create Uberon sample‑to‑tissue mappings, through class methods (which should be called

separately).

There are three parts to the process in creating Uberon mappings, the functionality for which lives in three different

Uberon class methods:

1. Mapping via name: Map from sample‑to‑tissue via informal tissue names given in experimental design

information (e.g. “eye stalk”) to an Uberon term (UBERON:0010326, Optic Pedicel).

2. Mapping via ontology term: Map from CL cell types (e.g. CL:0000235, Macrophage), sample ontology term to

Uberon tissues (e.g. UBERON:0002405, Immune system). Or from sample ontology terms (like FANTOM terms,

such as FF:10048-101G3, Smooth Muscle, Adult, Pool1) to Uberon terms (UBERON:0001135, Smooth Muscle

Tissue). Returns relationships between source term and Uberon term.

3. Create sample‑to‑tissue mappings and disagreements between mappings based on (1) and (2).

An UBERON‑specific ontology object.

Initialise self from a source dictionary.

source_dict – dict mapping terms to their attributes and relationships.

Methods

__init__() Initialise self from a source dictionary.

sample_map_by_ont(sample_ids[, exclude, …]) Map tissues from sample names to uberon identifiers.

sample_map_by_name(sample_names[, to, …]) Map tissues from sample identifiers to uberon identifers.

get_overall_tissue_mappings(map_by_name, …)
Combines the two mappings map_by_name and map_by_ont to

create an overall mapping and disagreements.

relation_path_to_text reference

ontolopy.relations.relation_path_to_text(relation_path, ont)

Converts from a relation string e.g. “UBERON�123913.is_a~UBERON�1381239” to a text version,

Parameters

Returns

class ontolopy.uberon.Uberon

__init__()

Parameters



7.2.4.2. Mapping from sample to tissue via name using Uberon.sample_map_by_name

Informal tissue names are mapped from Uberon term identifiers by checking for exact name matches to Uberon term

names and their synonyms in the extended Uberon ontology.

If an exact match does not exist, individual words from the phenotype term name or synonyms are then searched for

exactly. First stop words are removed, using the base list in the Natural Language Toolkit (nltk) Python Package[222]

(e.g. and, or), and a small number of manually curated phenotypic stopwords (e.g. “phenotype”, “abnormality”). This

would mean that the HP (Human Phenotype) term “abnormality of the head and neck” would search for the words

“head” and “neck” in the UBERON terms, and would be mapped the terms of the same name (but never to “neck of

radius” ‑ which is related to bone). In cases where multiple terms are found, a common parent would be searched for,

in this case the result is “craniocervical region” .

Map tissues from sample identifiers to uberon identifers.

sample_names – map from sample identifiers to tissue/sample descriptors/names for values.

May be dict or pd.Series

to – list of ontology prefixes that you want to map to.

xref – An ontology identifier (e.g. FMA) the presence of which denotes a preferred term.

col_names – Column names of returned relationships

7.2.4.3. Mapping from sample to tissue via ontology term using Uberon.sample_map_by_ont

The sample_map_by_ont function uses the Relations class in “any” mode to find relationships via ontologies in much

the same way described above. This is essentially a wrapper that provides convenient default settings for allowed

relations and targets.

Mappings can be made via any term in the merged ontology, which allows mappings that cannot be made through

Uberon alone, for example: Macrophage ‑ monocyte derived, donor3 is_a Human macrophage sample derives_from

Macrophage is_a Monocyte is_a Leukocyte part_of Immune System, which means this sample is derived from part

of the immune system.

Map tissues from sample names to uberon identifiers. Will only work if ontology contains Uberon +

Sample terms.

sample_ids – list of sample identifiers

exclude – list of tissues to exclude, i.e. because they are too general.

relation_types – list of relation types in ontology that relate to position in body.

to – list of ontology prefixes that you want to map to.

child_mapping – If True, searches children instead of parents.

Stop words

Stop words are words that are filtered
out before processing text using
Natural Language Processing (NLP)
methods. These are usually very
common words (e.g. “and”, ”the”), or
word which are meaningless in the
context of the analysis.

Uberon.sample_map_by_name reference

Uberon.sample_map_by_name(sample_names, to=None, col_names=None, xref=None,
synonym_types=None)

Parameters

Returns

Uberon.sample_map_by_ont reference

Uberon.sample_map_by_ont(sample_ids: list, exclude=None, relation_types=None, to=None,
child_mapping=False)

Parameters

Returns



Mapping by term: child mapping Some samples may be pools of cell types that may come from more than one

anatomical location. In this case, there will be no regular mapping, since no parent terms will have a mapping to a

tissue. In this case, we can look at tissue mappings (in the usual way, described above), for all of the children of our

parent term of interest. I call this mode “child mapping” and it is off by default.

So, for example melanocytes are are melanin‑producing cells found in many different places in the body (skin, hair,

heart), and therefore they don’t (nor any of their parents) map to a specific Uberon term. If we choose

child_mapping==TRUE, then for this term, we will get a list of all Uberon terms that cells of this type can come from.

This mode isn’t currently used in the context of the rest of this thesis.

7.2.4.4. Getting overall mappings and finding disagreements using
Uberon.get_overall_tissue_mappings

As described, Ontolopy has two methods of mapping to tissues, and it also provides a method of harmonising these

two mappings, and for finding any disagreements between them. This can be very useful for revealing logical

inconsistencies in either the mappings or the ontologies (as was the case in the FANTOM5 example).

Combines the two mappings map_by_name and map_by_ont to create an overall mapping and

disagreements.

map_by_name (class: pd.DataFrame) – mapping from sample to tissue via sample name, from

Uberon.sample_map_by_name.

map_by_ont (class: pd.DataFrame) – mapping from sample to tissue via sample ontology ID,

from Uberon.sample_map_by_ont.

list of relation strings allowed between name and ontology mappings to count as not a disagreement.

(overall_mapping: mapping from sample to tissue combining both sources, disagreements:

disagreements between “by name” and “by ontology” mappings.)

(class: pd.DataFrame, class: pd.DataFrame)

7.3. Ontolopy tools and practices

This section briefly describes the tools and practices that Ontolopy is built upon.

7.3.1. Practices

Development philosophy:

Ontolopy aspires to Research Software Engineering best practice, including:

Automated testing with pytest which are continuously integrated with GitHub Actions.

Semantic Versioning to make the package versions informative and useful for others.

Thorough documentation, which is versioned. This means that you can always reach the documentation

corresponding to the version of the software you are using ‑ you can access this at

/versions/{tagged_version}, e.g. v1.0.2-beta is here.) The documentation is also built automatically using

GitHub Actions.

Keeping a small number of dependencies, which are: numpy[223] and pandas[224] for general data

manipulation, and validators (for validating URLs)

Open Source:

Uberon.get_overall_tissue_mappings reference

Uberon.get_overall_tissue_mappings(map_by_name, map_by_ont, rel=None)

Parameters

Parm rel

Returns

Return type

Continuous Integration

Continuous integration, delivery, and
deployment enable running tests and
updating packaging frequently by
automatically doing these things when
changes are made to a version‑
controlled repository[118].

https://society-rse.org/
https://docs.pytest.org/en/stable/
https://github.com/features/actions
https://semver.org/
https://nataliethurlby.github.io/ontolopy
https://nataliethurlby.github.io/ontolopy/versions/1.0.2-beta/


Ontolopy is Open Source (with an MIT license), and available on GitHub. This means that:

anyone can contribute to it. I provided developer guidance and “good first issues” to reduce the barrier to this.

anyone can download, use, reuse, or adapt the source code for their own work. This is made easier by the fact

that Ontolopy is distributed via the Python Package Index.

Style:

Ontolopy uses consistent programming style and conventions to make it easier for others to work with (these were

adapted from the MetaWards package developer guide[225]:

Python‑style naming conventions:

Packages: lowercase (single word)

Classes: CamelCase

Methods, Functions, Variables: snake_case

Functions with leading underscores (e.g. _extract_source()) are meant for internal use only.

Relative imports should be used at all times, with imports ideally delayed until they are needed.

7.3.2. Tools

Packaging:

Packaging is carried out automatically using GitHub actions whenever a new version of the software is “tagged” via

GitHub. This uses the twine[226] Python Package.

Testing:

Tests are automatically run whenever Ontolopy code is changed on either the GitHub main or dev (development)

branches. This is achieved with GitHub Actions and the pytest[227] Python Package.

Logging:

Python’s in‑built logging module is used to integrate logging messages from dependencies as well as adding useful

logging messages for Ontolopy users. This allows informative messages to be printed to the console or to a log file.

Documentation:

Ontolopy’s documentation is hosted on GitHub pages here, and built using Sphinx with the pydata-sphinx-theme

theme[228], and it is automatically built using GitHub Actions whenever there are changes to the development

branch or when there is a new release. It also makes use of following tools:

peaceiris’s GitHub pages action ‑ to automatically update a GitHub pages site in a GitHub Action.

sphinx.ext.autosummary ‑ to automatically build an API Reference from docstrings in code.

In addition to the above tools which were built by others, I wrote a small local sphinx extension to create the versioned

documentation. This, in turn, uses gitpython and pygithub.

7.4. Example uses: mapping samples to diseases or phenotypes

There are a number of potential uses for Ontolopy. In this section, I show two simple examples to demonstrate this

usefulness. These show how Ontolopy can be used to:

1. Find disease‑related samples

2. Find samples of pluripotent stem cells (cells that can turn into different tissue types)

Then in the next section I give the more detailed and complex example of creating a mapping between samples and

tissues (which is what Ontolopy was created for specifically), and how this was used to find inconsistencies in the

FANTOM5 data.

7.4.1. Inputs

The examples of using Ontolopy in this Chapter use input files from FANTOM5[229] (for samples) and Uberon[99]

(the cross‑species anatomy ontology).

Choosing ont_ids

https://github.com/NatalieThurlby/ontolopy
https://nataliethurlby.github.io/ontolopy/contents/develop.html#developer-guidance
https://github.com/NatalieThurlby/ontolopy/labels/good%20first%20issue
https://pypi.org/project/ontolopy/
https://metawards.org/
https://twine.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://docs.pytest.org/
https://docs.python.org/3/library/logging.html
https://nataliethurlby.github.io/ontolopy/
https://www.sphinx-doc.org/
https://pydata-sphinx-theme.readthedocs.io/
https://github.com/peaceiris/actions-gh-pages
https://www.sphinx-doc.org/en/master/usage/extensions/autosummary.html
https://gitpython.readthedocs.io/
https://pygithub.readthedocs.io/


7.4.1.1. FANTOM5

Large experiments sometimes include an ontology of samples instead of or (more frequently) in addition to a samples

information file. The data from the FANTOM5 experiment[229] is one such example of this. I have already explained

the FANTOM5 data in more detail but for now the only things we need to keep in mind are that:

1. The FANTOM5 experiment measures transcript expression in a wide variety of samples, across many tissue and

cell types.

2. FANTOM5 provide an ontology of samples as well as a sample information file (containing short text

descriptions of samples).

Fig. 7.2 An excerpt of the FANTOM sample info file, showing sources of text‑based information, e.g.

“heart, adult, pool1” in the Charateristics [description] field, and mapping to ontology term in the

index (FF:10016-101C7).

Fig. 7.2 shows an excerpt of the FANTOM Samples Information file. This kind of file is typical of transcription

experiments: a csv file containing hand‑entered text‑based information, using non‑specific lay terms for samples e.g.

“heart”.

The FANTOM ontology file links specific FANTOM samples to more general types of FANTOM samples and to Uberon

tissues and CL cell types.

For example an excerpt of the FANTOM ontology OBO file is:

7.4.1.2. Uberon

As I mentioned in Section 3.3.3.2, Uberon is a cross‑species anatomy ontology with excellent linkage to other

ontologies. As we can see above, the FANTOM5 ontology links FANTOM samples to Uberon. This means that the

Uberon[99] extended ontology OBO file can then be used to further link the samples to human disease or gene

ontology terms.

Source
Name

Charateristics
[description]

Characteristics
[catalog_id]

Characteristics
[Category]

Chracteristics
[Species]

Ch

Charateristics
[ff_ontology]

FF�10002‑
101A5

10002‑
101A5

SABiosciences
XpressRef

Human
Universal Total

...

B208251 tissues
Human (Homo

sapiens)

FF�10016‑
101C7

10016‑
101C7

heart, adult,
pool1

0910061 ‑7 tissues
Human (Homo

sapiens)

FF�10018‑
101C9

10018‑
101C9

liver, adult,
pool1

0910061 ‑9 tissues
Human (Homo

sapiens)

When we read in ontologies using
Ontolopy, if you do not provide ont_ids,
Ontolopy will keep all ontology term
identifiers of the form LETTERS:NUMBERS,
but often there are many external
reference terms (xrefs) that make the
ontology object larger for no gain, so
it’s recommended to provide them.

When providing ont_ids, it’s important
that you keep all terms that you’re
interested in, as everything else is
discarded.

[Term] 
id: FF:0000076 
name: hepatic sinusoidal endothelial cell sample 
namespace: FANTOM5 
synonym: "hepatic sinusoidal endothelial cell" EXACT [] 
is_a: FF:0000002 ! in vivo cell sample 
intersection_of: FF:0000002 ! in vivo cell sample 
intersection_of: derives_from CL:1000398 ! endothelial cell of hepatic sinusoid 
intersection_of: derives_from UBERON:0001281 ! hepatic sinusoid 
relationship: derives_from CL:1000398 ! endothelial cell of hepatic sinusoid 
relationship: derives_from UBERON:0001281 ! hepatic sinusoid 
created_by: tmeehan 
creation_date: 2011-03-01T04:51:50Z 

https://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/datafiles/latest/extra/Ontology/ff-phase2-170801.obo.txt
https://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/datafiles/reprocessed/hg38_latest/basic/HumanSamples2.0.sdrf.xlsx
http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/uberon/ext.obo


For example, here is an excerpt of the Uberon extended OBO file (non‑consecutive lines for brevity), showing how the

Uberon extended ontology could be used to link a FANTOM sample to a GO term:

These excerpts show how FF:0000076 (hepatic sinusoidal endothelial cell samples) are derived_from the hepatic

sinusoid which is part_of the liver the site_of hepatic immune response, glycogen biosynthetic process and

glycogen catabolic process. There are many such relationships in these files: Ontolopy provides an easy way of

extracting these.

In this case, we do not have enough information to infer that hepatic sinusoidal endothelial cell samples are

a site_of (for example) the hepatic immune response because it could be another, disjoint, part of the liver

that is the site of this. We can also not rule it out: a more specific annotation in the future might enable us to

find this out with these files.

However, this information could still be useful in Computational Biology. If we don’t know exactly where a

process takes place, we may want to cast a wider net and look at all samples which are part of a larger

tissue we know exhibits the process we are interested in.

This is something to be aware of in general when using Ontolopy: if you are only interested in straight‑

forward relationships, then you often need to think carefully about the types of relationships that you ask for:

part_of relationships need particular care.

7.4.2. Example 1: Finding disease‑related samples

[Term] 
id: UBERON:0001281 
name: hepatic sinusoid 
alt_id: UBERON:0003275 
def: "Wide thin-walled blood vessels in the liver. In mammals they have neither veinous or arterial 
markers." [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hepatic_sinusoid, ZFIN:curator] 
synonym: "hepatic sinusoids" RELATED [] 
synonym: "liver hepatic sinusoids" EXACT [EHDAA2:0000999] 
synonym: "liver sinusoid" EXACT [] 
intersection_of: part_of UBERON:0002107 ! liver 
relationship: part_of UBERON:0004647 ! liver lobule 
relationship: part_of UBERON:0006877 {source="https://github.com/obophenotype/uberon/wiki/Inferring-
part-of-relationships"} ! vasculature of liver 
property_value: homology_notes "(...) the amphibian liver has characteristics in common with both 
fish and terrestrial vertebrates. (...) The histological structure of the liver is similar to that 
in other vertebrates, with hepatocytes arranged in clusters and cords separated by a meshwork of 
sinusoids and the presence of the traditional triad of portal venule, hepatic arteriole, and bile 
duct.[well established][VHOG]" xsd:string {date_retrieved="2012-09-17", 
external_class="VHOG:0000708", ontology="VHOG", source="http://bgee.unil.ch/", 
source="DOI:10.1053/ax.2000.7133 Crawshaw GJ, Weinkle TK, Clinical and pathological aspects of the 
amphibian liver. Seminars in Avian and Exotic Pet Medicine (2000)"} 
 
[Term] 
id: UBERON:0002107 
name: liver 
def: "An exocrine gland which secretes bile and functions in metabolism of protein and carbohydrate 
and fat, synthesizes substances involved in the clotting of the blood, synthesizes vitamin A, 
detoxifies poisonous substances, stores glycogen, and breaks down worn-out erythrocytes[GO]." 
[BTO:0000759, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liver] 
synonym: "iecur" RELATED LATIN [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liver] 
is_a: UBERON:0002365 {source="BTO", source="EHDAA2", source="GO-def"} ! exocrine gland 
is_a: UBERON:0004119 ! endoderm-derived structure 
is_a: UBERON:0005172 ! abdomen element 
is_a: UBERON:0006925 ! digestive system gland 
disjoint_from: UBERON:0010264 ! hepatopancreas 
relationship: contributes_to_morphology_of UBERON:0002423 ! hepatobiliary system 
relationship: produces UBERON:0001970 ! bile 
relationship: site_of GO:0002384 ! hepatic immune response 
relationship: site_of GO:0005978 ! glycogen biosynthetic process 
relationship: site_of GO:0005980 ! glycogen catabolic process 
property_value: external_definition "Organ which secretes bile and participates in formation of 
certain blood proteins.[AAO]" xsd:string {date_retrieved="2012-06-20", external_class="AAO:0010111", 
ontology="AAO", source="AAO:BJB"} 
property_value: function_notes "secretes bile and functions in metabolism of protein and 
carbohydrate and fat, synthesizes substances involved in the clotting of the blood, synthesizes 
vitamin A, detoxifies poisonous substances, stores glycogen, and breaks down worn-out 
erythrocytes[GO]." xsd:string 

Warning: not all relationships are easy to interpret



This first example shows a simple use‑case of Ontolopy, where we are looking for relationships to any term in an

ontology: in this case any relation to a Disease Ontology term (representing human diseases). This Ontolopy query

can be done with only the FANTOM ontology.

As we just saw, to extract relationships from ontologies (whether using Ontolopy or with any other method), you have

to think about the types of relations that you are interested in. For example, if we are interested in finding samples

which are models for DOID disease terms, then we want to ask for DOID targets only, and is_a and is_model_for

relationships only.

Ontolopy can quickly (less than half a second) retrieve this information, very compactly (in one line of code if we

wanted). We can see an excerpt of the output in Fig. 7.3. This would be useful for example if we wanted to remove

disease samples from the samples we were looking at.

relation_path relation_text to

from

FF�10050‑
101G5

FF�10050‑
101G5.is_model_for~DOID�5844

heart, adult, diseased post‑
infarction, donor1 is 
model for myocardial 

infarction

DOID�5844

FF�10051‑
101G6

FF�10051‑101G6.is_model_for~DOID�114
heart, adult, diseased, 

donor1 is model for heart 
disease

DOID�114

FF�10399‑
106A3

FF�10399‑
106A3.is_a~FF�0101883.is_a~FF�0100740.i 

s_model_for~DOID�8692

acute myeloid leukemia 
(FAB M5) cell line:THP‑1, 
rep3 (fresh) is a acute 

myeloid leukemia cell line 
sample is a myeloid 

leukemia cell line sample is 
model for myeloid leukemia

DOID�8692

FF�10400‑
106A4

FF�10400‑
106A4.is_a~FF�0101883.is_a~FF�0100740.i 

s_model_for~DOID�8692

acute myeloid leukemia 
(FAB M5) cell line:THP‑1, 
rep1 (revived) is a acute 
myeloid leukemia cell 

line sample is a myeloid 
leukemia cell line sample 
is model for myeloid 

leukemia

DOID�8692

FF�10405‑
106A9

FF�10405‑
106A9.is_a~FF�0101883.is_a~FF�0100740.i 

s_model_for~DOID�8692

acute myeloid leukemia 
(FAB M5) cell line:THP‑1, 
rep3 (thawed) is a acute 
myeloid leukemia cell 

line sample is a myeloid 
leukemia cell line sample 
is model for myeloid 

leukemia

DOID�8692

Fig. 7.3 The top 5 lines of the disease‑related FANTOM samples that Ontolopy found.

7.4.3. Example 2: Find tissues that are capable of cell differentiation

This second example showcases a different and slightly more complex example where:

1. We want to look for relations to a specific term rather than a general one: in this case GO:0030154 cell

differentiation.

2. We need to use an external ontology (Uberon), so we use the merge function.

3. We need to chain two queries and stick them together. The derives_from relation in the context of the

FANTOM5 ontology can mean “extracted from” or “extracted from and then do lots of things to it”. To rule out

the latter type of samples we only want to ask for in vivo samples (is_a in vivo sample FF:0000002) that

derives_from cell types that are capable_of cell differentiation (GO:0030154).

Finds 566 disease relations in 0.057 seconds 



relation_path relation_text to

from

relation_path relation_text to

from

FF�11214‑
116A8

FF�11214‑116A8.is_a~FF�0000094.derives_from~CL�0 
002569.is_a~CL�0000134.is_a~CL�0000048.is_a~CL�0 
000034.is_a~CL�0011115.capable_of~GO�0030154

Mesenchymal 
stem cell ‑ 
umbilical, 
donor0 is a 
human 

mesenchymal 
stem cell of 

umbilical cord‑ 
Sciencell 

sample derives 
from 

mesenchymal 
stem 
cell of 

umbilical cord 
is a 

mesenchymal 
stem cell 

is a multi fate 
stem cell is a 
stem cell is a 
precursor cell 
capable of cell 
differentiation

GO�0030154

FF�11224‑
116B9

FF�11224‑116B9.is_a~FF�0000024.derives_from~CL�0 
000576.is_a~CL�0011026.is_a~CL�0011115.capable_o 

f~GO�0030154

CD14‑positive 
Monocytes, 
donor1 is a 

human 
CD14‑positive 
monocyte 

sample derives 
from 

monocyte is a 
progenitor cell 
is a precursor 

cell 
capable of cell 
differentiation

GO�0030154

FF�11227‑
116C3

FF�11227‑116C3.is_a~FF�0000044.derives_from~CL�0 
000576.is_a~CL�0011026.is_a~CL�0011115.capable_o 

f~GO�0030154

Dendritic Cells 
‑ monocyte 
immature 
derived, 

donor1, rep1 is 
a human 
monocyte 
immature 
derived 

dendritic cell 
sample derives 
from monocyte 

is a 
progenitor cell 
is a precursor 
cell capable of 

cell 
differentiation

GO�0030154

FF�11229‑
116C5

FF�11229‑116C5.derives_from~CL�0000576.is_a~CL�0 
011026.is_a~CL�0011115.capable_of~GO�0030154

CD14+ 
monocyte 
derived 

endothelial 
progenitor 

cells, donor1 
derives from 
monocyte is a 
progenitor cell 
is a precursor 
cell capable of 

cell 
differentiation

GO�0030154

Skeletal

The Uberon extended
ontology contains relations
derives_from: a very general
term that just means one
comes from the other in
some sense and
develops_from which means
that the two are
developmentally connected,
i.e. CL:0000005 fibroblast
neural crest derived cell
develops_from CL:0000008
migratory cranial neural crest
cell, but FF:0100003 intestinal
cell line sample derives_from
UBERON:0000160 intestine.

The difference between
“derives from” and “develops
from”



Finds 254 relations to cell differentiation in 0.108 seconds 

http://www.ontobee.org/ontology/RO?iri=http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0001000
http://www.ontobee.org/ontology/RO?iri=http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/RO_0002202


FF�11240‑
116D7

FF�11240‑116D7.is_a~FF�0000165.derives_from~CL�0 
000594.is_a~CL�0000680.is_a~CL�0000055.is_a~CL�0 

011115.capable_of~GO�0030154

S e e a
Muscle 

Satellite Cells, 
donor1 is a 

human 
skeletal 
muscle 

satellite cell 
sample derives 

from 
skeletal 
muscle 

satellite cell is 
a muscle 

precursor cell 
is a non‑
terminally 

differentiated 
cell is a 

precursor cell 
capable of cell 
differentiation

GO�0030154

Fig. 7.4 An excerpt of the output of Ontolopy’s found FANTOM samples that are or derive from cells

that are capable_of cell differentiation (GO:0030154).

Again Ontolopy can retrieve this information compactly (2 lines of code), and in less than half a second. An excerpt of

the output is shown in Fig. 7.4. This would be useful if we wanted to look at expression in tissues that are capable of

cell differentiation, for example.

7.5. Example use: mapping samples to tissue‑related phenotypes

This section presents a more sizable example of using Ontolopy, the task it was developed for: mapping from samples

to tissue‑related phenotypes. This is a substantial challenge, in part because it requires:

1. Mapping over many different types of ontology terms (FF, UBERON, CL, GO).

2. Using more complex relations such as part_of.

3. Mapping from text as well as using the mapping from ontology, which then requires combining the two

mappings into an overall mapping and investigating any disagreements between mappings.

This task can be generally divided into the following parts:

1. Creating sample (FF) to tissue (UBERON) mapping, including looking at disagreements between mappings.

2. Tissue (UBERON) to phenotype (GO Biological Process ‑ GOBP) mapping.

3. Combining the above, to create the final sample (FF) to tissue‑related phenotype (GO) mapping.

We are using the same input data as described in the previous section for this example.

7.5.1. Creating sample‑to‑tissue mappings

To create the mapping between FANTOM sample ID (FF:XXXXX-XXXXX) and tissue (UBERON:XXXXXX), we use the Uberon

class. The Uberon class has three useful functions for creating this mapping:

1. sample_map_by_ont: creates a mapping via ontology.

2. sample_map_by_name: creates a mapping via sample or tissue names.

3. get_overall_tissue_mappings: combines the two mappings to create a more comprehensive overall mapping.

7.5.1.1. Load data and pre‑filter

In order to do this, I load the input FANTOM5 ontology and sample information files.



7.5.1.2. Mapping by ontology

The sample_map_by_ont function is a wrapper function which calls relations.Relations, and excludes too‑general

Uberon tissues such as anatomical structure, tissue, anatomical system, embryo, and multi fate stem cell. We use a

merged sample (FANTOM) and tissue (Uberon) ontology as input.

The inclusion of the Cell Ontology (CL) terms (which are included in the Uberon OBO file) is important to retrieve a

mapping for as many samples as possible. Table 7.1 shows how the inclusion of CL terms in the input ontology

significantly changes the mapping coverage, and that mapping via ontology alone (with CL terms used) is fairly good.

Table 7.1 Table comparing the difference in coverage (mappable samples) for different mapping techniques.

Mapping name
Number (and percentage)

of all mapped samples

Number (and percentage)

of all unmapped samples
Run time

By ontology: using Uberon

tissues only
441 (24.28%) 1375 (75.72%) 0.11 seconds

By ontology: using Uberon

tissues and CL cells
1457 (80.23%) 359 (19.77%) 0.13 seconds

By name: using tissue

column
1263 (69.55%) 553 (30.45%) 8.99 seconds

Combined: combining by

name and by ontology

including CL

1652 (90.97%) 164 (9.03%) N/A

The unmapped samples do contain some samples that we wouldn’t expect to be able to map to tissue (defined as

those that do not have a tissue provided in the samples information file, or that are labelled as unclassifiable,

UNDEFINED_TISSUE_TYPE, or ANATOMICAL SYSTEM): these account for 161 of the 359 (19.77%) unmapped samples.

This, however, leaves 198 samples which we would expect to map, spread across 16 tissues (caudate nucleus,

blood, placenta, bone, chorioamniotic membrane, ovary, lung, retroperitoneum, soft tissue, skin, connective

tissue, thyroid, stomach, skeletal muscle, Buffy coat, and bone marrow).

Charateristics [description] Characteristics[Tissue]
Characteristics

[Cell type]

from

FF�10379‑
105H1

caudate nucleus, adult, donor10258 caudate nucleus
CELL MIXTURE
‑ tissue sample

FF�10422‑
106C8

Burkitt's lymphoma cell line:DAUDI blood b cell

FF�10558‑
107I9

osteosarcoma cell line:HS‑Os‑1 bone osteoblast

FF�11794‑
124C3

CD4+CD25+CD45RA‑ memory
regulatory T cells exp...

blood T cell

Fig. 7.5 Four FANTOM5 samples that we would expect to be able to map using Ontolopy based on the

information in the samples information file (selected columns shown here), but that do not map using

Ontolopy with the FANTOM5 ontology.

Fig. 7.5 show four examples of such samples. The existence of such tissues, means that mapping via name as well as

by ontology could prove useful.

7.5.1.3. Mapping by name



The Uberon.sample_map_by_name function simply looks up the strings provided (in this case those from the

Characteristics[Tissue] column of the sample information file) and checks if any Uberon terms in the provided

ontology has a matching name or synonym. The term name is preferred over synonyms, and where there are no

exactly matching term names, but there are multiple possible synonyms (e.g. bladder is a synonym for urinary

bladder and bladder organ), we decide by whether either of the terms are linked to the Foundational Model of

Anatomy (FMA) ontology, as this is a human‑specific ontology by using the xref='FMA' option. Since we are only

looking for Uberon terms, it doesn’t make any difference whether we use the “tissue only” or “including CL” versions

of the Uberon ontology that we read in earlier, aside from a negligible difference in run time).

Ontolopy restricts the tissues mapped by name to NARROW, EXACT, and BROAD synonyms (other synonyms include

“RELATED”). These synonyms usually includes what we want, but will miss some less closely related synonyms.

Looking at the tissues that are unmapped by name can help us identify any that we might want to treat differently. For

example, cartilage doesn’t map to UBERON:0002418 cartilage tissue as the synonym cartilage is RELATED. It’s also

useful to see that the formatting of the some names, e.g. “Fingernail (including nail plate, eponychium and

hyponychium)” and “eye ‑ vitreous humor” prevent the Ontolopy algorithm from recognising the names. We could

map these to more standardised names with a dictionary and rerun the algorithm if we had no other option, but in this

case we simply use the by‑ontology mapping to map terms with unmappable tissue names.

Charateristics
[description]

Characteristics[Tissue]
Mapped by
ontology

Mapped
by name

FF ID

FF�10040‑
101F4

frontal lobe, adult, pool1 frontal lobe frontal cortex frontal lobe

FF�10055‑
101H1

uterus, fetal, donor1 uterus
embryonic
uterus

uterus

FF�10075‑
102A3

lung, right lower lobe,
adult, donor1

lung
lower lobe of
right lung

lung

Fig. 7.6 Comparisons of sample mappings by ontology (inlcluding CL) and by name (by tissue column

of samples information file), illustrating the tendency of by‑name mappings to be less precise.

As Table 7.1 shows, mapping by name function is quite slow, taking 8.99 seconds. The mappings coverage is 1263

(69.55%).

This measure doesn’t show that the mapping is constrained to be less precise than the mapping via ontology ‑ of

course this is particular to the data as it depends on how the tissues were labelled. In this case, FANTOM5 labelled

the tissues fairly broadly, so we see examples like FF:10075-102A3 (lung, right lower lobe) and FF:14331-155F2

(Fibroblast ‑ Aortic Adventitial) in Fig. 7.6 ‑ this is particularly common when the samples are cell types.

In addition, there are samples that are not usefully mapped at all (or completely missing a mapping) using the by‑

name approach, that we can get by‑ontology. One subset of these is the tissues which are labelled “ANATOMICAL

SYSTEM”: these map to the Uberon term anatomical system, but this is too general to be useful. Fig. 7.7 shows how

these terms can be mapped to more localised terms

This also shows the one limitation of mapping by ontology, in that we might expect that samples such as FF:11936-

126A1 to be mapped to the more specific (and useful) UBERON:0001997 olfactory epithelium. This is not the case

since there is a “missing” annotation between CL:0002167 olfactory epithelial cell and olfactory epithelium, since the

definition of olfactory epithelial cell is still under discussion and development.

https://github.com/obophenotype/cell-ontology/issues/167


Charateristics
[description]

Characteristics[Tissue]
Mapped by
ontology

Mapped
by name

from

FF�11966‑
126D4

Smooth muscle cells ‑
airway, control, donor1

ANATOMICAL SYSTEM
respiratory

system smooth
muscle

anatomical
system

FF�11941‑
126A6

Mast cell, expanded,
donor8

ANATOMICAL SYSTEM immune system
anatomical
system

FF�11937‑
126A2

gamma delta positive T
cells, donor1

ANATOMICAL SYSTEM immune system
anatomical
system

FF�11936‑
126A1

Olfactory epithelial cells,
donor4

ANATOMICAL SYSTEM epithelium
anatomical
system

FF�11930‑
125I4

Mallassez‑derived cells,
donor3

ANATOMICAL SYSTEM jaw region
anatomical
system

FF�11927‑
125I1

Fibroblast ‑ Gingival,
donor9 (control)

ANATOMICAL SYSTEM gingiva
anatomical
system

Fig. 7.7 An example of ANATOMICAL SYSTEM tissue samples, with tissue‑specific cells, which are

unmapped by‑name, but have useful by‑ontology mappings.

There are also some benefits to the name based mapping. A quirk of the ontology‑based mapping is that many cell

types are identified as having being part of the immune system, however, this isn’t a well‑defined locality. It’s

possible for samples from different physical locations (e.g. liver, blood) to map to the immune system term. For the

FANTOM5 data at least, the names better describe locations that these samples came from.

7.5.1.4. Combining mappings

To get the best of both mappings, we need to combine them using the Uberon.get_overall_tissue_mappings

function. This function creates both an overall mapping and a list of disagreements. Where only one mapping covers a

term, it is trivial to do this (the overall mapping uses the present mapping, and there are no disagreements). When

both mappings are present and one term is an ancestor of another, we say there is no disagreement and choose the

more specific mapping e.g. if mapping by ontology gives us photoreceptor array, but mapping by name gives us eye,

then because photoreceptor array is part_of eye and eye is_a sense organ, we would use the overall mapping by

ontology since photoreceptor array is the more specific term. When both mappings are present and there is no

relationship between them, this is when we say there is a disagreement, and we can choose which mapping we give

precedence to, by default it is the ontology mapping.

Before we create the overall mapping, we will remove the immune system by‑ontology mappings, for the reasons

discussed above.

The FANTOM5 data contains different categories of samples including tissues, time courses, immortal cell lines,

fractionations and purturbations, and primary cells. Some of these categories might not map in the way that we might

want them to because although they might be a cell type that is usually localised to a tissue, they are unusual since

they represent unusual in‑between developing tissues (e.g. stem cells) or cancerous immortal cell lines. This is likely

to have led to uncertainties in the sample ontology file, so by restricting to primary cell and tissue samples, we might

get a more accurate picture of the percentage of mappable samples that Ontolopy can reach.



Table 7.2 Table showing the difference in coverage for different mappings, when restricting the samples to tissue and

primary cell samples.

Mapping name

Number (and percentage) of

primary cell and tissue mapped

samples

Number (and percentage) of

primary cell and tissue unmapped

samples

By ontology: using Uberon tissues

only
220 (29.57%) 524 (70.43%)

By ontology: using Uberon tissues and

CL cells
700 (94.09%) 44 (5.91%)

By name: using tissue column 652 (87.63%) 92 (12.37%)

Overall mapping (combining by‑

ontology with CL, and by‑name

mappings)

739 (99.33%) 5 (0.67%)

Table 7.2 shows that the missing mapping seen in Table 7.1 can be explained by the presence of sample types such as

developing tissues and immortal cell lines (models for diseases), i.e. not healthy adult tissues. Again there was a

benefit in combining mappings. The only remaining unmapped tissues were:

1. unclassifiable reference RNA samples (from different providers) ‑ shown in Fig. 7.8, from mixed donors and cell

types: this is reassuring as we would hope that these would not be mapped to a tissue.

2. Two Buffy coat sample of reticulocytes. We could map these by hand to the UBERON “blood” term.

Charateristics
[description]

Characteristics
[Sex]

Characteristics
[Age]

Characteristics[Tissue]

sample_id

FF�10000‑
101A1

Clontech Human
Universal Reference

Total RNA, ...
mixed NaN unclassifiable

FF�10002‑
101A5

SABiosciences
XpressRef Human
Universal Total ...

mixed NaN unclassifiable

FF�10007‑
101B4

Universal RNA ‑
Human Normal

Tissues Biochain,...
mixed NaN unclassifiable

FF�11931‑
125I5

CD34 cells
differentiated to

erythrocyte linea...
NaN NaN Buffy coat

FF�11932‑
125I6

CD34 cells
differentiated to

erythrocyte linea...
NaN NaN Buffy coat

Fig. 7.8 Table showing the remaining samples which could not be automatically mapped to an Uberon

tissue using Ontolopy. All three are reference RNA samples.



7.5.1.5. Finding inconsistencies

By comparing the results of both ontology and text based searches, Ontolopy can find inconsistencies between the

two representations which sign post to issues with samples data and how it is presented, or in the ontologies that it is

linked to (in this case Uberon and CL): I give an example of each type. I found this approach very useful, as it allowed

me to feed back my discoveries to the maintainers of these ontologies and datasets in order to improve them, and has

resulted in improvements to several of these resources.

There were two main ways in which inconsistencies were found:

1. Through looking at samples which are not mapped by one method or another.

2. By looking at the disagreements output which compares the mapping that Ontolopy finds using one file and

method (text in sample information file), to that it finds using the other (terms in sample ontology file).

For the FANTOM5 data, disagreements between these mappings revealed problems in the biological ontologies and

experiment metadata that were provided to the package in order to create the mappings. These discrepancies may be

a lack of specificity, incompleteness in, or disagreement between FANTOM, CL, or Uberon annotations, either in

creating ontologies or annotating tissues to samples. The process of mapping FANTOM to Uberon tissues found

twenty‑two such disagreements, of which FANTOM, Uberon, and CL where appropriate have been informed via

GitHub issues, some of which have already sparked changes in the ontologies.

Four different types of example are described below, to give an idea of how multiple mappings may be used to

improve annotation.

A full list of disagreements can be seen in Fig. 7.9. There were 32 disagreements/inconsistencies found using

Ontolopy. These disagreements can affect multiple (replicate) samples, for a total of 96 samples.

description by name text by ont text

sample_id

description by name text by ont text

sample_id

FF�10277‑
104E7

optic nerve, donor1
neuron projection bundle
connecting eye with b...

cranial nerve II

FF�11207‑
116A1

Endothelial Cells ‑ Aortic,
donor0

aorta artery

FF�11216‑
116B1

Urothelial cells, donor0 urinary bladder urothelium

FF�11219‑
116B4

Mesenchymal Stem Cells ‑
Vertebral, donor1

spinal cord vertebra

FF�11220‑
116B5

Sebocyte, donor1 zone of skin skin sebaceous gland

FF�11234‑
116D1

Smooth Muscle Cells ‑ Brain
Vascular, donor1

brain vasculature

FF�11242‑
116D9

Ciliary Epithelial Cells, donor1 camera‑type eye epithelium

FF�11248‑
116E6

Anulus Pulposus Cell, donor1 spinal cord
annulus fibrosus disci

intervertebralis

FF�11252‑
116F1

Nucleus Pulposus Cell, donor1 spinal cord nucleus pulposus

FF�11266‑
116G6

Endothelial Cells ‑ Thoracic,
donor1

internal thoracic artery thoracic aorta

FF�11269‑
116G9

Fibroblast ‑ Dermal, donor1 zone of skin dermis

FF�11271‑
116H2

Hair Follicle Dermal Papilla
Cells, donor1

hair follicle dermal papilla

FF�11272‑
116H3

Keratinocyte ‑ epidermal,
donor1

zone of skin skin epidermis

FF�11273‑
116H4

Mammary Epithelial Cell,
donor1

breast mammary gland

FF�11279‑
116I1

Preadipocyte ‑ subcutaneous,
donor1

adipose tissue hypodermis



FF�11280‑
116I2

Preadipocyte ‑ visceral,
donor1

heart connective tissue

FF�11291‑
117A4

Synoviocyte, donor1
synovial membrane of
synovial tendon sheath

synovial membrane of
synovial joint

FF�11393‑
118C7

Endothelial Cells ‑ Lymphatic,
donor3

capillary lymphatic vessel

FF�11453‑
119A4

Bronchial Epithelial Cell,
donor4

lung bronchus

FF�11469‑
119C2

Preadipocyte ‑ perirenal,
donor1

kidney perirenal fat

FF�11493‑
119E8

Meningeal Cells, donor1 meningeal cluster
blood‑cerebrospinal

fluid barrier

FF�11499‑
119F5

Perineurial Cells, donor1 spinal cord perineurium

FF�11513‑
119H1

Smooth Muscle Cells ‑
Tracheal, donor1

lung trachea

FF�11518‑
119H6

Renal Mesangial Cells, donor1 kidney connective tissue

FF�11535‑
120A5

Fibroblast ‑ Villous
Mesenchymal, donor1

trophoblast placenta

FF�11590‑
120G6

Alveolar Epithelial Cells,
donor2

lung renal glomerulus

FF�11752‑
123G6

mesenchymal precursor cell ‑
cardiac, donor1

heart mesenchyme

FF�11758‑
123H3

mesenchymal precursor cell ‑
ovarian cancer me...

ovary connective tissue

FF�11842‑
124H6

mesenchymal precursor cell ‑
ovarian cancer ri...

bone marrow right ovary

FF�11933‑
125I7

Olfactory epithelial cells,
donor1

anatomical system epithelium

FF�12226‑
129F3

nasal epithelial cells, donor1 nasal cavity epithelium

FF�12238‑
129G6

chorionic membrane cells,
donor1

chorion membrane egg chorion

Fig. 7.9 Table showing all types of disagreements found using Ontolopy, with example samples.

7.5.1.5.1. Finding samples that are missing annotations to tissues

When we look at the samples that we would expect to map by ontology, but that don’t, after filtering for tissues and

primary cells only, we see that there are just two types of samples:

1. One sample FF:10379-105H1 which is missing is_a: FF:0010164 ! human caudate nucleus - adult donor

sample in the FANTOM5 ontology file

2. 21 T‑cell samples, all of which appear not to have been fully classified (i.e. contain the following line in the

ontology file comment: Changed from previous label. TODO: full classification). I could map all of them

to the term for T‑cell, whereas someone with more knowledge of T‑cells could more accurately map these

samples to more specific cell types.

I can use Ontolopy to add these mappings to the merged ontology to improve the by ontology mapping if I needed to:

this would help me to find additional mappings, for example, to immune system as well as blood.

7.5.1.5.2. Missing Uberon or CL annotation

Example: Missing annotation Bronchus part_of some Lung

One type of problem that can be revealed is a missing link in an ontology.

An example of this that was found using the FANTOM data set was that there was no formal relation in the Uberon

ontology between Bronchus and Lung, despite the fact that the description text for Bronchus says “the upper

conducting airways of the lung”.



This was found because the sample FF:11511-119G8 (Bronchial Epithelial Cell, donor1) is mapped by name to

UBERON:0002048 Lung, but by ontology to UBERON:0002185 Bronchus. This was flagged as inconsistent because there

are no relations in the Uberon ontology between these terms.

Similar missing annotations were discovered between Aorta and Artery, Hair follicle and Dermal papilla, and Skeletal

muscle myoblast and Skeletal muscle fiber, and Trophoblast and Placenta.

7.5.1.5.3. Mislabelled sample

Sometimes samples are simply mislabelled, this can happen in any file type.

Example: FF:11590-120G6 should be labelled Alveolar Epithelial Cells not Renal Glomerular Endothelial Cells

The FANTOM sample ontology file contains two samples named Renal Glomerular Endothelial Cells, donor2:

FF:11590-120G6 and FF:11594-120H1. One of these is a mislabelled sample, and it is actually an Alveolar Epithelial

Cell sample. The mistake is only for the name in the FANTOM ontology file, but not the tissue annotation.

Example: FF:11842-124H6 should be labelled ovary not bone marrow in the samples information file The tissue

column of the samples information file lists sample FF:11842-124H6 as a bone marrow sample, despite being an

ovarian cancer sample.

7.5.1.5.4. Imprecise annotation to tissue

Example: Nucleus pulpopus as Spinal cord

Several FANTOM5 tissues are labelled by name colloquially, rather than precisely. For example, both Nucleus

pulpopus and Vertebra are labelled Spinal cord (although the spinal cord itself is considered disjoint from these

entities by definition, and in the Uberon ontology). It’s for this reason that the ontology mapping is preferred over the

labelled sample name in creating the overall FANTOM sample‑to‑tissue mapping.

Example2: FF:11423-118G1 is_a dermal melanocyte

Sometimes the text in the samples information file can help us to reach better mappings in the sample ontology file.

For example sample FF:11423-118G1 (and five other similar samples) are mapped to CL:0000148 (melanocyte), which

is a cell that can come from many different parts of the body (skin, heart, eyes, etc), so Ontolopy can only map this

term to several tissues (some of which this cell will not have come from) and only if the child mapping functionality is

used. However, since the sample was labelled as coming from the “skin”, it’s clear that this sample would have been

better annotated to CL:0002482 (dermal melanocyte).

7.5.1.6. Mapping overview

Using Ontolopy we can get a coverage of all samples that we would expect to map to a localised tissue (defining this

as primary cell and tissue samples excluding reference RNA). These mappings correspond to 157 unique tissues.

7.5.2. Creating tissue‑to‑phenotype mappings

The approach to the creation of the tissue‑to‑phenotype mappings is different to that we just took for sample‑to‑

tissue mappings in that we are only doing a by‑ontology mapping, rather than also mapping by‑name and then

comparing. However, it is also a more complex example of a by‑ontology mapping since we are asking more than one

question to the ontology and adding them together. For all these questions, we start with the 157 tissues that we are

interested in finding mappings for as source terms, and we use opy.Relations’s mode='all' option to find all of the

Gene Ontology targets=['GO'] terms that are related to them.

We are interested broadly in tissues where a phenotype can take place, so this could be something on the level of

proteins (calcium signalling), cells (cell motility), or tissue (protein secretion). This will affect what settings

(particularly allowed_relations) we use when we make calls to Relations.

Only Gene Ontology Biological Process terms are related to phenotypes. The quickest way to retrieve only these is to

ask for all GO terms and then filter them afterwards. After loading the GO basic ontology, we can easily retrieve a list

of Biological Process terms.

by‑ontology mapping

Here we are only using an ontology
based mapping, but if we had
information in the samples information
file about phenotype (e.g. disease), we
could also use this to do an additional
name based mapping if we wanted to.

http://geneontology.org/docs/download-ontology/#go_basic


7.5.2.1. Propagating relationships up the tree using part_of

Our first example of looking for relations between tissues and phenotypes will include the part_of relation. Since

ontologies are often represented by DAGs, relationships are usually generally in one direction. While there is also the

has_part relationship that we will look at shortly, part_of is preferred in the Uberon ontology with almost 10 times as

many instances (15,486 compared to 1,703).

We first combine the GO ontology with the uberon ontology, which will simply help us to be able to look up the names

of the GO terms to present the output in a more accessible format. This doesn’t make a difference to the number of

mappings, only to the relation_text field of the output (which will contain names instead of GO term IDs if

available).

We then use the opy.Relations class with mode='all', and allowed_relations including is_a, part_of (as

mentioned), and some relationships which typically define relationships between tissues and phenotypes

is_model_for, capable_of, capable_of_part_of, and the GO relation which is defined by Ontology to capture

references to GO terms within definitions. This retrieves the mappings in 0.07 seconds.

The Relations class returns a dataframe with the same format whether you use the default mode (finding any

mapping that looks like the targets) or the all mode; both are indexed by source terms. For all mode, however,

there can be multiple mappings for each source term, so the dataframe contains lists of mappings. This dataframe

isn’t too easy on the eyes (or analysis), so Ontolopy also has a helpful method called format_all which reformats the

Relations output dataframe when the all mode is used into an easier‑to‑work‑with multi‑indexed dataframe.

Example output of this can be seen in Fig. 7.10.

relation_text

Tissue Phenotype

UBERON�0001255 GO�0048731 urinary bladder part of lower urinary tract part of renal system
GO renal system development is a system development

GO�0007275
urinary bladder part of lower urinary tract part of renal system

GO renal system development is a system development part
of multicellular organism development

GO�0048856
urinary bladder part of lower urinary tract part of renal system

GO renal system development is a system development is a
anatomical structure development

GO�0032502
urinary bladder part of lower urinary tract part of renal system

GO renal system development is a system development is a
anatomical structure development is a developmental process

GO�0008015

urinary bladder part of lower urinary tract part of renal system
GO renal system process involved in regulation of blood
volume is a renal system process involved in regulation of

systemic arterial blood pressure part of regulation of systemic
arterial blood pressure is a regulation of blood pressure part

of blood circulation

UBERON�0000955 GO�0050890 brain capable of cognition

GO�0048856
brain is a organ part of anatomical system GO system
development is a anatomical structure development

GO�0007275
brain is a organ part of anatomical system GO system

development part of multicellular organism development

GO�0021551
brain part of central nervous system GO central nervous

system morphogenesis

Fig. 7.10 Table showing a view of the output of Relations.format_all for the tissue‑to‑phenotype

mapping.

As Fig. 7.10 shows, mappings contain a mixture of mappings to specific GO terms like brain and cognition, and very

general phenotype terms, like urinary bladder and anatomical structure development.



As we’ve seen in other example use cases, it’s possible to use the exclude option when retreiving the mapping, to

exclude any terms that you might wish to avoid, for example very general terms if you have a list of these. Since we

didn’t know this, we found the 20 most frequently mapped GO terms (seen in Fig. 7.11), out of 260 mapped overall.

From this list 10 tissues to remove were then manually identified: developmental process, biological_process,

anatomical structure development, multicellular organismal process, multicellular organism development,

system development, system process, single‑organism process, single‑organism developmental process, and

cellular process.

Frequency name

GO�0032502 142 developmental process

GO�0008150 142 biological_process

GO�0048856 141 anatomical structure development

GO�0032501 141 multicellular organismal process

GO�0007275 141 multicellular organism development

GO�0048731 140 system development

GO�0003008 108 system process

GO�0044699 64 single‑organism process

GO�0044767 63 single‑organism developmental process

GO�0050877 49 nervous system process

GO�0009653 46 anatomical structure morphogenesis

GO�0007399 35 nervous system development

GO�0048513 35 animal organ development

GO�0007417 34 central nervous system development

GO�0021551 34 central nervous system morphogenesis

GO�0050890 30 cognition

GO�0003013 25 circulatory system process

GO�0007586 24 digestion

GO�0022600 24 digestive system process

GO�0008015 23 blood circulation

Fig. 7.11 Table showing the frequency that phenotype (GO) terms are mapped to the provided tissue

terms, for the top 20 GO terms.



Fig. 7.13 (b) shows us that after removing very general terms, the majority of terms have 1‑20 phenotypes mapped to

them.

A small number have more, and a small number have no mappings. There are 24 terms in (b) which do not have a

mapping except for the very general terms. These terms are: adipose tissue, pancreas, blood, umbilical cord,

throat, zone of skin, breast, skin of palm of manus, cerebrospinal fluid, anatomical system, epithelium, pelvic

region of trunk, skin of body, retroperitoneal space, connective tissue, thoracic segment of trunk, neck,

mediastinum, omentum, perirenal fat, amnion, chorion membrane, insect adult prothoracic segment, and

insect adult mesothoracic segment. Clearly there are phenotypes that affect these tissues (with the exception of

the obsolete term), so the lack of mapping here may represent missing relationships or terms within the gene

ontology. An important one for our data set is blood (since we have many such tissue samples): there are GO

phenotype terms relating to blood such as blood circulation and blood coagulation, so why don’t we get mappings

to these terms?

7.5.2.2. Propagating “down” the tree: has_part

The problem above happens because the annotation to these phenotype terms is not carried out at the level of tissue

(blood) but at the level of cell type (blood cell). In order to retrieve these terms, instead of propagating up the tree (to

more general terms) we need to look down the tree (to more specific terms).

One way is to use Relations including relations in allowed_relations that denote having something as a part:

has_part and composed_primarily_of. From here onwards, I’ll use has_part as a shorthand for both of these terms.

It doesn’t make sense to run Relations with both has_part and part_of, since by running both up and down the tree,

it could lead to technically true, but uninteresting and potentially misleading mappings. A simple fictional example of

this would be mapping little toe and big toe nail by finding the relation little toe part of toes has part big toe has

part big toe nail.

Including phenotypes that are only relevant for part of the tissue makes sense for tissue samples like blood where we

have all parts of the blood in our sample (e.g. the sample will certainly contain blood cells and plasma). However,

they may make less sense for a tissue sample like heart, where we don’t know if the sample came from the right

ventricle or the left ventricle and there may be phenotype terms which are specific to a part of the anatomy we didn’t

sample from. With this in mind, our choices are:

1. don’t include has_part relations, and miss phenotype mappings that are made at the level of constituent parts

2. include has_part relations, but be aware that some samples may map to phenotypes that they are not capable

of if the sample‑to‑tissue mapping is not specific enough.

In our case, option (2) is preferable, particularly because the FANTOM5 dataset contains many blood samples, and

otherwise we would be missing phenotype mappings entirely for these samples. Running this is otherwise very

similar.

has_part and part_of

Ontological relations have strict
definitions which help allow us to
reason based on these relations, for
example by A has_part B, we mean
that A always has B as a part, while B
part_of A means that whenever B
exists it is part of A.

This means that has_part and part_of
are not inverses[176], i.e. if A part_of
B, that does not necessarily mean that B
has_part A. For example, wherever
human ovaries exist, they are part_of
humans, but whever humans exist, they
don’t necessarily has_part human
ovaries.

There are also other terms which
denote similar relations, such as
composed_primarily_of.



In Table 7.3, which compares the number of mapped tissues and phenotypes for different tissue‑to‑phenotype

mapping methods, we can see that this method maps more phenotypes, but for less tissues.

Although less tissues have been mapped overall, we can tell they do capture previously unmapped tissues since the

overall number of unmapped tissues (after removal of too‑general terms) reduces from 24 with propagating up only

to 10 which aren’t mapped by either method. While propagating down therefore improves the overall mapping

coverage, looking at the tissues which remain unmapped gives us a clue as to what further improvements we can

make.

The terms which remain unmapped are connective tissue, epithelium, adipose tissue, cerebrospinal fluid,

mediastinum, umbilical cord, perirenal fat, retroperitoneal space, omentum, and anatomical system. The give‑

away term is skin of body, since looking at subfigure (d) in Fig. 7.13, by hovering over the top most well‑mapped

tissue we can see that it is stratum basale of epidermis, which is part of the epidermis which is in turn part of the

skin of body. The reason skin of body doesn’t have a mapping is because while the epidermis is part_of the skin of

body, the skin of body does not have the has_part relation to epidermis.

7.5.2.3. Propagating down the tree: inverse of part_of

In addition to the has_part approach, we could use the inverse of the part_of relations, however the definitions of

these terms mean that the inverse of part_of means something like can have part. This would mean that in addition

to the risk of potentially including mapping to more specific parts of the body that weren’t in our sample (as we

discussed for the has_part approach), we might sometimes include mappings to tissues that were not even present

in the species or gender from which the sample came. The species problem is the much more pressing concern since

Uberon is a multi‑species ontology containing many non‑human‑specific terms and therefore we could end up

mapping human samples to terms like GO:0035844 cloaca development.

One solution to this in Ontolopy is to define relations that look something like A can_have_human_part B from the

information in the ontology files, by using the inverse of part_of relations only where there is an external reference

(xref) to the FMA human anatomy ontology. We need to do this semi‑manually as Ontolopy does not currently

contain tools for automatically defining new relations. Once we’ve created this new relationship, we can ask for

relations including it in the same query as has_part. One downside of this approach is that relations found using this

kind of self‑defined relation will not be able to use the simple reasoning that Ontolopy is capable of (i.e. collapsing

relations by using definitions like is_a part_of == part_of, since such equivalences are not defined).

We could also create a relation like A can_have_part_in_female B (and an analagous term for male) when B

part_of A and B part_of UBERON:0003100 female organism. We could then cross‑reference the sex of our

samples from the sample information file to ensure that we don’t create mappings between e.g. male‑only

samples and ovaries. This isn’t done here, since it will only affect a very small number of mappings (given

that many of the samples are mixed/unknown sexes, that there are only a small number of sexual dimorphic

tissues, and that these are generally mapped at the level of specific sexes already), and wouldn’t illustrate a

different aspect of using Ontolopy. Such mappings, if they exist, are simply not included. If they are

excluded, it means that we simply do not map non sex‑specific tissues like gonad to either testes or ovary‑

related phenotypes, so we might be missing such mappings.

We could also do the same for sex‑specific tissue‑phenotype mappings, should we want to. This could be useful,

depending on the experiment data in question and the resulting sample‑tissue mappings we’d previously attained.

⋅

Sex‑specific phenotype mappings



This resulting mapping contains 4968 additional tissue‑phenotype mappings (not found in either the has_part or the

part_of approach). Some examples of these additional tissue‑phenotype mappings that were found using this

can_have_human_part approach are given in Fig. 7.12. Overall, this mapping covers 133 (85.26%) tissues and 449

phenotypes.

The yet unmapped tissues (by any method) are now: connective tissue, epithelium, cerebrospinal fluid, adipose

tissue, mediastinum, umbilical cord, perirenal fat, retroperitoneal space, and omentum. While this list still

contains tissues that we would expect to map to GOBP phenotypes, the lack of these terms in our searches now

means that they are simply missing annotations. For example we have no mapping for adipose tissue despite the fact

that GOBP terms exists for adipose tissue development and fat cell proliferation, but there is no cross‑ontology

mapping of these term in the current version of the ontology, so there is no way Ontolopy could pick them up.

relation_text

Tissue Phenotype

UBERON�0002022 GO�0048858 insula is a cerebral hemisphere gray matter can have human
part cerebral cortex can have human part hippocampal
formation can have human part hippocampus alveus is a
central nervous system white matter layer composed
primarily of white matter can have human part gracile
fasciculus GO gracilis tract morphogenesis is a central

nervous system projection neuron axonogenesis is a central
nervous system neuron axonogenesis is a axonogenesis is a

neuron projection morphogenesis is a cell projection
morphogenesis

UBERON�0016525 GO�0019226 frontal lobe can have human part anterior segment of
paracentral lobule is a regional part of brain composed
primarily of neural tissue has part neuron capable of

transmission of nerve impulse

UBERON�0000473 GO�2000147 testis can have human part seminal vesicle can have human
part duct of seminal vesicle channel for seminal vesicle fluid
is a seminal fluid capable of part of positive regulation of
flagellated sperm motility is a positive regulation of cilium‑
dependent cell motility is a positive regulation of cell motility

UBERON�0011595 GO�0048870 jaw region can have human part tooth bud can have human
part odontogenic papilla is a developing mesenchymal
condensation composed primarily of mesenchyme

condensation cell is a mesenchymal cell is a motile cell
capable of cell motility

GO�0006897

jaw region is a organism subdivision has part external soft
tissue zone has part musculature can have human part

muscle tissue can have human part endomysium is a reticular
tissue can have human part reticuloendothelial system

composed primarily of phagocyte capable of phagocytosis is
a endocytosis

UBERON�0001255 GO�0060562 urinary bladder is a viscus is a trunk region element is a organ
can have human part vasculature of organ is a vasculature
can have human part capillary bed is a epithelial plexus is a

epithelial tube GO epithelial tube morphogenesis

Fig. 7.12 An example of six of the 4968 additional Uberon‑GOBP mappings found using

can_have_human_part.

7.5.2.4. Combining previous mappings

To create the final tissue‑phenotype mapping, we combine the propagating up (part_of) mapping with the larger

propagating down (can_have_human_part) mapping, by simply appending the new lines of the DataFrame.

Because the allowed_relations for the mappings of the can_have_human_part query completely contain

those for the has_part query, so do the found relations. This means that we only need to combine the

part_of and can_have_human_part mappings to get the most complete set.

‘can_have_human_part’ query completely contains ‘has_part’ query.



As we can see in Table 7.3, the overall combined mapping covers 147 (94.23%) of the Uberon tissues searched for

and maps to 510 unique GOBP tissues. Since this is greater than any other individual mapping, we can see that it is

necessary to combine different mapping types to get high (>90%) coverage of tissues.



Fig. 7.13 Bar charts showing the number of tissue‑phenotype mappings (number of phenotypes

mapped to each tissue ‑ roll mouse over to see tissue names) for (a) all phenotype terms propagating

down, (b) general phenotypes removed propagating down, (c) all phenotype terms propagating up, (d)

general phenotypes removed propagating down, (e) all phenotype terms propagating both up and

down, and (f) general phenotypes removed propagating both up and down.

There are 9 unmapped tissues (which map to zero phenotypes), and all other tissues map to between 2 and 131

phenotype terms, (as we can see in figure Fig. 7.13). The number of mappings varies smoothly in this range with more

general tissues and organs broadly appearing to have higher numbers of mappings than very specific tissues. We can

also see in Fig. 7.13 that the can_have_human_part mapping makes up the majority of the mappings in the final

combined mapping.

Table 7.3 Table comparing the difference in coverage (mappable tissues), phenotypes, time taken, and unmapped

tissues for different mapping techniques.

Mapping name

Tissue coverage:

number (percent)

tissues mapped (this

mapping only)

Number of unique

phenotype mapped

to (by this mapping

only)

Number tissues

remaining unmapped

(by this or any

previous mapping)

Time to retrieve

mapping

Propagating up 132 (84.62%) 250 14 0.07 seconds

Propagating down

using has_part
92 (58.97%) 248 10 0.07 seconds

Propagating down

using

can_have_human_part

133 (85.26%) 449 9 0.45 seconds

Combined (all of the

above)
147 (94.23%) 510 N/A N/A

7.5.3. Creating sample‑to‑tissue‑phenotype mappings
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Once we have both the sample‑to‑tissue and tissue‑to‑phenotype mappings, we can combine them to get the

sample‑to‑tissue‑phenotype mappings: mappings between samples and phenotypes that occur in the tissue type of

that sample. There isn’t a built‑in Ontolopy function to do this, but since Ontolopy objects are built on top of Pandas

DataFrames, they are fairly easy to work with.

Since we chose to map primary cell and tissue samples only, there are many samples which are not mapped. Null

mappings are included in the output, and where mapping by name is used, it is recorded as a mapped_by_name_to

relationship in the relation path, e.g. FF:11453-

119A4.mapped_by_name_to~UBERON:0002048.is_a~UBERON:0000171.capable_of~GO:0007585 or in text Bronchial

Epithelial Cell, donor4 mapped by name to lung is a respiration organ capable of respiratory gaseous

exchange by respiratory system. Since relation strings can now contain FANTOM5, CL, UBERON and GO terms, I

first merge the GO ontology into the merged FANTOM5 and Uberon ontologies, so that the names of all terms can be

found for the relation text.

7.5.3.1. Final mapping

There are 65953 rows of the sample‑to‑tissue mapping DataFrame in total. This includes some NaN values, so it

contains 65608 mappings from sample to phenotype; equivalent to a sample coverage of 92.34% of filtered (tissue

and primary cell) samples or 81.00% of all samples. It also includes an additional 181 mappings from sample to

tissue (but not to phenotype), and 164 samples with no mapping to tissue or phenotype. Fig. 7.14 shows why almost

10% of samples are unmapped in more detail: many samples map to the same unmapped tissues, particularly adipose

tissue, epithelium, or connective tissue.

Uberon Name Number samples mapped to tissue

Uberon ID

NaN Unmapped to tissue 164

UBERON�0001013 adipose tissue 72

UBERON�0002331 umbilical cord 8

UBERON�0001359 cerebrospinal fluid 1

UBERON�0000483 epithelium 62

UBERON�0003693 retroperitoneal space 2

UBERON�0002384 connective tissue 28

UBERON�0003728 mediastinum 1

UBERON�0003688 omentum 6

UBERON�0005406 perirenal fat 1

Fig. 7.14 Table showing how many samples are mapped to each unmappable tissue, showing why the

coverage of samples isn’t higher.

With Ontolopy, this complex task is relatively quick: it took 45 seconds to run this whole notebook on a laptop

without any parallelisation. Also recall that this section is merely an example of an application of Ontolopy: this same

process could be done for other datasets that provide an ontology and/or a sample information file.

7.6. Discussion

This chapter is simply supposed to present Ontolopy as a usable tool for finding relationships in OBO ontologies, from

which useful outputs can be obtained.

7.6.1. Usefulness

Ontolopy fills a need for quickly searching OBO files for relationships between ontology terms, and as the examples

(both simple and complex) show, it fulfils this role well: it works quickly and finds the relationships that you would

expect to find (when you know what to ask for).



By building on top of the extremely well‑used data analysis tool of Pandas, when Ontolopy doesn’t have a function

written to do something (for example defining new relations, or combining mappings), users can fall back on the

functionality of Pandas to create what they need with Ontolopy’s outputs. By not (yet) integrating well with other OBO

tools in development, however, it does miss potential impact.

Ontolopy is only as useful as the ontologies that it can query, so it has all of the limitations of those tools: they’re

missing some links because they are constantly being updated as our knowledge increases. At the same time, it is

useful because it builds on these resources: these resources are created by biological curators with heaps of

experience working with academic and medical communities. Ontolopy has already proved useful at least in providing

a valuable way of feeding back into experimental data and ontologies. By checking for inconsistencies between

multiple ways of labelling data, multiple issues in these resources and data sets have been identified and some of

these revisions have been accepted.

7.6.2. Usability

One key feature of Ontolopy’s usability is that it is well‑documented. At the time of writing, it is much more so than

other alternatives for working with OBO files. The documentation is versioned and contains well‑worked examples

and a descriptive API.

It is also quick and easy to install, lightweight, and has a small number of dependencies (the upside of the lack of

integration with other tools).

Ontolopy runs quickly for a wide variety of tasks. As we saw in the examples, Ontolopy runs quickly for most uses

involving operations on or queries to ontology objects (typically less than half a second). The time taken depends on

the size of the ontology, the number of the chosen relations, and the popularity of those relations within the ontology.

However, making a query with a large number of relations to check can inflate how long a query takes to run.

The name mapping (Uberon.map_by_name), however is the exception to this, which runs fairly slowly (on the order of

seconds). There are more interesting text‑mining techniques that could be integrated into Ontolopy if gains in speed

where made here, for example using fuzzy‑text matching to catch typos in sample information files (which are often

present as they are often created by hand).

7.6.3. Limitations

Ontolopy is a small and lightweight package, so it hasn’t got as much functionality as some larger tools, as well as

having some limitations due to it’s reliance on underlying ontologies.

7.6.3.1. You still need to understand the structure of the ontology

While Ontolopy makes it easy to query biological ontologies in Python, it doesn’t prevent the user from needing to

understand the structure of the ontology (what kind of relations it contains and what these mean) to be able to ask

meaningful queries. Ontolopy will allow you to ask for nonsense relations, e.g. combining any relations which may give

misleading responses if you are only looking at what it is mapping to and from (rather than the path that the mapping

represents).

7.6.3.2. “Missing” functionality

There is plenty of non‑existent functionality for Ontolopy that could be useful, namely:

Text search functionality.

Functions to facilitate more complex queries. I talk about both of these in Ontolopy future work. While I think

including both of these pieces of functionality would be helpful to Ontolopy, it is completely beyond the scope

of the package to re‑implement SPARQL or semantic reasoners.

7.6.3.3. Improving choosing from multiple synonym options

The Uberon.sample_map_by_name function simply looks up the strings provided and looks for important external

references to decide between synonyms. If this information is not provided or doesn’t help us to make the choice, we

currently just choose the first term that we found, ignoring information about synonym, or which synonym‑having

term is more specific.

Classes of synonyms



7.7. Future Work

I keep an updated roadmap for Ontolopy on the documentation website and a detailed list of issues on GitHub.

7.7.1. v2.0.0

The main priority for Ontolopy is reaching a stable version for release, user‑testing, and publishing the work.

You can see the full list of features for the v2.0.0 Milestone on GitHub, but to summarise:

Finish tutorials for all functions/methods

Reach 80% test coverage

User‑testing

Benchmark speed against OWL reasoning

7.7.2. Other potential improvements to Ontolopy

In addition to the barebones necessities for v2.0.0 above, there are a number of more ambitious pieces of

functionality which would improve its’ usefulness.

7.7.2.1. Text‑search and fuzzy‑matching

The Uberon.map_by_name function currently implements a slow search of names in ontologies, but this search could

be both much quicker and more general (e.g. able to use wild cards, or search in any field to create mappings), i.e.

similar in fuctionality to OwlReady2[230]’s search function. Fuzzy‑matching then expand this functionality to help

capture misspelled information.

7.7.2.2. Functionality for more complex queries

Ontolopy doesn’t contain tools for making complex queries. For example, if we want to find out which samples are

made of precursor cells, we have to find in vivo samples which are or are derived from stem cell samples. In this

particular case, the difficulty is partly because derives_from means “extracted from”, or “extracted from and then

had lots of things done to it”, which can change the meaning.

If we want to do this at the moment, we have to make two queries to Ontolopy separately and then combine them (as

in this example), which is clearly not very user‑friendly.

7.7.2.3. opy.Go

The opy.Uberon class adds functionality specifically for the Uberon ontology, helping users to map between samples

(or other entities) and tissues for their specific area of interest. We could imagine similar functionality for the Gene

Ontology, and perhaps integration with GOATools[218].

7.7.2.4. Integration with Pronto

Test integration with Pronto to investigate how it would effect how the speed of the current implementation.

7.7.2.5. Ontology validity

Since it is possible with Ontolopy to add new terms and relationships, to merge OBO files, and to build ontologies

from scratch, it might be useful for Ontolopy to have some functionality for checking the validity of the OBO object

automatically. This could include for example checking for cyclic relationships, or checking if there is any missing

information such as ontology version numbers, or required attributes for terms. This could use some of the same

approaches as ROBOT.

7.7.3. Miscellaneous

NLP similarity measures: An earlier version of Ontolopy included text‑mining to find similar terms using a TF‑

IDF like measure to create a similarity measure based on co‑occurance, e.g. “mental” and “brain” have high

similarity since they often appear in the same document (documents being term descriptions). This

There are different classes of synonyms
defined for synonyms. EXACT synonyms
mean that the meaning of the synonym
term would be identical to the term’s
name, for example mononuclear cell
has the exact synonym mononuclear
leukocyte. On the other hand, NARROW
synonyms have more specific
definitions than the name itself (in
some cases they might eventually
become a subclass of the original
term), for example mononuclear cell
has the narrow synonym peripheral
blood mononuclear cell. There are also
BROAD and RELATED synonyms.

https://nataliethurlby.github.io/ontolopy/contents/roadmap.html
https://github.com/NatalieThurlby/ontolopy/issues
https://github.com/NatalieThurlby/ontolopy/milestone/1
https://pypi.org/project/Owlready2/
https://owlready2.readthedocs.io/en/v0.32/
https://ontology-development-kit.readthedocs.io/en/latest/Synonyms.html


functionality is not currently in Ontolopy, and doesn’t really align with the core functionality of the module, but it

could be released separately to find potential missing ontology links.

Versioned docs sphinx extension: Although it is not really an output of Ontolopy, I also hope to be able to

release the sphinx extension that I used to create versioned documentation soon.



8. Combining RNA‑seq datasets
In this chapter, I present work done in combining four tissue‑specific gene expression data sets into one harmonised

data set. The resulting data set has been documented and made available to the research community ‑ and will be

used to further improve Filip.

This chapter includes the methodology for choosing suitable data sets and combining meta‑data into a harmonised

form using Ontolopy, and explains why this is useful.

The contributions in this chapter include:

Creation of publicly available combined gene expression meta‑data.

8.1. Introduction

8.1.1. Motivation

There is general agreement that integrating omics datasets is one of the primary challenges to overcome if we wish to

harness the full information contained within them[231]. Falling costs and rapid advances in sequencing technologies

have resulted in what many have described as a deluge of omics data[232]. And this includes huge amount of gene

expression data, as demonstrated by the 3,564 studies and 112,225 assays currently available through the European

Molecular Biology Laboratory’s (EMBL) Gene Expression Atlas (GxA) website [61].

Each individual measure of expression is only a snapshot of what a gene can do. It only tells us about the transcription

of proteins at that one time, in that one sample. Gene expression can also vary by tissue and cell type, individual

organism[233], age[234,235], sex[236,237], time of day[233,238], and spatial location within a tissue or

culture[239]. There are also interactions between these different sources of variation, for example certain genes may

only exhibit differential expression based on time of day in certain cell types. If we want a full understanding of what a

gene does, we must understand how it’s expressed in a variety of scenarios, for example, in different tissues, from

different people, at different times of day, and across many repeats.

My primary motivation in the creation of this data set was to aid in protein function prediction, since as we saw in

chapter 4, when we use structural information to predict function, we don’t have enough information about ways in

which that structure might be prevented from functioning in certain tissues. Many phenotypes are naturally linked to

certain locations. Humans have many diseases and features which are particular to certain locations on the body and

certain tissues, be it blood, brain, skin, or lung. So to answer the question of whether a protein is produced in a

context relevant to a phenotype, we not only need gene expression information, but tissue‑specific gene expression

information: is this gene ever expressed in the heart?

For our need in mapping tissue‑specific gene expression data to phenotypes, preliminary work showed that one gene

expression experiment was not sufficient: it would not give us enough coverage of phenotypes to validate an

improvement in protein function prediction in CAFA.

For a typical (human) next‑generation sequencing transcriptomics experiment, data is collected for over 20,000

genes, but generally far fewer samples, and very few replicates of a certain kind of sample (e.g. tissue). For context,

the largest experiment in the Ensembl Gene Expression Atlas (GxA) by quite a margin is currently the Genotype‑

Tissue Expression (GTEx) Project with 18736 samples. This is simply because it is still too expensive for one

experiment to measure enough samples to give us a comprehensive understanding of how genes can behave. So,

when it comes to gene expression, we have “big data” in the sense that the data is large and we need to take care to

access and compute on it efficiently (as we are measuring so many genes), but in any one experiment we don’t have

great coverage of sample types.

Combining expression data from multiple different experiments is perhaps the obvious tonic to this problem, since it

has the potential to create a data set containing a more representative view of gene expression. However, it is not as

straightforward as loading in multiple data sets. There are specific challenges relating to data management, statistics,

and harmonisation of meta‑data for interoperability. However it is possible, and has already been done for two

experiments[240].

Contributions to research outputs in this chapter



Although my aim in creating this data set was specifically to improve phenotype and protein function prediction, a

larger gene expression data set has further uses outside of this. Additional repeated measurements, and a larger

spread of samples would allow researchers to ask more questions and have a larger statistical power. For example,

one possible use is identification of housekeeping genes, or building models of gene regulatory networks.

8.1.2. Challenges in combining gene expression data sets

Challenges in combining gene expression data arise from the myriad of possible differences in experimental and

analysis protocols between gene expression experiments.

8.1.2.1. Harmonising meta‑data

An important feature of any gene expression data set is the quality of the meta‑data, by which I mean everything

except the measures of gene expression, particularly including additional information about samples and protocols.

For example, data about samples can be recorded at different levels of specificity. This was a particular challenge for

tissue type labels where some samples are simply labelled brain, while others are labelled medulla oblongata, and yet

others are identified by cell type.

Harmonising this cell and tissue meta‑data was the challenges of combining the data sets, which was done using the

Uberon cross‑species anatomy ontology[99], and the Cell Ontology[100] (CL), which is integrated with Uberon.

Samples were primarily assigned Uberon term identifiers by searching for matching text between sample information

files and CL or Uberon term names or descriptions. Where existing terms did not turn up a match, samples were

assigned an Uberon term by hand. Then using the Uberon ontology, tissues could be understood in relation to each

other, being mapped to tissues and more general tissue groups.

8.1.2.2. Batch effects

Combining gene expression data itself, is also not trivial: a major problem is their well known susceptibility to batch

effects (differences in measurements due to technical artefacts of sequencing batch)[241]. When combining and

comparing gene expression data from two (or more) experiments, it’s not obvious how much of our signal comes from

real biological differences in transcription, and how much comes from unwanted variation associated with the batch it

was sequenced in. These “batch effects” result from unknown variation during the process of sequencing for

example the date, time, or location of sequencing[242], or the technician doing the work.

To complicate matters, some batch effects may be due to factors that might be expected to genuinely influence

expression of genes, such as temperature, time of year, humidity, diet, individual, age, etc. Covariates such as these

are often unrecorded and/or not reported, so it is not easy to distinguish these from those due to protocol

differences, such as reagents, personnel doing the sequencing, hardware, processing pipeline, etc. For this reason,

the problem of batch effects is closely related to the problem of recording sample metadata.

Batch effects can often confound and obscure the biological differences of interest between samples (e.g. tumour

versus healthy tissue). At best, batch effects add random variation to expression measurements, which obscure

signals. Often they can also add systematic differences that can lead to incorrect biological conclusions[241]. They

are a problem for analysing the output of an individual experiment where there are multiple sequencing batches, but

pose a particular problem in combining data from different experiments, as there is almost certainly more variations

between analysis pipelines.

Batch‑effect correction:

Batch effects may affect only specific subsets of genes, and may affect different genes in different ways[241]. This

means that normalisation (e.g. TPM, FKPM) will not account for batch. However, when it is known, date of sequence

processing is often used as a surrogate for batch, enabling researchers to check for, and then remove, batch effects

if necessary.

There are a number of batch correction analyses which attempt to remove batch effects from RNA‑seq data, for

example ComBat[243] and Surrogate Variable Analysis (SVA)[244] Batch correction can be very useful for

understanding baseline gene expression, but can lead to inflated p‑values for downstream analysis (notably for

differential gene expression, using ComBat[243]), where a more sensible approach is to include batch as a

confounder for statistical tests.

ComBat:



ComBat[243] is a popular batch effect removal procedure, which was first developed for use with microarray data,

but continues to be a popular choice for RNA‑seq data. Generally, it is a well‑trusted method for both of these types

of gene expression data[245], although there is some evidence that it may “over‑correct” batches for some RNA‑seq

data[246].

ComBat is an Empirical Bayes method, meaning that the prior distribution is estimated from the data. It is designed to

“borrow/share information” between genes in order to get a better estimate of batch effects, and assumes that batch

effects affect many genes in similar ways.

PCA to visualise batch effect removal:

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) is often used to visually inspect experimental results for batch effects; when

biologically alike samples cluster together rather than those from like‑batches, batch effects are often ignored. Cell

type is one of the better understood influences on gene expression. We know that the same DNA is in every cell, and

yet the morphology and function of each cell is determined by its cell type, due to its gene expression. We can expect

largely similar patterns of gene expression in similar cell types, which means that when we know cell type of samples,

this information can be used to aid in visually checking the results of batch correction using PCA.

8.2. Data Acquisition

This section describes the constituent data sets that were chosen for combination, and how they were chosen and

acquired.

8.2.1. Criteria for choosing datasets

Datasets were chosen from the EBI’s Gene Expression Atlas (GxA)[61]: the European Bioinformatics Institutes’ Open

Source gene and protein expression database, and the largest of its type. At the time of writing, it contains over 3,000

gene expression and protein abundance experiments across many organisms, organism parts (tissues), diseases, and

sequencing technologies. There is a separate database for scRNA‑seq experiments.

A major benefit of the GxA is that raw data using the same sequencing technology is re‑analysed by GxA using the

same data analysis pipeline (iRAP[247] for RNA‑Seq). In addition to ensuring the quality of each data set included,

and running it through the same pipeline, the GxA adds additional metadata for the experiments by using the

literature to biologically and technically annotate each sample.

Data sets were chosen based on the following requirements.

1. Inclusion in the GxA.

2. Experiments must be measuring baseline, rather than differential gene expression.

3. Samples must be sequenced using Next Generation Sequencing, i.e. including RNA‑Seq and CAGE, and

excluding microarrays.

4. Data sets must contain a breadth of tissues and genes, i.e. experiments must include “organism part” as an

experimental factor (otherwise tissue would not be recorded) and must have at least 80 assays (samples).

5. Samples must not be disease‑focused. In practice, excluding cancer datasets was enough to exclude

disease‑focused datasets.

Choices (1)‑(3) were made to ensure the data underwent the most similar possible analysis pipeline. Number (4) was

necessary to aid batch correction by facilitating the most balanced data set design in terms of batch (experiment) to

group (tissue), and in order to have good coverage of genes and tissues, which is necessary for downstream use.

Choice number (5) was also made primarily to aid batch correction: since many phenotypes occur only in particular

tissues, there is not a breadth of tissue measurements for most diseases.

As described in the introduction chapter, there are many ways to measure which proteins are being created. Here, I

justify my choices of measures to include in the combined data set.

8.2.1.1. Gene expression vs protein abundance

As I mentioned earlier, gene expression is only weakly correlated to protein abundance. So, what are the potential

reasons for this, and which makes a better measure of the process of translation?

One reason is that there is something preventing the mRNA from being translated, such as slow codons, the

temperature, ribosome occupancy, or regulatory RNAs and proteins[248]. In these cases, the DNA is transcribed into

mRNA, but the protein is never produced, meaning that using gene expression data as a measure of how much



protein is produced would be overestimating the protein abundance. If these factors were a large contribution to the

weak correlation, it could provide better results to use protein abundance data instead of mRNA abundance data to

make predictions about how proteins are affecting human phenotypes. On the other hand, it could equally be possible

that proteins are being produced, but not measured by protein abundance techniques. Protein half‑lives range over

orders of magnitude from seconds to days[248,249]. In this case, gene expression data may be a more reliable

measure of protein production than protein abundance, since proteins may degrade before being measured. In yeast,

protein degradation was shown to be the largest contribution to the protein‑mRNA correlation compared to codon

and amino acid usage (the two other factors estimated in the study), and more influential than those other two factors

combined[250].

In summary, there’s no perfect measure of translation, but since gene expression data is more readily available, and

protein degradation appears to account for most of the differences between correlations, gene expression data

presents the best proxy for translation for the downstream uses discussed here.

8.2.1.2. Gene expression vs Transcript expression

It’s likely that transcript expression data would provide more insight than gene expression data if it were available,

since it is likely that there are tissue‑specific transcripts which do not correspond to tissue‑specific genes, e.g. where

different transcripts from the same gene are expressed in different tissues. Transcript expression data, however, is

harder to come by and this approach relies on a wealth of available data. Furthermore, transcript expression data can

be straightforwardly converted to gene expression data (by summing over the transcripts), while the conversion of

gene to transcript expression data is decidedly less accurate. When transcript‑expression (CAGE) measurements are

aggregated at the gene/protein level, measures of tissue‑specificity have been found to largely (75‑93%) match up

with measures of tissue‑specificity resulting from gene‑expression measurements, as found in a comparison between

the HPA and FANTOM5 experiments[251].

For these reasons, I have taken a gene‑centric approach here. It may be important, however, to consider whether a

gene has multiple transcripts in downstream analysis, for example, if including tissue‑specific gene expression

information when predicting the function of a protein‑coding SNP (since it may not be in the relevant transcript).

8.2.1.2.1. Tissue‑specificity versus cell‑specificity

Fig. 8.1 Images of smooth muscle tissue from the stomach wall (left) and lung tissue (right), examples

of homogeneous and heterogeneous tissue types respectively, taken from the Human Tissue Atlas

website[252].

Tissues can be made up of various cell types. Some tissue types (e.g. smooth muscle) are quite homogeneous,

comprising of predominantly one cell type and/or lacking structural features. Other tissues (e.g. lung) are

heterogeneous, consisting of multiple cell types and features. Fig. 8.1 shows the different structure of two example

tissue types. The bronchioles of the lung alone consist of six different cell types (basal cells, neuroendocrine cells,

ciliated cells, serous cells, Clara cells and goblet cells), while smooth muscle tissue consists almost exclusively of

tightly packed smooth muscle cells. The varying proportions of constituent cell types in heterogeneous tissues can

influence tissue function.

While we may prefer to look at the gene expression of a cell type, we currently have much less scRNA‑seq data than

bulk RNA‑seq data. Bulk RNA‑seq also gives us the ability to measure the gene expression of tissues as they appear

in humans. The average supply of a protein to a tissue (averaged over multiple cell types) may well influence a

tissue’s phenotype, in these circumstances gene expression at the level of a tissue may give us information that we

can’t retrieve from cell‑line cells alone.

8.2.1.3. Inclusion of CAGE data
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CAGE is transcript expression, rather than gene expression, and there are likely to be different transcripts measured

by CAGE than by RNA‑Seq. As mentioned above, however, it is possible to calculate gene expression from transcript

expression. It’s also possible to map between CAGE transcription start sites and existing transcript IDs that may be

featured in RNA‑Seq arrays. When this is done, it has been observed that the results of CAGE are comparable to

those of RNA‑seq[253], so the inclusion of CAGE data in a combined data set is reasonable.

8.2.1.4. Excluding disease‑focused experiments

The decision to exclude disease‑focused experiments was made primarily to reduce the complexity of the analysis

and the resulting data set. The data set can now be interpreted as representing gene expression of healthy tissues.

This was also a practical choice since most disease data sets (with the exception of cancer datasets) tended to have

a narrow breadth of tissues, which would interfere with the batch correction methodology. For example, experiments

interested in heart disease would naturally contain measurements of healthy and non‑healthy heart tissues, and not

other tissues, so would be difficult to combine with existing data sets due to the “missing” data. This would not have

been a problem for cancer experiments, however cancer samples gene expression is known to be tissue‑non‑

specific[68,197].

8.2.2. Method of searching

It would have been preferable to interrogate the GxA for datasets using the ExpressionAtlas R package, or the

AtlasExpress API which it is built on. However, it was necessary to do so via the website since searches to the

AtlasExpress API cannot differentiate between baseline and differential gene expression.

For reproducibility, this was done by downloading the json file used by the GxA experiment browser webservice and

by choosing experiments with:

baseline (rather than differential) expression measurements

homo sapiens species

RNA‑Seq mRNA technology

organism part as an experimental factor

at least 80 assays.

no mention of “cancer” in the description

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/help/programmatic_access.html
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/experiments
https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/json/experiments


Fig. 8.2 Our requirements for a data set reduce the number of eligible data sets to four.

As Fig. 8.2 shows, at the time of writing, there are over 3000 experiments in the GxA, and of these 27 are human

baseline RNA‑Seq experiments. Of these there are 4 which offer a good coverage of non‑disease organism parts.

8.2.3. Eligible data sets

The four eligible data sets are summarised in Table 8.1, and they are described in further detail below.

Table 8.1 Table showing the GxA datasets that meet the criteria

shortName experimentAccession experimentDescriptionnumberOfAssays experimentalFactors

HPA E-MTAB-2836

RNA‑seq of coding RNA

from tissue samples of

122 human individuals

representing 32

different tissues

200 organism part

FANTOM5 E-MTAB-3358

RNA‑Seq CAGE (Cap

Analysis of Gene

Expression) analysis of

human tissues in RIKEN

FANTOM5 project

96
developmental stage,

organism part

GTEx E-MTAB-5214

RNA‑seq from 53

human tissue samples

from the Genotype‑

Tissue Expression

(GTEx) Project

18736 organism part

HDBR E-MTAB-4840

RNA‑seq of coding

RNA: Human

Developmental Biology

Resource (HDBR)

expression resource of

prenatal human brain

development

613
developmental stage,

organism part

8.2.3.1. FANTOM5

opI used the FANTOM5 data, as described in Section 6.3.1.



8.2.3.2. Human Protein Atlas

The Human Protein Atlas (HPA) project[254,255] aims to map all human proteins in cells (including subcellular

locations), tissues and organs. The HPA project’s data is not limited to the gene expression data that can be found in

GxA, but that is the only part of the data that is used here. The gene expression data that was used (E‑MTAB‑2836 in

GxA) excludes cell lines and includes tissue samples of 122 individuals and 32 different non‑diseased tissue types.

8.2.3.3. Genotype Tissue Expression

The Genotype Tissue Expression (GTEx) project[256] was developed specifically for the purpose of studying tissue‑

specific gene expression in humans and gene expression data from over 18,000 samples, including 53 non‑diseased

tissue types and 550 individuals (ranging in age from 20s to 70s).

8.2.3.4. Human Developmental Biology Resource

The Human Developmental Biology Resource (HDBR) Expression data[257] is slightly different from the other data

sets in that contains a much narrower range of sample types. All HDBR samples are human brain samples at different

stages of development, ranging from 3 to 20 weeks after conception.

8.2.4. Data acquisition

Data was obtained, where possible via the ExpressionAtlas R package[258], which gives gene expression counts

identified by ENSG IDs, metadata (containing pipeline, filtering, mapping and quantification information), and details

of experimental design (containing for example organism part name, individual demographics, and replicate

information, depending on the experiment).

For the FANTOM experiment, counts for transcript expression were downloaded directly from the FANTOM website. 

The downloaded FANTOM5 file has already undergone some quality control by FANTOM, it is limited to peaks which

meet a “robust” threshold (>10 read counts and 1TPM for at least one sample). The data acquisition code is not

executed in this notebook as it is slow to download all the files, but the R script to do so can be downloaded here.

8.3. Data Wrangling

Before the data sets could be combined, substantial data wrangling was necessary. The details of these processes ‑

obtaining, checking, mapping identifiers, and excluding irrelevant data ‑ are described in this section. Ontolopy was

developed and used to do much of this mapping, and parts of the wrangling mentioned here form examples in the

Ontolopy chapter.

The steps required to obtain consistently formatted and labelled data can be described as follows:

Obtaining the raw expression per gene for healthy human tissues

Data acquisition

(Where required) Mapping from transcript to gene

(Where required) Filtering out disease samples

(Where required) Filtering out non‑human samples

Mapping from sample name to UBERON tissue using Ontolopy.

Mapping from UBERON tissues to tissue groups using Ontolopy.

Aggregating metadata

8.3.1. Obtaining raw expression per gene for healthy human tissues

As mentioned in Data Acquisition, for the HPA, GTeX and HDBR experiments, count data were available through the

ExpressionAtlas R package[258], and the FANTOM dataset was downloaded directly.

8.3.1.1. Mapping from transcript to gene

This step was only required for the FANTOM dataset.

FANTOM provides mappings to gene IDs based on proximity of genes to peaks according to Ensembl. Gene

expression was then calculated by summing over transcripts mapped to genes. The transcripts were already mapped

to HGNC gene identifiers in the downloaded FANTOM file and Ensembl’s Biomart was used to obtain a mapping from

http://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/datafiles/reprocessed/hg38_latest/extra/CAGE_peaks_expression/hg38_fair+new_CAGE_peaks_phase1and2_counts_ann.osc.txt.gz
file:///Users/nataliethurlby/phd/jupyter_books_etc/jekyll-version/phenotype_from_genotype/book/_build/html/_downloads/413ee71f781407eaac54a462330a3b01/download-combined.R
https://www.ensembl.org/biomart
file:///Users/nataliethurlby/phd/jupyter_books_etc/jekyll-version/phenotype_from_genotype/book/_build/html/_downloads/7fb4c45a9d407432e2b2c41e4de03aff/biomart_ensg_hgnc.txt


HGNC gene identifiers to ENSG gene identifiers, in order to match the gene expression atlas format.

Any transcripts which mapped to multiple genes were discarded, as were any HGNC ids which did not map to ENSG

ids.

8.3.1.2. Filtering out disease samples

The HDBR and HPA experiments contained only healthy samples.

GTEx Although GTEx contained clinical data, no disease‑related phenotypes were removed from the data set, since

the disease column contains only values of “normal” and the only clinical variables (as described in the

clinical_variables column) in the dataset were sun exposure or lack thereof for skin tissues. I judged these to be

within the normal range of environments that we would expect skin to be subjected to.

FANTOM The FANTOM sample ontology was used to remove samples which are models for diseases. Samples which

are disease models are identified using the is_model_for relationship and these relationships are propagated to the

children terms based on the is_a relationship. For example, FF:11558-120D1 (Fibroblast ‑ skin spinal muscular

atrophy, donor2) would be removed from the set of samples, since: FF:11558-120D1 (Fibroblast ‑ skin spinal muscular

atrophy, donor2) is_a FF:0000251 (human fibroblast ‑ skin spinal muscular atrophy sample) is_model_for

DOID:12377 (spinal muscular atrophy).

8.3.1.3. Filtering out non‑human samples

The GTEx, HDBR, and HPA experiments contained only human samples.

FANTOM The FANTOM5 data set also contains non‑human (mouse) samples. The FANTOM sample ontology (which

was downloaded from here) was used to look‑up which FANTOM samples are human samples, i.e. have an is_a

relationship to the term FF:0000210 (human sample) directly or indirectly.

8.3.2. Mapping to UBERON

Mapping from samples to Uberon tissue required the development of a small Python package Ontolopy. To create

input to this package, informal tissue names (e.g. blood, kidney) were taken from the experimental design files (or the

human sample information file for FANTOM) to create a map of samples to informal tissue names. For FANTOM, the

FANTOM ontology could also be used to create a more fine‑grained mapping of samples to tissues based on

FANTOM sample identifiers and/or cell type (CL) identifiers.

HPA The HPA samples were mapped using exact matches to Uberon names. Three types of sample did not have

exact matches: transformed skin fibroblast, suprapubic skin, and ebv‑transformed lymphocyte. I manually mapped

suprapubic skin to UBERON:0001415 Skin of pelvis, and excluded the other two (corresponding to excluding 869

samples).

HDBR For HDBR, tissue names from the “organism part’ column of the column data file were matched to Uberon

names and synonyms from the Uberon extended ontology. The 96 unmatched terms corresponding to mixed brain

tissues and brain fragments were defaulted to the more general Uberon Brain term.

FANTOM Since an experimental design file could not be obtained for FANTOM via GxA, additional sample information

was obtained via the FANTOM5 website, namely the human sample information file and the FANTOM5 ontology.

FANTOM also contains time courses of cell differentiation (cells changing from one type to another) as well measures

of perturbed cells. Since these samples do not have a well‑defined locality in the body given by cell or tissue type,

they were not used in the combined dataset. Such samples were filtered out using the human sample information file.

Since the FANTOM data had both an ontology file and the human sample information file, both were used to map to

Uberon. The disagreements between the two mappings revealed some inconsistencies with the data set: these are

described in the previous section, as they demonstrate a potential use case for Ontolopy.

file:///Users/nataliethurlby/phd/jupyter_books_etc/jekyll-version/phenotype_from_genotype/book/_build/html/_downloads/7fb4c45a9d407432e2b2c41e4de03aff/biomart_ensg_hgnc.txt
http://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/datafiles/latest/extra/Ontology/ff-phase2-170801.obo.txt
https://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/datafiles/reprocessed/hg38_latest/basic/HumanSamples2.0.sdrf.xlsx


Fig. 8.3 Funnel plot showing the data cleaning pipeline for FANTOM transcripts/genes (left) and

samples (right), along with the number which remained after each stage of data cleaning.

The amount of data that flows through the processing pipeline for the FANTOM5 dataset can be seen in Fig. 8.3.

8.3.3. Aggregating Metadata

To create consistent metadata for the samples (e.g. age, developmental stage, replicate status, etc), information was

extracted from multiple sources (including GxA and additional data from each experiment), and sometimes manually

curated or corrected.

HPA, HBDR, and GTEx: Metadata about the experiments was collected from multiple sources, primarily the column

data files accessed via ExpressionAtlas. This metadata was used to describe the experimental design for ComBat.

The metadata collected includes (where available), sample identifier, individual identifier, age (exact), age (range),

developmental stage, tissue type (as Uberon term), sex, experiment, biological replicate identifier and technical

replicate identifier.

Both age variables are given in years and may include negative values (e.g. for a developing fetus). The age (range)

variable contains uneven ranges, since this allows there to be an age‑related factor that is compatible across the

experiments. These values had to be converted to common units, since they were incompatible between experiments,

and age‑related terms were missing in GxA for GTEx and HPA. For GTEx it was possible to acquire this information via

its own website.

FANTOM: The metadata aggregation for the FANTOM dataset is described in detail in Section 7.5.

8.3.3.1. Tissue groups

While the data is in general mapped to the most specific Uberon terms possible, 10 broader tissue groups (e.g.

“brain”, “connective tissue”) were identified by hand and the individual samples were mapped to these groups using

Ontolopy’s Relations() function. This level of specificity is useful for comparing between experiments, since many

experiments describe some tissues more specifically than others. For example, there are many FANTOM5 tissues

labelled “brain”, but many HDBR experiments are labelled as more specific parts of the brain.

8.3.4. Final Experimental Design

209.911k

99.674k

94.525k

88.715k

19.381kgenes

transcripts map
to exactly one

gene

transcripts
mapped by

biomart

transcripts
mapped by

fantom

all transcripts 1836

1268

1252

717

672

662
overly general tissues

removed

unmapped tissues removed

cell differentiation, cell
line, unlabelled samples

removed

nonhuman samples removed

diseaserelated samples
removed

all samples
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Fig. 8.4 A table showing the number of samples in each category, by tissue

group and experiment. Note that the design is not balanced: there are some

categories that do not overlap at all.

Fig. 8.4 shows the experimental design of the combined data set. Since it is not balanced, it is not likely to be suitable

for batch‑correction algorithms such as ComBat or ComBat‑Seq.

8.4. Results and discussion

By harmonising the metadata of the four gene expression experiments, I have made it possible to query these four

large data sets together, and I show an example of this. I have made the harmonised metadata for these experiments

available for download through the Open Science Framework, here.

The combined data set represents 122 healthy tissues (all of which map to Uberon terms), over almost 20,000

samples, all which have consistent labelled sample information (age, development stage, sex). This wider variety of

information can be used to increase coverage when gene expression data is needed for input to algorithms, which is

done in the Filip chapter.

8.4.1. Example: Tissue‑specific expression comparison

To illustrate the benefit of combining datasets, I will demonstrate that even the largest and most comprehensive gene

expression experiments do not show all genes that are capable of expression being expressed.

I looked at the tissue group brain, since all experiments have tissues in this group (see Fig. 8.6). These samples

represent 38 different brain tissues, Fig. 8.5 shows the most prevalent subtissue types.

brain
central
nervous
system

connective
tissue

respiratory
system

cardiovascular
system

diges
sys

Experiment

FANTOM5 75 30 28 28 203

GTEx 1879 253 757 721 3328 2

HDBR 356 222 0 0 0

HPA 0 3 7 8 9

Total 2310 508 792 757 3540 2

https://osf.io/zkc32/download


Frequency in samples

cerebral cortex 383

cerebellum 314

caudate nucleus 267

pituitary gland 249

nucleus accumbens 244

Fig. 8.5 The five most common subtissues making up the brain tissue group.  

Brain tissues

Experiment

FANTOM5 98

GTEx 2840

HDBR 480

HPA 3

Fig. 8.6 The breakdown of samples per source

experiment in the brain tissue group.

To illustrate the fact that the different sources do not agree on whether or not genes are expressed, I first chose a

random subset of 1000 genes from the combined dataset, then normalised the counts into TPM (Tags Per Million)

(using average transcript length from BioMart[259]). I then identified a TPM cutoff per experiment to reduce noise by

graphing pairs of cerebral cortex samples in each experiment, looking for a threshold where like samples are not as

similar as we would imagine.



Fig. 8.7 Scatter plot (above) and cumulative histograms (bottom) showing two similar cerebral cortex

samples from each experiment.

Table 8.2 Table showing

the cut‑offs chosen for

each experiment.

Experiment TPM cut‑off

HDBR 5

FANTOM5 50

HPA 10

GTEx 25

In Fig. 8.7, I am looking for thresholds above which the samples correlate more strongly, as well as nonlinear

behaviour in the low TPMs in the bottom plots, as described here[260]. I chose thresholds as shown in Table 8.2.

I then define “unexpressed” genes as genes which on average across samples in an experiment have a lower mean

than this noise threshold, and calculated the genes that were unexpressed in brain samples from each experiment.

Calculating the inter‑rater reliability using Cohen’s Kappa (which adjusts for the probability of randomly rating

samples the same way) between experiments reveals that there is moderate agreement between samples when using

the per‑experiment cut‑offs chosen (see Fig. 8.8).
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Fig. 8.8 Inter‑rater reliability (Cohen’s Kappa) for

unexpressed genes. The score can vary between

‑1 and 1, with scores below 0 representing random

variation and 1 representing perfect agreement.

Although the different experiments do have moderate agreement, there is also a lot to be gained by combining them.

Fig. 8.9 shows the overlap between unexpressed genes for brain, found in each experiment.

Fig. 8.9 Venn diagram showing the number of unique genes found in each experiment.

8.4.2. Batch effects

Fig. 8.10 PCA (Principal Components Analysis plot showing batch effects present in the combined

dataset.

HDBR FANTOM5 HPA GTEx

HDBR 1.000000

FANTOM5 0.575297 1.0

HPA 0.730815 0.720104 1.0

GTEx 0.763625 0.701627 0.875393 1.0



Batch effects are clearly present in the combined data set (see Fig. 8.10). I attempted batch effect correction using

ComBat, however the PCA of the resulting data set did not cluster clearly by tissue type after batch effect removal

which is a sign of “over correction”. ComBat requires a balanced experimental design which, as we have seen, is

lacking in this combined dataset, so it is likely that is the reason for it’s unsuitability.

This means that the data set can not be used as‑is for the purpose of measuring baseline expression (e.g. identifying

housekeeping genes or measuring baseline tissue‑specific gene expression). I explain some ideas for making the

combined data set suitable for these types of analyses in future work.

However, by overcoming the data cleaning and standardisation necessary to have all datasets in the same format with

the same sample metadata, the data can be used for analyses where batch and other sample metadata is used as

covariates (e.g. differential expression of tissues). In its current iteration, it is also suitable for use in improving Filip,

where the data set only needs to distinguish between presence and absence (as in the example above, this problem

can be side‑stepped by choosing a cut‑off per experiment).

8.4.3. Combining omics data sets is an opportunity to improve existing resources

While a great deal of careful work has clearly been spent on making the datasets used in this analysis available and

useful to researchers such as myself, there were still many barriers to their use in this circumstance. This ranged from

mislabelled samples, to missing information, to having to seek data about the same experiment from multiple different

sources (as we saw in Section 7.5). It is reassuring that the data issues that were discovered had clear pathways for

reporting, and that some of them have already resulted in changes to the files used. In particular, I think it’s important

that key information that we know affects gene expression such as age, developmental stage, and sex are made

available with the data set and preferably in a standardised format across experiments.

8.4.4. Future Work

The main piece of future work that I anticipate doing is using the combined dataset to improve the coverage of the

Filip prediction filter.

8.4.4.1. Mapping improvements

There are also some mapping improvements which might improve the quality of the data set as a resource for other

people.

Multiple membership of tissues and cells It is sometimes appropriate for samples to map to two apparently distinct

Uberon terms. For example, leukocytes are known to be part of the immune system, but are found in the blood. In the

FANTOM mapping, they would be mapped by name to blood, but by ontology to immune system. In this case, we

could imagine mapping to two Uberon terms rather than defaulting to where the cells were collected, since

researchers interested in blood or the immune system would both like to access the information.

In addition, it would be preferable to map simultaneously to tissue and cell type, since this enables researchers to, for

example, make queries about expression about the same cell types in different tissue locations, query the data set

against scRNA‑seq data, or simply find cell as well as tissue specific information. This could be achieved partly with

relative ease by using the ontological mapping between CL and Uberon. Improvement of the CL‑Uberon mapping

would then allow for a complete understanding of which cell types are in a tissue, but not their relative abundances.

Cell type deconvolution: In order to understand the relative abundances of cell types in each sample, a cell type

deconvolution programme (e.g. CIBERSORT[261], BSEQ‑sc[262], or MuSiC[263]) could be used. These algorithms

estimate percentages of cell types making up a tissue. This would require the input of a large scRNA‑seq data set as

input, and there doesn’t yet exist enough diversity to deconvolve all tissue types. As well as improving the mapping,

this is likely to improve the quality and variety of batch effect correction methods available.

8.4.4.2. Batch effect removal

Many popular batch‑effect removal techniques (e.g. ComBat and ComBat‑Seq[264]) require a balanced experimental

design, which this combined dataset does not have. It is not clear, however, to what extent this may affect their

performance. Some alternative methods are not as sensitive to this requirement, e.g. Mutual Nearest Neighbour

(MNN)[265], which was developed for scRNA‑seq data. No batch‑effect removal method is designed specifically for

this kind of scenario, so it would be sensible to do a simulation study to test their suitability; some preliminary work

towards this goal can be found in the appendix.



8.4.4.3. Tissue‑specific vs cell specific

As the number of scRNA‑seq experiments increases, including them in a combined dataset of tissue‑specific

expression will become more statistically viable. A prerequisite of including scRNA‑seq data would be the use of an

alternative batch effect removal algorithm that is suitable for single cell data (e.g. MNN). It would be interesting to

compare how the expression of cells which can exist in multiple tissue types differs across those different tissue

types, and to investigate whether some gene expression is truly tissue‑specific rather than cell‑type specific.



9. Concluding remarks
Working on Snowflake gave me a bird’s eye view of our model of the connection between genotype and phenotype:

and the data sets we have about that connection. It is (obviously) regrettable that we could not conclusively test it as

a phenotype predictor across phenotypes. I think that the work I’ve done in developing Snowflake as a tool for outlier

detection for unusual combinations of variants could still prove useful in the future, but we would first need to access

a data set with many phenotypes. However, in Filip, I have found a small way in which to improve phenotype

predictions across the genome, with a mechanistic reason behind it, and I hope to continue to improve this.

In my attempts to make explanative genome‑wide predictions about protein function, I continuously bumped up

against the limits of what is possible with the data that we currently have. These resources are absolutely vital to the

efforts of computational biology, and are amazing feats of research, engineering, and collaboration, but there are

some limits at present in using them for “big‑picture” biology. As such, some of the most satisfying work has been to

contribute back to some of these resources. Through linking them, and finding inconsistencies, I have in some small

way been part of science’s self‑correcting mechanism, and hope that this brings us a little closer to their use for

genome‑wide explanatory predictions.



Appendix

Simulating RNA‑Seq data to test batch‑correction across experiments

Simulated data can be used to test that methodologies are applicable to new data types. Since simulated data has a

well‑defined ground truth, we can test the performance and accuracy of a methodology using it. As long as the real

data is similar to the simulated data, we can assume that methodologies will perform similarly on the real data.

In order to test whether it is feasible to use batch correction to adjust the RNA‑Seq experiments chosen (considering

the unbalanced design), I want to create a simulated data set of tissue‑specific batch‑affected gene expression data.

This appendix contains some preliminary work towards this goal, in estimating parameters from the combined data

set that will be useful in creating the data set.

Parameters for simulation
In order to create simulated data that is similar to the real thing, decisions must be made about how to parameterise

the distribution of counts per sample and how these relate to tissue specific effects and batch effects.

The polyester R package[266] can be used to simulate RNA‑seq count data with the same design of tissues,

samples, and experiments as in the combined data set, particularly the create_read_numbers function, which

requires a model matrix that specifies the experimental design and a matrix of coefficients  that specify the sample‑

specific effects.

Count parameters

For gene expression count data, a zero‑truncated negative binomial distribution is commonly used to represent the

underlying gene expression counts because the distribution is always positive, does not assume mean and variance

are equal, and can be tuned to have many zero counts as we see in real data.

The get_params function from polyester handles the paramerisation of the zero‑inflated negative binomial that it

uses to simulate count data, using an example data set as input. I used a cleaned version of the FANTOM5 data as

input which was restricted only to genes that are common between all experiments (HDBR, HPA, FANTOM and GTEx),

removing all zero rows, and set NaN counts to 0. Parameters calculated by polyester include means per gene and

size, and probability of a zero count per gene.

Experimental design of simulated data

I already have “model‑matrix”, specifying the experimental design of the combined data set, in terms of batch and the

10 more general tissue groups that I mapped samples to using Ontolopy. These more general tissue groups contain

the same specificity (and some of the exact same) terms (e.g. brain) that are in the Human Protein Atlas, which was

used to parameterise the simulated count data, which is why this model matrix is a better choice than the more

specific 129 Uberon terms that the samples also map to.

�



Estimating co‑expression between genes

The polyester package does not include gene co‑expression (a.k.a. co‑occurrance): the correlation between genes

of expression values, which is due to genes working together in the same networks, although some other packages

do have this functionality.

In order to introduce this correlation to some extent, I used FANTOM data to estimate the correlation between gene

expression and used this correlation matrix to create the tissue‑specific effects over genes.



Fig. 1 Heatmap showing the correlation coefficients between 100 randomly sampled genes from the

FANTOM5 data set.

The correlations between genes, which could be used to create the coefficient matrix  are shown in Fig. 1.

Distribution of fold‑changes for tissue specific genes

The expected log2‑fold change due to tissue‑specific effects per gene and per sample (matrix ) must be pre‑

decided in order to simulate the data set. The size of the effect and number genes affected were estimated using

data from the Human Protein Atlas (HPA) ‑ available here ‑ which contains for each tissue‑specific gene, the

transcripts per million (TPM) for tissues that were found to be tissue‑enriched (at least a 5 fold change, compared to

all other tissues), group‑enriched (at least a 5 fold change between the group of 2‑7 tissues compared to all other

tissues) or tissue enhanced (at least a 5 fold change between the tissue and the average of all other tissues), and the

transcripts per million of the most highly expressed tissues that were not. Taken together (tissue‑enriched, group‑

enriched and tissue‑enhanced), we here refer to these genes/tissues as tissue‑specific. An excerpt of the file can be

seen in Fig. 2.
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RNA tissue
category

RNA
TS

RNA TS TPM
TPM max in non‑

specific

Gene

TSPAN6 Mixed NaN NaN fallopian tube: 102.1

TNMD Tissue enhanced NaN
adipose tissue: 10.1;seminal

vesicle: 33.2
breast: 4.3

DPM1 Expressed in all NaN NaN thyroid gland: 80.5

SCYL3 Expressed in all NaN NaN
parathyroid gland:

24.6

C1orf112 Tissue enhanced NaN parathyroid gland: 25.0 testis: 18.6

Fig. 2 The Human protein atlas provides a csv file of TPM values for tissues with >5 fold change. This

table was used to parameterise the matrix of coefficients .

Since the HPA data does not include fold‑changes of less than 5, I had no information about these changes, and

decided to model the distribution of unaffected genes separately to the affected genes.

Estimating parameters of lognormal distribution of log2‑fold change per gene: For any of these tissue‑specific

genes/tissues, the log2‑fold change per tissue per gene was calculated. I first checked that each of the tissues had

some tissue‑specific genes according to the HPA data; this was the case.

I then extracted the multipliers from the data, and converted them to log2‑fold format (expected by polyester). Since

the distribution was long‑tailed, I compared the distribution to an exponential, log‑normal and power‑law distribution

using the python powerlaw package[267]. Comparative tests showed that lognormal was the best fit (with extremely

low p‑values, see code output below); Fig. 3 visualises this.

Fig. 3 The distribution of tissue‑specific fold‑change over all tissue‑specific gene‑sample pairs from

HPA, fitted to lognormal, powerlaw, and exponential distributions, showing the lognormal as the best

fit.

The log‑normal distribution was the best fit to the data, see Fig. 3). The parameters fitting the log2‑fold changes to

the log‑normal distribution were estimated as 1.01 0.55. Visual inspection of Fig. 3 reveals that the data

simulated from these parameters appears to fit the data reasonably well, although it may be better parameterised by

two overlapping distributions.
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Number of tissue‑specific genes per tissue: The number of tissue‑specific genes per tissue was also calculated

from the HPA data. Again, the data was most similar to a lognormal, still with very small p‑values (see code output

below), but the fit (see Fig. 4) was less convincing, probably due to the small number of tissues: 37. The distribution

was parameterised with 5.44 0.70.

Fig. 4 The distribution of the number of tissue‑specific genes per tissue from HPA, fitted to lognormal,

powerlaw, and exponential distributions, showing the lognormal as the best fit.

Simulating tissue‑specific RNA‑Seq counts
Counts can then be simulated using polyester (using this script) or an alternative tool.

The simulated data set is given by:  for replicate , gene , and

sample , where:

the means are given by 

 are the estimated base means per gene

 are the generated matrix of log‑fold changes in matrix format, including both batch and tissue effects

(coeffs_batch.csv)

 is the model design matrix.

the dispersion parameter (size),  is calculated based on  and the fit between mean and size (estimated

from the FANTOM5 data).

Next Steps

Next steps will be to perform batch‑correction on these simulated data sets, e.g. ComBat, ComBat‑Seq, and Mutual

Nearest Neighbours, and performing differential expression analyses, using the input  matrix to test for ground

truths.
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